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The Artist and the Beau Machine
DIEGO RIVERA..AT HOME IN MEXICO

•

By DON GLASSMAN

OBREGON, near Mexico City, there is a machine for
I Nliving inhabited
by a well-known artist, who habitually
VILLA

peeps through the eyepiece of. his machine for seeing, a
microscope. He is gathering ma~erial for works in his
,chosen field of fresco a sr t . ·
.-- A glimpse into the home life of the ar.tist is ample assurance that one of. Senor Diego Rivera's dominant" interests is
the machine. In~a word, he is sacrificing the beaux arts for
the beau machiIfe. "
.
'_
He has interpreted the beau machine in a way which has
awakened worldwide interest in his work, his thought, and
latterly, in his life.
.
His house is the one opposite San Angel Inn, a small but
fashionable' resort. A thick wall of cactus surrounds the
artist's plot. There are two buildings to his home: one devoted to dining and sleeping, and the other to laboratory
work...
\
I
,
The entrance through the cactus wall is by way of a
steel-framed door panelled with .,sheetrock. The Mexican
who admits you bears a kind look on his f.ace~ albeit h.e seems
a little uncomfortable. His feet wear native:sandals and the
usual sarape hangs over his shoulders. One sees pets in the
yard, a three.:-f.oot 'lizard from Acapulco, a pair of. black
piggies, and to complete the triumvirate of pets, a Ford.
"
The houses stand on reinforced concrete stilts and they
'are connected by a high bridge betwee:q the adjacent roofs.
To pass from the dining room to the laqoratory you climb a
flight of steps that seem to hang on cobw~bs ; and then across
the bridge. The exterior walls are Mexican red and bright
blue. The interior is neutral with a ted tile ceiling.
, [85]
~

~.
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But this is ot the house you would imagine to be the
maestro's studio ' Iron rails, concrete floors, steel-fram,e
windows--,and n paintings on the walls! In fact, there 'is
scant evidence 0 the beaux arts and abundant evidence of
the industrial a . The artist's soul is in a harmony with
the soul of techni . A beautiful machine gives him genuine
pleasure;'the ma~hine in Diego Rivera's dreamed-of Repub- '
lie, sustains the ~hYSiCal' spiritual,. and artistic needs of the
community. No· ing is radically wrong with the machine,
nothing save the ystem by which machines are made ~ exploit many in fa'f0r of few. The system of industry which
had its roots intgland. When he reaqs English history
the artist scowls
Senor Rivet,: ,'s wide reputation brings him many visitors, especially" ericans. However, their conception of
what he is and what he thinks has left him more or less cal- .
lous to their re arks. When American parties arrive before his house i "sightseeing cars, the maestro usually esok and lets his secretary receive them.
capes to some
Much to their su rise the visitors find no paintings hanging
about, but they 'xpress "Ah's" and "Oh's" on seeing the
interior of the m chine-made house. Frequently, the maestro himself· appe rs to' face his visitors and invariably he
wins them over b ~ his humble cordiality, his guileless smile,
and utter simpli ity.Senor River 's ~smile 'ripens into a childlike chuckle on
provocation. U~ stentatious, awkward, and ungainly. The
American, findin' 'himself in this strange environment, and
faced by the Rive ~a·about whom he has read so much,' usually
gropes for sup rt. With Senor Rivera, the visitors take
too little for gra ted. They see an artist who in no way
resembles a clo n or a caricature. ,He answers questions
gladly and with larming frankness. What a surprise! At
length one of the visitors exclaims': '4Mr. Rivera, your work
is simply wonde.f!ful-your murals, I mean. They are the
talk of my homt, town-I'm from Milwaukee. Have you
ever been to Milwaukee?"
"No."
,
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THE ARTIST AND THE BEAU MACH'INE [87

"Oh, you should visit Milwaukee. The city is simply full
of Socialists. They take charge of everything in Milwaukee.
You are a Socialist, aren't you, Mr. Rivera?"
,
Senor Rivera smiles. They ask to ~ee some of his work
and he shows them a portfolio of sketches. '
The tourists usually carry away very flattering impressions. "He is simply delightful! Charming! And so sincere in his work!"
~
"He must have changed a good deal in the past year,"
comments a man from the Middle West. "He didn't talk or
act like a Red, did he1"
Frankly, Senor Rivera is at <a loss to know why tourists
burst in on his peace. He suspects the hotels of capitalizing
on his presence, which is not far from the truth.
But the idea that he has changed his basic beliefs in one
year is pure nonsense. What has taken him a lifetime to .
acquire cannot be dumped in so short a time. From the
Chapel of Chapingo to the Art Museum of Detroit" he has
remained faithful to his ideal.
Far from the heart of the Colossus of the North, which
has become his second home, Diego· Rivera .sits in "his'laboratory and examines new materials for his works.
'~e is preparing to execute a series of frescoes on the
walls of the School of Medicine in Mexico City, depicting the
evolution of medieine.
Senor Rivera belongs to that school which sees our
bodies functionihg like machines. You need go no farther
than his dining room to discover that the artist agrees more
or less with the engineer who devised the only wall decoration. It is an ingenious colored chart, published,by a patent
medicine manufacturer, showing in cross-section the boilers,
ducts, valves, chambers, fuels, gases, and wastes which make
the human body what it is. Senor ~ivera sees it every day as
he eats or talks on the telephone. It is plain that he finds
inspiration and even comfort in that decoration•
That house, in a sense, enlarges on Diego Rivera's concepts as well as his views on domestic architecture.'

.
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Follow him through a typical day:' He rises at six
o'clock in the morning and begins to paint until it is time to
eat breakfast, about 10 a. m. "Why paint at seven in the
morning, Senor Ri~ra?"
"At what other hour will I find time to work?" he answers.
Right true. The stream of visitors begins to arrive even
before ten o'clock. Sometimes they keep him frpm his
breakfast until noon. But since he derives. enormous pleasure out of human company, he receives them cordially. The
- morning visitors ordinarily have interests which fall under
the general term (!)f art. One American visitor asks Senor
Rivera to pass'on a collection of drawings covering the Maya.
ruins. He incidentally employs the occasion to rail against
the theft and vandalism which have been going on at Mex.;;
ico's archaeological sites.
To Mexican students and professional artists, Diego
Rivera is simply "Maestro." They come from all parts to
seek his counsel and criticism. His assistant inquires about
the preparation of paints and scaffolding. An American
woman s~ows him samples of her own paintings, but he is
sparing with criticism. Another asks his autograph. Another comes with a request for a book preface.
After breakfast, the Maestro may retire to the privacy
of a small room where he can peep into the world of obscure
things through the eyepiece of a microscope.
"Why do you need a microscope for your work? After
all, you are an artist."
He seems surprised at such a question. "Because I
want to know how a thing I09ks."
"What thing?"
"Everything."
Whether it be a social doctrine' or a mathematical formula, "everything" captures his attention. Without making
other comparisons'~ his i~tere~ts are as wide and as diversified as Da Vinci's.

....
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Within a short interval he was telling me that Freudism is the scientific theory which aids and aljets capitalistic
fascism, and shortly after he was discussing the streamlining of Buckminster Fuller's three-wheeled automobile, the
Dymaxion. '.
.,..,
But uppermost in his mind is the tug-of-war between
ihe proletarian an-p his antit~esis, the capitalist. The anatomy and history, the virtues and vices of these gentry are ~
Senor Rivera's p,articular oyster... And no day passes that
he does not discuss or consider some phase of their relationship.
His nimble mind has developed a powerful faculty for
x-raying every problem in the light of proletarian ideals. If
you praise the charm of native Indian handiwor.k and express a hope that it will be saved from the onslaught of industrialism, he ,esolves the problem with such. a remark: "I
would rather see the Indians working at modern machinery.
They would be better off."
It Iwould be hasty to conclude therefrom that Senor
Riveralhas become "anti-art," along with anti-fascist. He is
definitely opposed.. to good art· superimposed upon false
, structures; he is against the Mexican taste for art on an
Aztec background; he is opposed to Spanish tapestry in a
meatpacker's home in ChiCago; or to Gothic towers on commercial skyscrapers. But he concurs with the belief that the
machine and industrialism can help to satisfy the aesthetic
tastes and requirements of the masses,' Mexican, American,
or French.
'
When you mention machinery you speak of the maes- '
tro's first attempt at art, although it was unconscious. At
the age of four, he sketched the puffing locomotive which
snorted down the track in his native to}VIl, Guanajuato. The,
crude drawing is still preserved and is symbolic of the embryonic talent in Rivera as a child.
He was born of cultured parents, and their influence on
his'life was considerable. His father was an energetic gentleman with an original turn of mind and very diversified

o

0
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interests. He had fought against the French invaders of
Mexico in 1862, and then worked as a chemist, engineer, and
educator. For a while Rivera's mother was a teacher. But
on the death of Diego's twin brother, at the age of one and a
half, she almost' became insane, and on her doctor's advice
to divert her mInd, she undertook the study of medicine and
became a midwife.
.
Diego Rivera's grandmother on his' father's side was
Ines D' Acosta, a Portuguese J ewess descended from a line
of emipent philosophers. Although he is no more than onefourth Semitic, Diego Rivera often refers to himself as a
Jew.
His conduct as a boy served as a forecast of his later
development. From. his early interest in machines and
mechanics, the neighbors predicted that he would undoubtedly become an engineer, which greatly pleased the lad.
Reared according to his father's notion that a child
should learn from his own experience, young Rivera enjoyed
a rare freedom of expression. At the age of five, he aston-'
ished worshippers in the village cathedral of Guanajuato by
calling them silly idiots. In the furore which followed, the
boy became an ohject of scorn for the devout churchgoers
and a hero to the-li~erals, who rewarded him with a place on
the "liberals" bench in the public square when the brass band
played.'
.
When he was not playing with toy locomotives, young
Rivera cut figures of soldiers and cannon, and his military
maneuvers with toys attracted his father's interest. At a
tender age he was enrolled in a private school run by a
Frenchman, Monsieur Jean Ledoyen.
At the age of nine young Rivera was discovered with
some technical military plans which brought a flood of quesl.
tions from his father. To tell the story in Rivera's own
words:
"When my father asked me where I had copied the
plans, I became furious and cried, 'Nowhere l' But scarcely
ablE%-oto believe that, my father took me before his friend
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Pedro Hinojoso; the Minister of War, who called in his staff
generals. For three hours they grilled me oninilitary tac'tics. Then I illustrated various army maneuvers on a black- .
board. At the conclusion, they all embraced ine with a hearty
'Camerade,' and said that destiny had placed me in a position
to aid the development of Mexico. .
"The generals advised me to go to the military school,
even though I was under age. They promised to have Congress pass a special
act authorizing my admission. But
,
what pleased me most was the privilege I received of going
into the military,library. To see so many excellent pictures
of cannon made ·me very happy."
By a special act of the Mexican Congress, Diego Rivera
was admitted to the military school at the age of- thirteen.
But after a year, he began to loathe the military regimen. He
resigned with the title of reserve lieutenant.
When he announced to his 'father that he' wanted to
'study art, the PEirent was dismayed and unhappy. But the
son had his' way and before long he found himself in the
company of such artists as Santiago RebuU, and Jose Maria
Velasco, who was both a painter and scientist. But the chief
influence in the young artist's c~reer came from Jose Guadalupe Posada, ~hom Rivera calls the "greatest Mexican
artist of modern times."
.
Enough has been told of· Diego Rivera's early life to
show how his mechanical interests were stimulated. Fresco
painting is nothing but the handmaiden of architecture,
which in turn, is a handmaiden of modern engineering. And
fresco, the particular medium which he prefers, "is a process
of painting that is essentially architectural."
He works with sand, steel, sheetrock, marble, and con'crete, iron, manganese, aluminum, and copper--essential
materials of engineering.
I have no doubt that if Diego Rivera had the choice of
seeing a great collection of paintings or a new factory with
the iatest automatic machinery for the manufacture, say, of
automobiles, he would choo~ the latter. For in the factory
~.
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he would see his own notions of art carried out with the superb daring and imagination which have made modern I(mgi_
neering supreme.;
.
He ca'D empl<l.y dialectics to prove that art, after all, is .
in the hands of e~neers. ~An automooile is beautiful only
. in so far as it fultpls its true function.
e
Mechanical ifefficiency is bad engineering;. it is also bad·
art. Machine design approaches mechanical perfection.
In Senor ·Ri~~ra's home there is an odd assortment of
books. Few are among the standard works of art; few are
"literary." Man I of the books have been sent as gifts, and
autographed by t e authors. I referred to a critical estimate
of his work in , well-known book about Mexico. He had"'"
never read the b· ok or the estimate. "Well, what do you
read?" I asked.
'
"I never reatwhat you call 'literature: To me 'literary'
books are made 0 words without much meaning. My chief
tastes in readin are books on mathematics, ~engip.eering,
history, an4 ast~.,nomy. AI).d, of course, Karl Marx, Lenin,'
and Trotzky." r
"And no Sh kespeare, Dante, or Cervantes?-None.of
the great poets?~ ~
"No. I don' like. them."
By "I don't ike them," Senor Rivera conveys hi~ belief
only in writings qich further the social awakening. Printed
words are like s many drops of ink on paper unless their
content bores its way into the soul of the masses. Polished
and honeyed ph ases are anathema to Senor Rivera; his
.
poetry is the rh hmic percussion of machines.
All forms 0 art must prepare the pe~ple for the revolution. In a fresc you should depict the degrad~tion of the.
masses under th heels of their oppressors. You should point·
out, even name ose who' exploit their neighbors' weakness.
You shoqld stir esistance~ You should reveal the glory and
harmony of a si . Ie-class society. Those are, according to
Senor Rivera, so e of the ingredients of a first-class artistic
undertaking.
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Science is the symbol of human release from the primitive struggle fpr food and shelter. But there can never be
harmony in the human family until production passes into
the hands of the people.
As for the machine itself, as an expression of beau art,
one senses a ~nit of mind between such apostles of mechanical poetry as Rivera, Frank Lloyd Wright" the architect,
Buckminster Fuller, the engineer, and W. Starling Burgess,
~~~p~

,

.

.

Frank Lloyd Wright, the'illustrious father of modern
architectural design, admits that his particular type of architecture is applied engineering. He introduced cantilever
construction and streamllning in' the home. And Buckminster Fuller, who has stripped architecture down to, the bar,est essentials of engineering. And W. Starling Burgess,
whose cup yachts are like nature's own patterns for speed.
All these men have achieved art through a quest for
honest' engineering.
Diego Rivera sensed this beauty of engineering before
most of us. In machinery he finds motifs that are original,
dramatic~ and forceful. "What is your favorite,.subject for
painting, Senortl} Rivera?" He answered immediately,
"Machinery."
Now you would suppose that a; man of art would seek a
pastoral setting far from the crude noises of the city. But
Senor Rivera merely marks time 'in his 'home at, Villa Obregon. He would prefer to live in such places as Detroit, Pittsburgh, Chicago, or St. Louis. Because the drama of modern
industry, even to the smoke and din, lures him powerfully.
And not only the sight of dynamos, drill pres~es,' and fly- .
wheels, but the operators of the mach~nes themselves, fascinat~im. For he counts them as the chief patrons of his
art, whom he addresses in his work and' they ar.e the heroes
and warriors of his frescoes.
Having achieved worldwide 'fame and drawn the attention of countless people to his work, Senor Rivera values the
critiques of mechanics and stevedores more than of art
,
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He takeS ~Iiormous pride in the fact that the beaux

T keN

critics.
arts students of etroit cried out against' his "shameful"
frescoes, while th factory mechanics' threatened violence to
anybody who wo d harm them. That, to Senor Rivera, is
a paean of praise hich no book of verse ean match.
The highest ribunal in art is a group of mechanics,
laborers; and mac ine hands. He is willing to abide by their
opinion of what is ood art. He would like to be one of them;
therefore, he wea s overalls at his work. ,Still-he laments
that he cannot be classed as a "worker." "They," he says,
"receive a daily 0 weekly wage. I am paid for mine in a
,
lump sum-.it is iiferent."
He ehows no ign of transferring his lifelong allegiance
to the workers.
e has painted their lives and struggles on
walls and ceilin all over Mexico. In the historic Radio
City feud, he bro g-ht them into the foreground with crusading fervor, stand ng beside their machines.
But that epi ode is not finished.' Recently Mexico City
saw the whole R ckefelfer mural painted as a curtain for' a
w:eat gala perfo ance of a burlesque entitled, "The Last
Fresco of Diego Rivera," featuring the celebrated comic
~oberto Soto, an a company of high-steppers. That fresco
seems destined to live on;if not in actual fact, then in legend.
It remains a deft ite project with Senor Rivera, and he intends to repeat t for posterity whenever a suitable wall
presen.ts itself.
.
He m~ay cha ge it slightly, for his ideas on painting and
his insight into h man lives is changing,»ut the fundamental motif will re ain.

:'
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Although We Hear No Sound
,By MAUD E. USCHOLD

O'

In dark moist earth
there is no dearth
. of mirth,
when dry roots wake
and slake
their thirst with rain,
and send pale gold
and green
for the lean
earth to hold;
so again
the signs of Spring appear.
In fertile ground
this burgeoning
is song, ,
although we hear
no sound.

A Night in Eden
By ALICE WILSON

Pale moths drifting t!trough moonlit branches,
The music of night-hidden springs,
The sensuous perfume of tropic 'flowers
That drugs the dancing hours and brings
Forgetfulness of all unlovely things!
Here will we lie till night has goneNaked as Eve on a mossy bedAnd silence will cover us as a dream,
Till morning comes with a gleam of red
And night'~ last purple shadow has fled.
[,-95 ]
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Fire on Indian Creek
By ELIZABETH WATERS

ca e Up during the fourth night of th~ Mission Ridge e. At dawn the sky was a diffused yellowish-grey, a~d the sun came out of the east smaller and
redder than ever. Mrs. Keller, living next house but one to
the head of Indi Creek, woke alone in the big double bed,
conscious of a va e feeling of disquiet. She lay and wondered about it sle pily for a moment. Then her gaze focused .
on the window cu tain. Lazily it billowed
. and fell before the
open window.
rs. Keller'sprang out of bed and raised the
shade. The gre t mushroom columns of smoke that had
mounted with su h fantastic slowness during three hot still
afternoons were ispersed; there was an unmistakable smeH
of burning ti e in the air.~
.
"Wind's s t~d," thought Mrs. Keller, and dropped the
shade. 'She drefs. ed methodically and went out'into the silent
kitchen. The fir i was laid in the range; she touched a match
to it, and filled ~ ,the teakettle. Then she took up the milk"
pails and unlioo ed the screen door. Outside the smell o~
smoke was stroll er.
"Looks like he men won't be getting home this week,"
she said aloud.: he looked speculativ~ly at the mower as she
passed the tool sed. Tom might come back to find the hay
cut, at least. In ~wenty years on Indian Creek she had seen
at least half as any forest fires. More than once Tom had
got a bunch of ighbors together to battle some blaze here
on the creek, bet: Ire the forest service came in. Later, when
the boys grew ',they had both taken their turns at firefighting; but thi !was the first tirpe in years that every man
in the neighborh pd had been called out. Dave, her youngest
son, had walked down from his·ranch at the head of Indian
Creek, four mor ings ago, to ride the rest of the way with his_
father.

T

HE WIND

.

~

[ 96]
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"The ranger sent Sammy :Peterson up last night," he
,explained. "Truck's bqsted, so',! hiked down." This last with
a glance at his mother, as if he had read her thoughts, won- "
dering why Tessie couldn't have brought
him down. She
r
slipped a couple of extra doughnut~ in. the lunch she was
putting up for her husband; Dave always liked' doughnuts,
and he didn't have a lunch, that she could see. She'd always
sent her men off fire-fighting with some home-cooked food
the first day; maybe Tessie thought it was too much trouble.
Or more likely she hadn't thought a,bout it at all.
"How's the baby?" she asked while Tom was getting oub
the Ford.
"Pretty good," said Dave. "He's been teething, though
-kind of fretful with the heat."
,
Mrs. Keller plucked a leaf from her por,ch begonia. She
not~d with unerring eye the missing buttons on hEnt son's
shirt, the clumsily mended tear in his overalls~
"We had a letter from Walter the other day," she said.
"Yeah,? How are they getting along?" ;
"Fine. He said they were talking about quilding themselves a house." ~
"Looks like he's in the feed business forJ good, at that
rate. Well, he can have it." He stared moodily out over the
fields. "It's a cinch I had enough of town when I was in
Spokane to last me the rest of my life."
"And brought back enough of it, too," thought his
, mother, but she did not say it., She could hear Tom cranking the car out in the shed. Dave leaned against the porch
post, his hat pushed back, and she could see, paler than his .
brown forehead, the thin wavyscar he had gotten at the age
of three when he' had run into a barbwire fence. Memory
carried her back twenty years-to Dave's solemn, frightened
little face streaming with blood, Walter's terror-stricken
wails. She smiled unconsciously, but a pang struck through
her as she realized how thin and work-worn Dave looked
.now, how silent he had grown in the last two years.

•
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"Do you ev go fishi.ng any more?" she asked on an
",,'
impulse.
>t.
Dave gave a alf laugh. "With that ranch to look after?
, Haven't toucbep, rod since-since I came back"
.
"There's no ense in working so hard," said his mother.
He shrugge . "Hasn't hurt me any, I guess. Hope this
fire don't last to long, though."
,
"It's a poor ime for it, I must say. With wh~at about
ready to cut."
.
~'It wouldn't e so bad," said Dave, half under his breath,
"if we had a tele hone."
Mrs. Keller as silent. Worrying about her, was he?
As if plenty of 0 her women, not so young and able-bodied as she was, hann had to stay alone before this.
Tom drove p then, and Mrs. Keller helped the two,
men get off. W ching their dust disappear down the road,
she had had a m ment's compunction. Probably she should
have suggested hat Tessie come down and stay with her.
But what was th use? Tessie wouldn't have come anyway.
Drumming ilk iJ:1to the pails in a rich diminuendo,
Mrs. Keller was .thinking now how differently Dave's life
might have tur ed out if he hadn't gone to Spokane that
winter to work-if he hadn't met and married the thincheeked, scarlet!iPped, restless creature who was Tessie,
if he had gone i with his father instead of taking up that
barren homestea on upper Iridian Creek. There was no use
in thinking abou it now, of course, but it was an old resentment which, lik a decayed tooth, would not stop gnawing.
She finished the milking and turned the cows out busily as
she opened the c icken-house door. On the way back to the
house she stopp d a:nd held up a moist finger in the breeze.
"Wind's fr m the east," she murmured, and stared
doubtfully towa d the ridge. It would be too bad if that
stand of lodge- ole pine on this side should go. She was
thankful the cr ek separated their land from the foothills
of the ridge, th ugh even that would be small protection
from a crown fi e. But she went about the business of sepJ

I
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arating the milk and getting her breakfast briskly~ as though
forest fires were the last thing from her mind. Her dishes
washed, she set up the ironing board near the window and
put the irons on toheat. She thought she might go out and
pick enough gooseberries for a quart or so of jam after the
ironing was done. Nowadays an ironing didn't amount to
mucll; sometimes it seemed as if it would be more sensible
to wash only every t)Vo weeks, now that both the boys were
gone. But somehow on Monday the ~ash tubs always came
out. Dave's wife, now-from what }Mrs. Keller had seen,
it looked as if she only washed whe:p. she took the not-ion.
Mrs. Keller had gone up once on SUlJ.day and found her hanging out the last of Dave's shirts.
Of course there was the baby, ut that didn't seem to
keep her from spending plenty of ime fixing herself ;up
whenever she drove to town or wen to dances with Dave.
.At least she never tried to flirt with olther men, though there
were some who would have been Willi g; that was something
to her credit. But there were othe ways of making your
husband unhappy; being restless an dissatisfied and faultfinding in the home he was trying to make for you was one
of the best..
Hanging a .freshly ir9ned apr n over a chair, Mrs.
Keller heard the telephone ring- 0 long, two short. It
was Mrs. Peterson.
.
"Say," came her thin, urgent v ice, "I just had a call
from Mattie Lewis-said the ranger station called her and
told her to tell the people on Indian Creek the fire's out of
control and likely to be down on 'this ide by noon. It's going
like sixty in that-pine between us an,' Rock-Creek."
"Up above Dave's place!" said rs. Keller.
"Yes, and could you run up, and w~rn his wife? I ,sent
Sammy'down to Parkins's this morni g, or he could go. They
said there'd be some up here this afternoon, but for us to do
what we could and be prepared."
"All right---much ()bliged, Mrs. Peterson."..
I
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Her mind wa~ flying as she hung up the receiver. Lucky
she had turned the stock into the wes~ field this morning.
The buildings weten't in much danger, either, with a quarter-mile of alfalf, between them and, the narrowest 11end in
the creek. The r al danger was for Dave's ranch, scattered
among the timbe on the other side of the creek as it was. K
the men got he e in time, though, and ..the wind didn't
freshen. . . .
She set her ions on the back of the stove, turned down
the damper, and rolled up the rest of the clothes in the
basket. Pinning: her straw hat on firmly, she went_ out into
the smoke-dulled sunlight. It was a ten-minute walk up to
Dave's; the roaq was stony and rutted. The soil was no
better in the wh ' t field she was passing. A sparse stand of
meager heads s owed for Dave's labor in breaking the
twenty acres las summer. Still he had managed to buy a
a few head of ttle this spring; ina year or two he'd be
getting- ahead Bt ·ttle. Tom had always said his youngest
son was a natur I-born rancher.
Mrs. Keller paused a minute on the hill, panting. A
temporary lull i the wind made the air oppressive. Back
down the road s e saw a dust cloud moving fast; it must be
a car. Could it~be Tom or Dave?' She peered anxiously, .
but as it approa hed,. she saw that it was a long low coupe,
driven by a solit ry man-no car that had ever been seen on
Indian_ Creek. t passed her 9bviously, wit]! a scatter of
stoneS; She star d after it balefully and hastened her steps.
Whoe~er it was oing up Indian Creek evidently knew his
way. fShe 'wishe , she h~d thought t~ look at the license; it
might have bee someone who knew Tessie from SpOkane.
Her lip curled a·, ittle as the thought occurred to her. Any~
body' who'd bee picked up in a ten-cent dance hall, who'd
had a baby six m nths after 'she was married, would be likely
to have some fa cy, friends!
She was cro sing the creek when she- happened to glance
up at the crest f Mission Ridge and saw for the first time
a reddish glow pon the low-hanging smoke pall. Her pace
c
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increased, and turning the last bend, she saw the log buildings of Dave's place. Sitting out in the yard was the car
which had passed her. It had"a Washingtoillicense. The
dog came running toward her, ba.rking, and Tessie, surprised
.
and hostile, appeared at the back door.
"Why-hello," she said,. making no move to open the
screen.
Mrs. Keller stopped till she got her breath back. She
noticed a high flush on Tessie's usually pale cheeks. .
"I just had a can from Mrs. Peterson," she began. "The
ranger station called her' and said the fire is out of control
and likely to be coming this way by noon."
Tessie's eyes darted to the horizon, but the trees baffied
her view; she seemed to lopk incredulously back at her
mother-in-law.
"C-ome on in," she said at last, and turned. back into the
kitchen. Mrs. Keller, with a tightening of the lips, opened
the door and went in. The·man she had seen in the ca,r was.
standing in the doorway to the other room. He looked at her
suspiciously.
.
"This is Mr. O'Donnell," said Tessie shortly. "My
mother-in-law." She turned around suddenly. "I don't believe it!" she burst out. "You just wanted ~n excuse to
follow him up here."
Mrs. Keller looked at her steadily. "He can tell you he
passed me half way up the hill. What's he doing here, anyway?"
Tessie's eyes flickered. "You mean the fire's actually
coming down this way?" she exclaimed. ,
"Sure I mean it. You don't think I'm going to walk
half a mile in this heat just to see what you're up to, I hope!"
"If it's so dangerous why don't they send some men up
to fight it?" .
"They're going to, this afternoon. But there's a wind
today and this fire's travelling. You can see it on top of the
ridge now if you'll go out and look."

, .
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O'Donnell m ae an exclamation.. Tessie glanced at
him quickly.
"We'd better'~et out of this," he said. "I'm not gonna be
caught in any fore~t fire. Come on, get your things ~nd the .
kid and let's go." He was a ,heavy, handsome-faced man with
a slightly 1lattene4 nose, but he was paler now than he had
been a minute ago.l
Looking beyopd him, Mrs. Keller saw a partly packed
suitcase on the be4. "Oh," she said. "So you are up to something." Again Tessie's eyes darted to O'Donnell; then back
to her mother-in-l~w.
, "Yes, I am 1"1 she said with sudden vehemence. "I'm
getting out of this dump for good and all. You won't be
sor!7Y, I guess; yod've always grudged me the air I breathe.
Well, I won't be Here to trouble you any longer. And you
can tell Dave-" J
"Stow it, Te~," said O'Donnel roughly. "Let's beat it
bef<;>re we're trap~ed in here."
"Don't be a f~ol," snapped Mrs. Keller. She turned to
Tessie. "I can't ~ay I think your running off is any great
10 to Dave-it's:rbout what I'd expect, doing it behind his
back,
uppose y u've waited a long time for a chance like
this-bu efore u-"
"I have not I" Tessie's color was high. "I never expected
he; he just came. '
.
"How'd he k ow where you lived 1"
"I wrote him once or ~ twice, but. what of it? I never
asked him to com up here." Her voice rose. "I'm sick of
it, I tell you 1 Sic and tired of working like a dog and never
having anything~l ok decent and: seeing him slave away on
this damn farm, g tting so he never says a 'Y0rd-never any
money or anybod to s~e-I belong some place where thin~s
happen once in
hile and I'm going back there I"
From the ,~l dqw where h~ was watching, O'Donnell
turned with an 6 h. "Jeez, look at that mountain! Come
.
on, kid, we'll be .ro sted alive."
0

,

\
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The two women· ran to the Boor. The whole saddle between Indian and Rock Creek was outlined in flame..
"My God!" said Tessie. "Dave's cattle."
"Where are they?" snappe,d Mrs. Keller.,
"Up in the spring pasture."
"Right in the draw below that saddle?"
Tessie nodded. She was pale. "And all the'hay he cut
last week is stacked in the upper meadow."
"Where are the horses?"
"Outin the barn lot."
"Can you ride?"
"Sure."
They had both started out toward the gate.
"You'll have to ro~nd up those steers an4 chase 'em
down across the creek. Better gather up the milk cows, too,
. while you're at it; put 'em in that field of ours, not the alfalfa,
you know the one. Can you do it?" .
"I can try," said Tessie, almost running. "I'd better
take Barney, he's the fastest. But all Dave's hay-that wild
hay stubble's so dry-it'll catch the first thing-""
"Never mind that," panted Mrs. Ke~ "You get the
stock down. How far is the meadow?"
"Not very far-just through the trees there. Do you
think the buildings'll go too?"
"Don't know. They're not in direct line-if the wind
don't change. You'd better hurry."
Tessie had swung over the fence and was running after
the horses.
"For Gpd's sake, where's she going?" a voice said behind Mrs. Keller. She turned to see O'Donnell's black scowl.
"If you want to make yourself useful," she commanded,
"get into that tool shed and turn that plow around."
"What in hell-"
"That plow-turn it arou.nd so I can get it hitched up.
I can't lift it."
With a look of unbelief he went slowly into ~he shed.
The horses came galloping up and ~he helped Tessie herd.
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them into the bar. She put the bridle on Barney, threw the
blanket and saddl on his bac~; Tessie tightened the girth,
swung herself uP., and was gone. O'Donnell appeared in'the
door.
.
"Well, I've ot the damn thing turned around," he
growled.
"All right, h lp me lift this harness."
'.
This time heJ;ook off his coat, hanging it gingerly over
a saddle peg. 'Ylten the team was harnessed and hitched
.to the plow, Mrs.fKeller climbed into'the seat and started off
at a rough trot. ~:
"Hey!" said 'Donnell. "Where are you going?"
"Going to pI
a strip around those haystacks," called
Mrs. Keller. "Yo don't have to wait, if you're scared."
He stared aft~r her until she was out of sight, then went
into the barn, put on hi'S co~t, and lit a cigarette. It was
suddenly, very qu et. He walked back toward the house,
glancing over hi shoulder now and then at the blazing.
mountain top. A few trees seemed to have caught on this
side; he turned
d watched in fascination. Suddenly he
remembered the hild they had left crawling about on the
living-room floor. He went in, saw that he had fallen
asleep, and put h m in hts crib. Then he sat down on the
doorstep, his eyes fixed on the mountain.
An h~ur late l\IIrs. Keller drove back into the barnyard.
Ten minutes mor .and Tessie returned up the road, hot,
weary, her long air blown wildly. They unharnessed the
horses and turned them loose.
"I plowed a ix-foot strip all the way around the haystacks," said Mr . Keller. "I don't reckon 31nything can
get across that. Doesn't look as if it's coming down this
side so fast, an aYe Probably things'll be safe here now
till the fire-fighte s come."
They walked ilently back to the house. O'Donnell threw
away the stump of a cigar as he rose to meet them.
"It's about tilne," he grumbled. "I've been on the edge
of making tracks for the last forty-five minutes."
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Tessie went into the lcitchen and washed her hands, ·
took out a stub of lipstick and ran it over her mouth. "I've
gotta change my dress," she said, ana disappeared into the
other room..
Mrs. Keller and O'Donnell stood wordless outside. Suddenly Mrs. Keller jerked open the screen door and we'ntinin to where Tessie was pulling a clean dress over her head.
"You still aiming to leave?" she asked. .
Tessie's voice was muffled. "Sure. Why not?"
For the first time in her life, perhaps, Mrs. Keller did
not know exa~tly what sll;e wanted to say. "Why, I thought
maybe-you doing all thi~ for Dave, maybe you still---!" ,
"Oh, yeah-you think I still love him. .Well, maybe I •
do." Her head emerged, and she thrust her hair back from
her face. "Maybe I always will-in a way. ,But Joe's different. I'm crazy about him. He's a punk and so'm I. Dave
tried making me, over, but, he couldn't-I wasn't worth it.
You knew that, I guess, and I've always sort of admired
"
.
you for it."
She put a few things in the suitcase; snapped it shut.
, "Dave won't mind, after a little," she said. "He fell
in love with me becaus'e I was different, ~hat's all; what he .
really wants .is some nice girl who'll make this dump look
like a h,ome instead of a pig-sty-who'll like living up here
in this GO(;l-forsaken quiet~"
She waked up the baby to put on its cap. "Joe," she
called, "come in and get this suitcase."
_
Mrs. Keller suddenly came to life. "You're not taking
the baby, too!"
~
"Why Rot? You didn't think he was Dave's, did you?'~
Mrs. Keller's eyes alone registered. what was less shock
than realization.
"Does Dave k n o w ? " "
"Of course. Oh, he didn't know about Joe; he thought
i was just a poor innocent country girl. I told you I wasn't
any good."
,
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"But--" said Ers. Keller incompletely. She felt all at
once old, tired, no .very certain. She felt empty, too, as
though semething he had nourished a longVwhile had been
taken away. O'D~nnell came in and took out the suitcase.
Tessie 'glanced curIOUSlY at her mother-in-law as she picked
TUp the baby.
"I should thin you'd be tickled ,pink," she said.
"Because you' e leaving?"
'''Yes, and bec~use you know'the ·worst about "'me."
HWell," said ¥rs. Keller brusquely, "maybe the best
too." She went a~fad of Tessie out to the gate, watched the
two settle themsel ~s in the car, the baby between them.
She s~id,' "I'll tel Dave you stopped to bring his cattle
down.'"
O'Donnell~ hi heavy ieatures impassive except when .
he glanced at th~s oking mountain side, started the motor.
The car backed aro nd; Tessie raised her hand in a farewell
gesture. Mrs. K~ ler moved her head in respollse. They
jolted out of the y rd into the road and disappeared around
the bend. Mrs. K ller went back to the empty house.
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Santa Fe Trail

By MAUJ) E.

USCHOLD~

With creak of saddle leatlrer, clank of chains,'
The groan of heavy-straining wagon gears,
A dusty wake enveloping the wains.
Choking the sun-parched oaths of muleteers;
Winding across the buffalo grass to roll
Into the 'hub-deep ruts and out again,
Eyes on the Spanish cities as their goal;
So passed the trains .of fighting merchantmen.
Coyotes snarled 'round bloody buffalo meat
Their hunters left; the Indians stalked their track;
They cleared a 'way with rifles, set their feet
On and on-and never ~ one turned back-'
Leaving a heap of stones to guard the dead,
As thwarted vultures circled overhead..
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Am I Laughing?
By CURTIS MARTIN

sitti
here, you always think of the same
.
things. You it and you' think: I have to write this
story. W~at can write? I have written, but can I write
again? Is there a ything left that I can write about? You'
feel that there is ·othing more to write. ,You have ~nished
everything. You ave written your insides out. You have
poured everything over the keys.
Tlien you thi k: You have to be young to write, really"
write. But how c ~ you De young and know enough things
to write. You ha lived twenty-five years. You have seen
ju(£ so many thi' gs, and you have written those things
already. You hav already written them, but so badly that
they will never be published. But they are out of you, and
once they are out 0 you, you don't write them again,'whether
they were good or rotten the first time they came out. They
come but once. T ere i~ no come-back for a story that once
tried and flopped. At least not for years.
Then you thi k: Rem'ember the first story you wanted
to write. You sta~ted it when you were a Freshman at the
University. It 'wAs'like this: "Gliding over the floor they
danced like feathers. floating together ... 'Glen and Adele."
You wrote that, ~?U think, then you sat before the shaky
table, holding the'~ft ub of pencil, and. stared at it. ,Y~>ur head
began to ache.
e room was stuffy. You stood up suddenly and pushed' he table over, flung your chair back and
raised the windo to its full height, although it was early
spring and the n rth wind, coming directly in, was very
cold. Then you s t the table up, wadded the paper into a
tight ball and to ed it, in the wastebasket, and stood up
before the wide irror of the dressing table.
.
YouJ;' room as Sip-all. Three feet at the end. of the
bed, six feet at t~ side, and in that space the dressing table,
[ 108]
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your study table, and in the tight closet your clothes; hvo
suits, a sweater and an extra pair of pants, and your trunk.
There was a tiny rag rug on the:tloor and you remember that
night when Stuhl knocked on your door at one o'clock in
, the morning and sneaking in asked you if he might sleep
on that rag rug. You said: "For Christ's sake get in the
bed." And he did get in the bed and go to snoring, and you
pushed in the single bed beside him and tried to contract your
flesh until it did not touch him, tHinking that you had known
times when he was not exactly clean, wondering about the
number of diseases you might~ catch from him, wanting -to
ask him what hi1d happened. Why he had left his own room?
Why he was wandering about at night? But you were silent.
And in the morning he was gone. Gone from your room and
gone from the University. Gone from everyone you ~ew,
and you heard once that he had a store in the Indian village Qf
Tierra Amarillo,. where no white man would live for more
than a w~ek.
But then, you think, there is rio story there. You can't
write that. You can't do it right. But you go on thinking:
You don't want" to write, but you've got to write. Not like
William Saroyan; fir~tIy, because.you can't, maybe, and sec..:- .
ondly, because, who the hell wants to? But you've got to
write. Why~ Why have you got to write? No one forces·
you. You might write to make money. But God knows you ,
would starve if you wrote for your bread. You think: In
four years you made a measly twenty dollars writing. Although there are three or four other stories accepted, there
was only the one you recei~ed the twenty dollars for. No,
it isn't money. Is it fame? Could it be'that? Could it be
an inner-urge to see your name in print? Could it be that
you want to see Robert Stevens, ROBERT ST~NS printed, '
. published? Thousands seeing Robert Stevens, saying Robert Stevens? Could it be that? You think: Writing is a
mighty slow and uncertain way, if it is merely that you want
to see your name in print. Why, you say to yourself, sitting
there. if I wanted only that, isn't there a quicker way? And
~

u
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immediately you .say: Yes, there is. For you have been
thinking apout. i for a long while.' Yes, 'you say, there is
a more certain a d speedier method. You could take your
gun, it is there n the shelf, my rifle; there are thirteen'
shells on top of the cupboard. You could take your rifle
and thos.e thirtee shells, and w~lk in the darkness, down the
center of the stre ts of this town. You think like this: Fewpeople draw thei shades at night in this town. They sit
reading beneath e lights, reading and smoking and talking.
Now you t~ke yo r gun and the thirteen shells, it is odd that
there are thirte ,-but it is an absolute fact. You have
counted them twO e. You take them and load the gun carefully. It will ho seven shells in the magazine and one in
the barrel, making eight shots you could fire within eight
seconds if necess ry. Put the other five shells carefully in
your right-hand ocket, being certain that you t~ke your
knife and matche out first, so that you won!t grab them by
mistake in your h ste. Prepare the gun carefully, then walk
down the moonlit street, on the white, crunching snow. Go
at eleven at night because at that time people will be off the
streets. They w·ll be drugged toward sleep, and sitting
sleepily under th lights reading and dozing.'
On the stree , going up, you will first pass Willard's
house. And you ow that certainly old man Willard and
his son will be in he front room,sitting on opposite sides -of
a table, both rea ing, both rocking slowly in their chairs,
and with the froJt shade rolled high. You know they will
be like that, beca se they have been like that every night for
twelve years. H
many times have you seen them thus in
those twelve yea s, as you passed along the street late at
night? They will be there. In the street you kneel, slowly,
coldly in the sno· ,.glancing about you, ,up the road, down
th'e road for cars, for persons on the sidewalk. There will
~
be no one.
You rest the :rrfle in your hand across your knee, the
sight glinting fro 'the light at the corner. You can't miss
at that range, ev at night. Twenty yards, and you have
I
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killed deer running 'at four hundred yards, not once, accidently, but many times, in half-light too. You will not miss.
,You aim for the old man first because he is more active,
quicker thinking than the son. He would be up at the crash
as his son crumpled beside him..--You aim carefully, at the
full chest of the father. There is not a chance that he will live, no need to aim for his head. Too often you have seen
the side torn from a buck with one of these so-called mushroom bullets, which explodes and spreads as it strikes. Carefully at the wide middle you aim and fire, feeling the gun on
. your shoulder. "A second after the first crash" the second
follows and beyond the broken window glass both father
and son slump in their easy chairs. The snow is white
around you. The stars are high and cold, blinking silver.
'You get up quickly, but not rushed, swinging the gun
down beside your leg moving it with your leg as you walk,
and move off up the street. You are in no hurry, because you
know this: When Mrs. Willard finds them she can do. noth- .
ing but call the telephone office. There is no man there, only
an old woman. 'At the office the old woman will begin desperately searching the town for the one marshal. He may
be at home 'in bed, where there is no phone: within a mile.
He may be prowling the streets in Old Town, but he wilI.not
be found in less than an hour. y'ou are not worried about
hIm. But there is another thing: Next door to Willard's
lives William Gaspard. Mrs. Willard after calling the tele·
phone office will- rush to his door and beat there fearfully.
But Gaspard does not wake easily~ You remember well the
night you tried to wake him to .tell him that his garage wa's
on fire. You beat at the window and shouted at him for
. fifteen minutes before he understood what you w~re saying.
And now in fifteen minutes . . .
You are down the street to the next house whette there
is someone still up this late at night. It is Carloewe's, the
. old shoemaker. He is sitting before the wide front-window,
staring over thick spectacles at the latest Saturday Evening
Post. You will get very near him. At- the yard fence you
l
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will stop and see t e white hair below his leather cap, which
he wears even in t e house.
You will shoo him in the head, and his wife, rushing
out from the kite en, you will shoot in the full-breasted
chest. Now it is fur. Enough certainly.. But not enough'
to reach the very top, to reach the very ends of the earth.
Not to make the eadlines of every paper. So you go on.
And on. On. Uy.w
When they ca ch you an hour and a half later you are
sitting quietly near street light, in front of the school house:
The school you on e attended, where you loved two girls.
Where once, you en taught for a short time. You have
one shell in your fUn when they take you, the thirteenth.
But you do not rai~e it against them, because you have done
enough already to rea~h the heights of notoriety. You have
missed with three shots, but nine people lie dead or dying
along the streets y u have passed. That is ce~tainly enough,
you think. You re ember reading about the Slav who went.
wild in Washin n, running amok.
He killed four, and
you read of him or weeks. Headlines. Your nine must
be higher than an other has ever attained in these United
States. This civili. ed country. Yes. Nine must be enough.
Surely. Day afte~ t.oday it will be there. On pink sheets, ,
on yellow, on whi/te, all with black letters . . . ROBERT
STEVENS. INSArE. NIiNE. NINE. NINE. Yes nine were
'
enough.
ou read wh t ~you have written; and the only thing
you can think is: /why don't you make a story of that, and
not merely sit and' write that you are thinking about it?
Have someone do that and there you have your story. I
could do it. I coul do that, but I won't.
Or you could ell them about Helen. Damn Helen. You
have been thinki g of Helen all night. Yo~ will always
think of Helen an Aline. Those two you will be thinking
of always. In th day a little, but mostly at night. You
will think of the until the night you die. You could tell
them of Helen tha night in'the old blacksmith shop, or that

a
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night on the steps behind the church, talking, talking, into
the darkness to Helen, sitting _on the cold cement beside you.
Talking until your voice was hoarse . . . telling her what?
Telling her' things partly true, honestly partly true, and
totally true to you then, a kid of fifteen, talking to the girl
you had loved first, and would always love, but Who had
scared you by asking you to marry her. Why did that
scare you? It didn't. It only'revolted you and you can
never say how or why, only that it did. On the cold cement,
sitting, you told her why you could~not marry her; and your
. greatest argument was tha~ too many other girls loved you.
Loved you so much that you could.. not break five hearts or
six by giving yourself to her. And you believed that, you
damned fool, talking without taking a full breath for two
hours. Telling her she could have ~YOu always, have your
heart, spiritually, mentally, but not your body, not to be hers
alone, because in the world there were things coming to you
. too great,for you to be sacrificed on the altar. Crying you
kissed one of her long, rolled curls, smelling the peculiar
sceI!t, which you believed to be spice-wood, and stumbled
down the six steps, away in the night, and 'in the corner,
Helen sat silently. Was that. the last time I touched you?
But Helen, no more, than Aline.. Aline at night in
moonlight. On horseback. Alone' in blick mountains. Alone
on the plains with moonlight for !Dilesmrabbits leaping away
from beneath clumps of bushes. Alihe. Aline, let me go
now.. Can't you let your hold slip an instant and let me
away? They tell ~e you live in Kansas now. I haven't
Been you for five years. I saw you in Pocatello, Idaho, this
summer five years ago. I had a full beard. :You did not
know me. I saw the man with you. Wasn't it your husband? What were you doing in Pocatello? God knows
what I was doing there. Passing through, probably. What
e~e?

I

Now you think: Why don't you tell th!em about Rohoveck? .That would be something. You could tell them
how yoq. loved him. How h~ loved you. How you two lay'
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Today
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

The earth today was drab, \l
And lonely;
And almost stark
With bleaching bones.
No living things,' _
No homes, only
The caves where wild things,
Stay till dark.
I cried,
"Is there no bit of beauty
To ease my aching heart?"
A voice within me said,
Explore your mind,
For there
'Earth's beauty
You shall find.

[ 115]
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isit to Kiowa Ranch
By JOHN C. NEFF

AM. NOT a nativ of New Mexico, nor do I live there. But
from my hom back here in Ohio I pass many hours
thinking about th long weeks I've' known in the Sangre de '
Cristos packing fo four hundred miles, and the months I've
spent on the 'flats s uth of Las Vegas.in roundup time. There
are many tales to e told, but today there stands in my mind
the picture of my .sit to Kiowa Ranch far ~bove Taos where
I went to visit Mr~. D. H. Lawrence.
During two ~ evious winters, I,had come to know John
Middleton Murry, awrence's friend of the early years, now
a brilliant man 0 letters. He would always have me tell
what little I could about New Mexico and the country from
which Lawrence g t so much. He wanted. to know about the
Indians and the,irreblos and the sun setting over the Jemez
Range and the sm I of wood coming through the air at night.
But like every ma who has not seen the land, he was only
half i~pressed.
e will never know "what tied Lawrence
there until he see it for himself. Two years ago, when he
learned that I wa going to spend the summer near Santa
Fe, he begged me 0 visit Mrs. Lawrence and bring her his
best wishes.
That I did, th ugh I wasn't sure that I had any right to
,.go calling at a ho se I didn't even know. When I arrived in
Taos from Santa, e one morning I began to get cold feet.
Almost, I wanted' 0 chuck the whole business. But when I
thought of the hu' dreds of miles I'd come for just this hour,
I shoved aside a~lmY inhibitions and walked boldly into a
store to inquire t way to Kiowa Ranch. 'A young German
woman ove,rhear me and came to my assistance. ' "You
go up, up, up all he way," she said, ,Hand the road is terrible. But she'll b~' appy to sea you, with your greeting from
Murry."
[ 116] ,
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This was a good start. I didn't concern myself about
how terrible the road might be, 'but I was glad of the encouragement in the Germa:n woman's voice. Past-the road to the
Taos Pueblo I drove, and up and over the long winding road
to Arroyo Hondo. The sky was a brilliant onel and the sun
was very warmf Almost to Cristobal I went, and then turned
off in the, direction of the mountains, following the sign
pointing to "Brett.·" The private road was bad. It was so
miserable my car bounded from rock to rock, just missing
. the springy juniper branc.hes. The twists and turns made
the going hard, but in what seemed no time at all I found
myself at the end of the drive.
.
There was the house. A lOng, low place with a gabled
metal ~oof and fine colored shutters. A magnificent view
of the westward-sweepirigcountry spread before it, with the
mountains rising strong behind it. Little wonder why Lawrence ioved the place. Or why he loved to stand and watch
the sun melt into the little gap 'Where the road goes down
toward Santa Fe. Or why he yearned to be back there during his last months in far away Europe. I had for many
years been familiar with the beauties of New Mexico and
had accordingly thought I understood Lawrence's love for
the land. But not until I saw the view from Kiowa Ranch
and the house itself did I fully realize what held him to the
country and what in his last years made him say: "I think
New Mexico was the greatest eX'perience from the outside
world that I have ever had."
But there was no one on the porch, and the house seemed
empty. I found a little bell near the portico and was about
to ring when some one called out, "Come in f"
A dark short Italian stood near the door 'of what I presumed was the kitchen. He bowed, asking wh~t I wanted.
When I told him, he spoke to some one I couldn'fsee, someone
beyond. the door. In Italian he said, "A young stranger
wants to see you." A woman's'voice in gutteral Italian answered him. "Have him come m." And then the man swept
his arm in the direction of the wall beyond the door. Step-
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ping inside and t+ng.to the right, I saw'sprawled outTen a
bed a large, reddi h, smiling woman. It was Frieda ~aw
renee, looking mu h older than I had expected to find her.
She was wearing a long print dress and a colored apron.
She greeted me ho pitably, hut when I mentioned that Middleton Murry had sked'me to se~ her, she jumped from the
bed and cried: " ch! Murry! !Yes? Murry! You know
him.1'"
·i
The ice was b oken. Mrs. Lawrence was all smiles. Her
lips stretched acr ss her face, and she hurried about the
room to bring a ~h ir for me. All th~ while she carried on a
conversation abou Murry and his visits to America. How
was he? Would y u describe him? What does he think of
America'? Sudde ly she went across th~~room. "Ach! Will
you have some of y wine! It is very good." And without
waiting for an an wer, she poured me a long glass and made
me sit by the tabl with the man who was glancing through
a copy of an Italila newspaper. The table was covered with
a red and white c eckered cloth, and there was a large bowl
of fresh dark ch rries and another filled with cakes and
cookies. I sat the e with them eating and drinking and talking as though the had known me' all their lives. It had been
the most comfort ble entry into a strange house I'd ever
made. The Italil spoke with Mrs. Lawrence in his own lan- .
guage. He wante to knqw what Murry I ~as talking about.
When he was told it was Middleton Murry who had brought
about my visit, h was satisfied and sank back into his chair
with the paper.
But Mrs. La renee had been ill that winter and was
easily tired. Sh went back to her bed and stretched out
again, still talkiIi about Murry. Presently she began' on
Lawrence, always using his last name. She told h,9w he loved
the Indians' and t ei~ dances, how he used to go down to the
pueblos and sit i the sun to watch them dance. How he
used to stand on: e porch of the house and watch the glowing sun sink dee behind
the far mountains. And then she
.
would exclaire ~n erman and laugh. Sometimes her words
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came sharp and quick, but there was always a twinkle in her
eyes that made me laugh with her. She seemed the easiest
person on earth to get on with. t
In a little while the Italian got up and left the house. But
she would not' hear of my; going, "after how· far you've
come !" We, were not alone long, though, for soon her daughter and son-in-law who were visiting from England came in.
Naturally, they were interested in hearing about Murry's
lectures in this country and-how they had been received. We
talked about American colleges, contrasting them and com:'
paring them with Cambridge and Oxford. They seemed to
object to our system of education and our noticeable lack, as
they put it, of worthwhile scholarships. TheAmericans
were wonderful people, but oh so slow. The hundreds and
hundreds of colleges, what did they mean? Too much sameness, too similar. Their graduates were so slow in grasping·
the real significance of a situation, they so easily misunder- .
stood. They' were thick like oil. '
This' brought Mrs. Lawrence int~ the conversation
again. She put out a cigarette and began. "You must never
read Lawrence while you are young. Too many young people
read him, and they do not know what he is saying. It is so
difficult, then, to explain to them what he is saying. You must
have had experiences and bitter tastes of life before you can
read him with intelligence." And she would- smile and laugh
in her jolly way. "'He was such a great man."
The sOR-in-Iaw interrupted to ask if I'd.. read Sons and
Lovers. He thought, along with the rest of England, that it
was his best book. But Mrs. Lawrence broke.in, saying, "No,
The Plumi3d Serpent.· All of Lawrence is
no, you must read
-,
in that book.' Two years he spent writing it, one winter in
Chapala and the next winter in Oaxaca." I admitted thatthough I liked the earlier "book b;nmensely, I thought The
Plumed Serpent more significant. Sometimes while we were
talking, I had chance to look about the room. It was like an
old kitchen
I had once seen in Munich. There were gaily col,
ored plates on racks along the 'walls.. Huge pots and pans

.
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hung in the corner ear the stove, and lively curtains were ,at
the small windows The daughter came round and filled our
glasses with more eep red wine and passed the brown crock'
of cookies. T~~ss~peoPle were hospitable to their finger
tips. But I could ot wear out my welcome. Through the
open door that 10 ed down toward Taos, I could see great
dark clouds han ,ng low over the mountains. A storm
would be coming u· at the end of the afternoon. I thought of
tlie miserable roa back to the highway. It was time to
leave.
As Mrs. Law nce walked with me to the gate, the wind
caught stray ends f her fine long hair and whipped it across
her face. Her ap on sailed out in front of her and her eyes
grew bright'in th'·cooling air. When I turned to bid her
good-bye, her real 'haracter seemed to come to me. She was
standing on a litt e knoll near the gate and her head was
dipped toward th lowering sun. The sun glowing on her
made her a radian ly handsome middle-aged woman. But it '
struck me that she was at once very much like a small happy
child and a woma~ of wide wisdom. Her eyes were twinkling and her mo -th laughing, swallowing and laug~ing in
turns. She raised her arm high above her head and -waved
her hand vigorOUSlY. "Good-bye, hmmm, good-bye. .It was
good of you to co . Good-bye !"
.

.,
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Folk Tales from the Spanish
By DO,LORESHUNING AND IRENE FISHER

BLANCA FLOR
HERE WAS once a youth who went out to fis~ and on his
way home he intended to stop at a f~iend's house. However, he fished so late that it was darkwhen he started home
and he lost his way. Instead of his friend's house he came
to the 'House of Many Demons.
He knocked at the door and a beautiful girl answered
his knock. ,'When he saw her, the youth thought he would
like to stay; so he asked for work. Blanca Flor or White ':
Flower, the girl, told him to go into the house and ask her
father. Her father said he would give-the boy work, and
he gave him a ·box filled with all different kinds of seeds:
there were lentils, peas, wheat, corn, beans, and many other
kinds.
,
He told the youth that he must sort these seeds in o~e
,
day and if he -did not finish them he would be killed. TJte
young man told White Flower what her father had commanded him' to do. She said for him not to be afraid, for
she would help him if he would promise to take her away
when the work was finished. The boy promised. .
The next morning they started to work", and separated
the seeds in one day, becaus~ White FlQ,wer helped him. The
youth went to tell White Flower's father and mother that
he had completed the task. The girl's mother said that he
could not have sorted the seeds in one day, and that White
Flower must have .done the work, ,but the father said,
"You' always wish to think iii my daughter. The boy
knows how to work. That's what it is."
.
Then the patron commanded the boy to plant the wheat
seeds that he had separated from the others. He said the
wheat must grow, be harvested, ground into flour, and made
into bread, and all had to be done in one day. The boy went
[ 121 ]
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to White Flower i despair, but she said, "Tell him you wid
do it.".' The fathe did not believe he could.
When, the. boy returned to White Flqwer the task was
already completed. At the end of the day he went to the
father and showed him the bread. The mother said,
"All 'the work that peon is supposed to do is being done
by White Flower."
The patron, owever, told her no, that the boy knew,
how to work and t at was all there was to it, and he said to
the boy, "Now you must go to the mountains and bring back
a young bull whic lis so fierce that he shoots flames' of fire
from his eyes."
The boy said e would do it, but he was afraid~ White
Flower told him not to fear, and to saddle the best horse
in the stable.
·r,· '
.
"The horse i1 my brother, the saddle my' mother, the
. stirrups my father, and I am the Quirt."
She got on 't1he horse and went into the mountains,
lassoed the bull ana broug4t him back. The boy quickly went
to the patron and told him the bull was in the corral. The
man and his wife became so ill from the shock of the boy's
success that they had to go to bed. Then the man said it
was all right, an how the next piece of work was to tame
a very wild mare The .boy saddled her, and after it was
tamed, the moth said again that it was White Flower's
work. When he ad finished, the patron told him to take
some little monkefs to the river and bathe them.
These little monkeys were ~ome little devils and these
little devils were ~e girl's brothers. The old man cautioned
the boy that if t~ese monkeys escaped he would be killed.
When the boy took the little monkeys to the river and bathed
~em, he kept the 1- from escaping by beating them severely,
which White Flo er had told him to do. After bathing them
he took the little onkeys back to the patron and said, "Here
are your monke s." The little monkeys to~d their father
.that the peon wo ld not let them play. The patron said that
was all right.
~
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The boy now wanted his pay, and said he did not wish
to work any more with him and that he wanted to go to his
own country. The patron paid him and bade him uA Dios."
When he left; White Flower told him to take a mirror, a
comb, and a brush. The ,boy did as she.said.
uNow take the best horse and start.' I shall catch up ,.
with you in a few minutes."
She·went into the zaguan adjoining the room where her
parents were, and spit upon the floor. Then she spit upon
the kitchen floor and upon the ground in the patio. She ran
out'and caught up with the boy who had just started.
She had no sooner left when her mother called her. The
saliva in the zaguan answered, uSi, Senora." The mother
called White Flower again and the sativa in the kitchen
. answered, but softly. The third time the mother called, the
saliva in the patio replied more softly. The mother w~s very
angry and said to the father, "'These are White Flower's
doings and I know she has left with the peon."
The father . would not believe her and said she only
wanted to talk about his daughter, but she started after the
young people and followed them until she had almost
reached them. White Flower told the boy to throw the
comb down. The boy threw it and it turned into a high
mountain with knives on the top Of the mountain. The,
woman could not pass; so she was forced to turn back. Then
the father started in pursuit and had almost caught up with
them when the boy th:h~w down ~he brush. It turned 'into
a river of blood that the man could not cross. When he returned, the son, '\Ulite Flower's brother, said he could bring
them back. He started and when he got within a short
distance of them, the boy threw down the mirror and it
turned into a high, sheer cliff of rock. When the brother
saw this he knew it was impossible to climb over it and he
turned back home.
The young people soon arrived at the boy's home and
the boy said, "We are almost at my house. ' Do you want
. to 'stop with us?" The girl, however, would not go in, and
,
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"Then," said the female pigeon, "do you remember when
we started out and after awhile we saw my mother following us, and I told you to throwaway the comb, and a high
mou-ntain with sharp knives on the rim appeared 1"
"I seem to remember," said the male pigeon.
"Then you.remember after we had gone a little farther
we saw my father following us. I told you to throw the
brush away, and an impassable river of blood appeared and
my fat~er turned back."
"I seem to remember," said the other pigeon.
"Do you remember when my brother followed us and
you threw away the mirror and a, very high and very stony ,
cliff sprang up in his path1"
"I seem to remember."
, "You remelllber also, little pigeon; as we were nearing
your home, I told you not to let anyone embrace you 1 Then
as you were taking a nap your mother put her arms around
. you and you forgot all about me."
"Coo-ro6-coo-e60, yes, I remember.'~
Then the pigeons flew away:.
"
The boy listened to all this conversation and gradually
the events of the past few days came back to him. He jumped
up and ran to White Flower'~ house and begged her forgiveness. Soon afterward they were married, and that is all.
<

'¥

•
CONRADO PIMPUM AND THE CRANES
ONRADO PIMPUN, after having passed some years away
from his pueblo, in the army, returned to the' village of
his birth, accompanied by some remerpbrances of his
marches and some money that he had saved. He h~d the
sorrow of finding his mother near death. He received her
last kiss and hearkened to her counsels that he· should be
pious, good, and honorable. Sh.e said that she would pray
for his well-being, when she reached heaven. Conrado wept.
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bitterly and, afte ..the burial, retired to his home where he
stayed three mon s without going out.
The youth 0 the village were very considerate and
respected his gri, , but at the end of three months two of
them decided to 0 to his house and take him out. They
took him to a ta ern where they gave him a great deal to
drink. They the reminded him that before he left for the
wars he had a ri via in the neighboring pueblo, and they
suggested going see her that evening.
These two fiends were bad men who had heard that
Conrado had br~ght home a great deal of money from· the
wars, and the j 0 rney to the neighboring pueblo was a pre..:.
text to rob poor onrado on the way. They had known for a
long time that thgirl had become tired of waiting for Conrado to return an~had married and lived'in a distant pueblo.
Conrado sta ed out with his false friends toward the
neighboring pue 10. They had traveled half an hour when
they came to a d ck wood. The two treacherous friends fell
upon poor Conra 0, threw him to the ground, and beat him.
He rii-ade such ~ truggle against them that they injured him
seriously. They Iso put out his eyes.
They tied hi hands ~and feet and took him to the middle
of the forest. T ey placed him on a piece
of.
wood that was
,
'
in the form of a cross and tied him to it. Believing that he
was dead, they t ok all his money and hastily left the place.
The coolnes of the night revived the poor soldier. He
was not dead, btlt had been made unconscious from the terrible blows he hid received. As Conrado knew the country
very well, he rea ized where he was, even though he was now
blind, and excla· ed, "Dios Mio! in spite of my misfortunes
those fiends hav remembered that I am a good Christian and
have brought m 'to die on the cross. The Lord and His Holy
Mother will co e to my assistance."
.
He struggl d for a while and finally untied himself. He
knelt at the foo
the cross as bes.t he could and prayed fervently. Having ulfilled this duty, he sat down on the ground
because he was 00 weak to walk, and waited with resignation the conclus on of his sad adventure.
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As the clock of the village'struck twelve he heard loud
flappings of wings close to. his head. He was badly frightened and crouched down at the foot of the cross. ~ few
moments later he again heard the beating of wings, only
much louder this time. He heard three large birds light on
an arm of the cross, one at a time. They were three cranes
who began to talk. Conrado listened closely to what they
were saying" and the first one said, "What news have.you
this week, sisters?"
.
, :
The second one answered, "I know a great deal. jrhe
daughter of the king in the adjoining kipgdom is gravel~ill.
She is between life and death. All the doctors who have ~",een.
her do not know how to cure her."
rr "
"And you know how to do that?" asked the third' crane. ..
"Yes, sister, I do. There lives in that pond in the next
meadow a green frog that should be caught and burned.
the sick princess could be given these ashes mixed with win~,
she would recover her health. The king will give her hand i'
marriage to him ~ho does this." '.
" . "
I
,
"Well, I," saId the first crane, "also know something
noteworthy. Men would pay a big price in gold if thet
could }mow it:"
, \.
"What is it?" the other two a s k e d . ' !
"It is, my sisters, that tonight and tomorrow night ther4
will fall a marvelous dew. The blind man who will wash hiS
eyes with this d~w will instantly recover his sig~t."
,I
"Well, I" said the third crane, "know that the adjoinin~
kingdom is disappearing because of lack of water, and th~""1
king has promised his daughter's hand to him who will rem-l
edy the situation. A spring must be discovered that wil~1
quench the thirst of all his subjects, and water all the land~i
"Now you see that your two discoveries' are not so use~
ful as mine. Th:e frog is useful only for the kin~s daughter ~I
the dew is useful only to the blind, but my discovery woul~1
serve to save a whole ~ngdom that otherwise will die o~
thi~st, and to fertilize ba~ren fields."
.
.
I

If

"" .,

:1

":

,I
,I
\
\
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"How can
be accomplished 1"
the other two·
cranes.
"Nothing more easy, sisters. ..In the middle of the plaza
of the.pueblo ther.tis a white stone. B~nea.~h it at the depth
of three meters, ere is a rich spring that, whenever it is
discovered, will b like a living well. There will come out a
jet of -pure spa kling water fifte~n thousand liters ~per
minute."
,
After this co versation, the cranes bade each other farewell ~ntil the folowing Saturday, when they were to meet
again in the ~am place.
As soon as - hey flew away, Conrado gathered some
weeds and washi· his eyes with the dew that was on them.
He instantly reco ered his sight. He saw the I\l;oon and the
stars. Heknelt own and thanked the Lord for the benefit
that he had receJed. Then he went to the pond and lifted
the flood gates a d let the water run out. He saw the frog
and before he co Id go to his hole Conrado caught him and
killed him. He ,,- ade a fire with dry twigs and tinder, and
his flint, which e always carried with him, and burned the
frog. He wrap d the ashes in a lea~ and put them in his
pocket. .
~.
- He then we t toward the capital where the king had his
palace. He presfnted himself at the gates and asked to see
the king. The p rters and the guards wanted to prevent his
entrance, but e nrado caused such a commotion that ~he
king heard hinilTHe ordered the'man brought before him.
"What do fU want1" asked the king in a disl?leased
tone.
i.
.
Senor," an~wered co~ado, "in my pueblo I learned,
through the pro }amations, bout the illness of the princess,
and the reward offered to t e one who cures her. Because
of that I beg rmission 0 your majesty to see her and
twenty-four
.
. ho rs in which to cure her."
.
"Because -u are a simple citizen," said the king, "I
will let you try ~. cure my daugh~er."

.'
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The king accompanied Conrado to the bedroom of th~
princess, where she lay in a high fever. The youth asked for
some wine. .Placing the ashes of the green frog in the cup
he mixed them with some wine and gave it to the princess.
As soon as the princess had taken'the wine"she fell into a
profound sleep, and in six hours her illness had entirely left .
her.
Filled with joy, the king offered Conrado a bag o~
money.
"Here you have a prize for the service you have rendered," he said.
But Conrado said to him, "Senor, I hav~ not come in
search of gold. I have come for the princess and will accept
no other reward. Your Majesty. offered that the one who
SllOUld cure the princess would marry her, and I expect the
fulfillment of that promise." .
The king was much perturbed at the.thought of·giving
his daughter to a humble workman, for. he did not know Con..;
rado had been a soldier. His word was given, but he sought
a subterfuge in order not to keep it. After meditating for a
time, he said with a show of interest,
~
"True, you have complied with the first part of the pro.' clamation, but you should know that it contained two parts.
The first one is, complete. The second is missing. It is necessary that you furnish the pueblo with water to drink and
the lands with water to make them fertile."
"Tomorrow," answered Conrado, "the pueblo will have
water and the fields will be irrigated."
That night he cured a great many blind persons with
the miraculous dew. There was not a single personin the
pueblo who could not now see. The following day he directed
an excavation in the pla~, the work of which was done by
these people who had regained their eyesight. They showed
their gratitude this way. At noon the depth of three meters
was reached and the rich spriilg" was discovered. The dry
fields were abundantly irrigated and the people of the pueblo
had all the water they wanted.
.!)

~
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The king was obliged to keep his 'word and he allowed
the princess to m rry Conrado, having first made him a
prince. The new arriage was happy.
A short whil afterwards, while Conrado was passing
through the fields, e 'encountered the two bad men who had
mistreated him. 'Jj;hey did not recognize him in his princely
I
I
clothes, but he spo~e to them, saying,
.
"I am your oid friend whom you punished in such an
infamous way, but God has permitted that the horrible crime
committed against me should be the origin of my happiness."
They were fro htened and fell on their knees before the
. prince, asking his pardon. He was generous and forgave
them. He took th . with him to the palace, gave them some
food and some ~ hes. He related to them his adventures
and how he had co e to be the son-in-law to the king.
At evening t two bad men left him to return home and
no sooner were thfY out of sight of the palace than they proposed to each other to pass the night beneath the cross in the
hope of hearing something that would make them happy.
They went to thef'oss and it was not long before they heard
the cranes circlin ,overhead. One of them said to the others,
"Listen, sist 's, it must be that someone has overheard
our conversation. The king's daughter is cured, the frog has
disappeared from the pond, many blind have recovered their
sight, and the ad' ining pueblo has water in abundance for
its people and its. lands. Let us search for that curious one
and perhaps we ill find him."
.
.They then fieyrv down aJid saw two men who did not have
time to escape.
ey threw themselves on the men, picked
out their eyes an pecked them all' over until they were dead.
Some days after . ards, the prince, seeing they did not return
to see him, and s pecting what they had done, sent someone
in search of them Only the bones were found near the cross.
Thisl story ~ ows us that goodness and piety have their
reward and that adness and perversity suffer punishment
early or late in . i~ and above all after death.
-

.k

.'

"'"

>, 1937
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Smoke Talk

CALIFORNIA REVISITED

"You've peen to California? .-.. Of course, it's not your
first trip. You did all the usual things, I suppose-Hollywood, Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Catalina, and the glass
bottomed boat, the Cocoanut Grove, and the homes of the
stars. I don't mean you got in them-the homes of the stars.
Didn't you~
.. ve a friend WhO. took you around? ... You didn't see the 'omes of the stars? . ~ . And you didn't go to C~ta
lina? . .. ot the Cocoanut' Grove? . . . but everybody . . •
"You liked the Huntington Library! Oh, I. see! It was
that sort of a trip-highbrow. You think the place must
have been full of drafts •... and. cold with all that maJ;ble.
The picture of Mrs. Huntington with all those black veils and
the hat . . . she wouldn't feel a draft! Cold as the marble!
... And you didn't like all the other ladies with the hats, the
Gainsborough and the ReYnolds, the LadyPenelopes and
Lavinias? You don't care whether Lady Penelope was a Pitt;
the daughter of Baron Rivers and twice married, the second
time to Private Smith of the Horse Guards, a plebian choice
after Viscount Ligonier, husband number one! You'd rather
see a Goya thaI,1 a dozen Gainsboroughs ... Well, I don't know
anything about either, but I should think you'd like an Eng..
. Ush artist better than a Spanish! ... You certainly saw something besides pictures ... the ,Ellesm~e Chaucer ... and the
furniture with all the marquetry and the ormulu . . . Well,·
let's get out of the lJuntington ... You stood in front of'
Grauman's Theater. I t\1ought so.. There was a pre-view?
A second pre-view? You'd seen the, picture before. Well,
maybe the people in it hadn't·. . . Alice Faye, she's really -.
beautiful. I'm glad to hear it. The Hollywood stars SQ often
leave their beauty in the studio ... And Hollywood-you
.think it's growing up. Well, it gets older every year. So do
we all! The pictures are getting worse but the place is devel•.
[ 131]
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oping? How do yo figur~ that? 'You think maybe some- .
thing more importa t than pictures will come out of Hollywood? How come? No pictures-no Hollywood! Bad pictures-bad Hollywo d! . . . Ballet? Literature? Drama?
hat is, about Hollywood ...
Never heard of i
You think eve one in Southern California ought to
have an athletic mi d? .. Oh, you got that way covering
ground around Los Angeles . . . stretching from place to
"place or did you sa space to sp'aee?
The biggest stretch
San Francisco is the
you saw was the Go d~n Gate bridge
. true mistress of the ;Pacific ... wooed by the sea, by men, by
the forests, by mist ~ nd sunlight!
You saw an oiler on the
rocks and a Japane e freighter?
She's always killed the
things she loves
Beauty has no heart ...
Boulder-Dam
beautiful? ... Superb! ... I must go
up there. Like a t ip to Mars? . . . Excellent; I've always
wondered what Ma s would look like ... Our own world, you
say ... in the future ... Everything from Boulder Dams .. '.
power, heat, securi ? .. Maybe! ... A hundred men killed
... You think LoslJ 'ngeles was worth it?
~ o! . . . The
No! ... The
Edison Company? .. ·No! ... California?
Nation! ... Yes! ... The People ... Yes!
T. M. P.

n
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Junio

Saludo a todos los paisanos:
One of the most outstanding
events of a very stimulat....
ing season was the recent series of lectures on music and
literature given at the University of New Mexico by Reginald Pole, distinguished composer, critic, and actor. Mr. Pole
was presented by the College of Fine Arts .through..the co-operation of the Dramatic Chili and the Univer.sity Debate
Council. Brilliant discussiol}s of Beethoven, Shakespeare,
Keats, Shelley,' Strauss, Dickens, Turgeniev, and Dostoievsky attracted .townspeople as well as University students.
Because of Mr. Pole's dramatic experience both here an:d
abroad, the round-table conferences 011 the drama and thea.tre greatly interested the very active group of dramatic students "on the hilL"
Among the famous "who passed this way" recently, and
stopped for a visit with RutnHanna Simms were: Charles
Dawes, and John T. McCutcheon. We don't know what the
former vice-president's impressions of the Sandia School '
were, where both men spflnt some time, but we do know that
the students will not forget the famous cartoonist, because he
made a number of illustrations for them on the blackboards
in the true. McCutcheon manner . . . Another interesting
gue'st at the Sandia School was ~iss Estelline Bennett, newspaper woman of Chicago, Ill. Miss Bennett, former,. publicity woman for the Northwestern railroad, and the Y. w.
C. A. of Chicago,. is now, with her ,sister, Helen Bennett,
.doing publicity for the Sandia School, and the Fountain Valley School of Colorado Springs . . .
. Thyra Samter Winslow, author of various books of
short stories, and of plays and motion pictures, en route to
HollyWood, was the guest of the "Jim" Threlkeld's for sev[ 133]
t
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eral days last week': .. Lorraine Noble, a Hollywood script
writer on her way t - the coast from Washington, met a number of local writers t the New Mexico Book store recently,
and gave them a gr at deal of practical advice on the technique of script writi g ... One of the most important book
publications of the rly fall will be Fantasy and Fugue, by
-Marina Wister Dasb rg, which will be issued by Macmillan.
'Mrs. Dasburg is the daughter of the famous novelist, Owen
Wister, and the wife f the well known painter, Andrew Das.tburg, of Taos. Acco ing to Irene Fish~r, whose lovely lyrics
and sonnets are well nown to the readers of the QUARTERLY,
the forthcoming volume of Mrs. Dasburg's should have wide
appeal to all lovers of poetry ...
In between Mas' er".s Orals, "Comprehensives," "Finais,"
and rehearsals for 'The Playboy of the Western World,"
and "Winter's Tale, , drifts the talk of summer vacations.
Nobody seems to b going places "because the palm trees
wave" or "because t e salt water is invigorating." Every-,
body is going "to ge material') or "to finish a book."
Dr. John Engl kirk will sail May 2th for Guatemala,
where he will make .study trip through Columbia, Venzuela.
and Puerto Rico.e will attempt to establish an exchange
of publications bet en these countries and New Mexico in
order to start a C ronado. Memorial Library, as well as '
gather material reg rding relations between the Americas
and the history of S anish-American literature ... Dr. Dorothy Woodward will spend the summer in Mexico, where she
will be connected wi h the Seminar of the Committee on Cultural Relations wit Latin Americas. She will also do further research on th Penetentes, although she already has
enough material for her publishers ... Dr. and Mrs. Phillip
Du Bois will combin a belated honeymoon with psychological and literary pu suits in Europe ... Dr. St. Clair will
spend the summer i.Berkeley, working on his favorite poet,
Edwin Arlington R binson ... Matt Pearce will summer on
his Isletan haciend working on a manuscript prepared by
Mary Austin on Sp ish Art for the Houghton Mifflin Com-
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pany. Dudley Wynn will spend the summer in his patio finishing a ma~script on the work of Mary Austin ... Dane
Smith will hi>~d down the English fO. rt with the aid of several.
visiting inst uctors, .and Edwin Snapp, who will resume
teaching in une after a year's post-graduate work in the
College of Fi e Arts at Yale ... Cprtis Martin,. whose short
stories have been appearing regularly in Story is returning
to the University for advanced work at the University this
year. Mr.' Martin will edit the August issue of the QUAR-.
TERVY, which will be a fiction number ... Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Chant and small daughter have returned after a year's residence in EI Paso ... Mrs. Chant, former English instructor,
is a frequent contributf1r to the QUAJtTERLY ••• Frances An-'
d~ews, of the class of '34, will arrive next week from New
York for a short visit with friends ..... "Fran" i~ now Assistant Woman's Editor of the CountrYWome, a Crowell publication. Besides editing a monthly ~olumn, she selects and
illustrates all the fashions· for the woman's page ... Elizabeth Shaffer, re-write editor for Capper publications, 'will
leave the middle of June for'Topeka, Kansas, where she will
attend the Househol~ Institute, all :!lessions of which will be
held in the Searchlight, model home owned by the Cappe~
interests. Mrs. Shaffer will later attend the Home Economics Con\rention, which will be held in tHe same city ...
Conrad Richter, well known novelist,· has returned after a
year in California and will spend the summer on the manuscript of his new book which will be published by Knopf's
. . . E. S. Dillinger, prolific writer of railroad stories, has
also returned from a winter on the coast and is "grinding
them out" at his usual speed,; .. Dan Burroughs, of the Morning Journal recently sold a "Western" based on one of New
Mexico's most famous murder~, ~hat of Fred Halsey at Hope,
New Mexico . ~ . Carey Holbrook,editor of the -Health City
Sun, has been approached by "big business" ... We hope that
the deal for the
,. New York syndicate of his column goes
through ... Amy Passm9re Hurt, well known newspaper
woman, is now regular contributor to the Sodalist, ~ Catholic
publication. . .
.
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Harvey FergusLon is writing dialogue for the Fox
Movies, and Erna i~ "doing" South America in the same
manner that she did! Mexico and Central Arherica. Everything is being plac~d at her disposal from free railroad
passes to research c+nmittees and guides ...
One of the fine~~ publications of its kind was recently
issued by the Unive, sity Press. The magazine is called Research and is a publi ation of the Associated'Students of the
University'of New exico. It is to be issued triannually, in
August, December, nd April. According to Eva Israel, editor, "the magazine ~ffers material which is of an investiga- .
tive nature, and will r.e an outlet for the earnest work 'of students of our Univer,ity, as well as a challenge to those who
beIievll that graduati' 'schools are not fulfilling their duty, or
,that researCH canno be done by the young graduates in our
schools." Among th . first contributors were: Willis J acob~,'
Murtel Dancer, Gen, vieve Carter, Bertha Dutton, Nan Ashton Glenn, Wayne H rnbaker, and Herbert O. Brayer. Mr.
Brayer's article," e Land Grants of Laguna," will be
printed as a part Q.f book entitled The Pueblo Land Grants
of New Mexico. T he Advisory Board, the Editor~al Staff;
and to the Univerli~ Press, we extend sincere congratulations, with the hope that Research will receiy~ the support
which it sincerely G, erves.
From CaldweII~ Idaho, come the distressing details
the fire which. com letely destroyed the Caxton Printer's
Plant recently. The UARTERLY grieves with Caxton officials,
but commends the sp·rit indicated in the following letter:
"While the fier est fire in the history of. Caldwell baffled firemen, Caxton, fficials, cheered by telegrams and messages which poured ~n from all parts of the country proffering assistance and encouragement, arranged the leasing of
temporary quarters, ~he purchase of new equipment, and the
continuance of oper~tions to meet printing and publishing
schedules. Plans w re made immediately for the construction of a new and m dern building upon the site of the old,
and salvaging opera ·ons began while the ruins still smoked.

,
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A member of the editorial staff rescued a soaked copy of the
rare first edition of Vardis F~sher's Toilers of the Hills,. but
just off the press lay the ruined· second printing of Idaho: a
Guide in Word and.Picture, edited by Fisher. In the bindery,
soaked and charred, was stacked the important new juvenile,
Yellow Eyes, 'by Rutherford Montgomery, author of Carca- iou. Reva Stanley's forthcoming Archer of Paradise, the
biography of the great Mormon leader, Parley P. Pratt, was
also destroyed.
.
Of Caxton books already manufactured, however, the
great bulk, stored in warehouses apart from the plant, was
saved. Exact changes necessitated in the 1937 publishing .
schedule have not yet been ,ascertained, but April releases
will be as previously announced.
Far from daunted by the calamity, Caxton officials
maintain that the publishing house will rise phoenixlike from
its own ashes .and emerge larger and stronger than before."
Hasta la proxima vez,
$

r
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JULIA KELEHER

Hija B.ruja
By MELA SEDIL:eo-BREWSTER

Una nube pesadisima me envuelve
Que me ahoga todo aliento de vivir
Y si grito solo se oye chisme pueril
Que repite. "por tu amar has de sufrir~"
Crespo, hueco, rudo,' feo, chasco de alma
EI quererte hombre, macho de metal;
Eres frio, eres nieve, eres acero, .
Eres cuspide de ma:rmol inmortaI.
Mas te quiero. Y 10 digo con franquesta
Hija bruja que es nacida del odiar
Vierte sangre que me dice a todas horas
"En su Jmuerte encontraras el olvidar." .
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NUELA WILLIAMS CROSNO

J

To beautyTo beauty it is g ven-'
To beauty it is ·v~n to make the world.
Here i~ the moo ,
Here is the moo of many shadows,
Here is the man -shadowed moon above my hogan.
Here is the win
Here is the win of many whispers,
Here is the man -whispering wind about my hogan.
Here is the eart ,_.
Here is the ~art. of many colors,
H~re is· the man~-colored ea.rth beneath my hogan.
Here are the ha ds,
Here are the ha ds that hoid all beauty,
Here are t~~;'?;ar.ty-holdinghands within my hogan..
To beauty It IS ~ven to make the world.
To beauty it is mven. To beauty-.
J

[ 138]
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Guatemala--Erna Ferguson-Alfred Knopt-$3.00.
'~I

r

was conscious of a direct chain, worn very thin, per,;,
haps, but somehow, link by link, connecting these people
with their antiquity. I felt what I was told many times by
those closest to the Guatemalan Indians, that they know
their ancient power, and hold what they can of their ancestral beliefs."
So says Erna Fergusson in Guate'mflla, h~r latest book,
and through h.er descriptive powers, so she conveys to her
readers the sense lof time, of t~e continuity of the past ahd
the present with the possibilities. of the future, in the ancient-modern republic to tbe south!. of Mexico.
Her journey and the tel!ing lof it leads from nlOdern
,( Guatemala, the c~pital, the tourist's view of the city and little
republic through all phases of Guatemalan lUfe, to Antigua,
the ancient capital, aristocratic in its olden splendor and in .
its isolation.
The story of coffee and of bananas, main exports of this
country, of costumes and textiles, of fiestas and of archreology is told in sQme of the best interpretive description in
modern books.
Guatemala today becomes imbued with the spirit of the
ancient country, and its future is suggested at the end of
the volume. In Guatemala, as in Mexico, Miss Ferguson
finds the pressing problem to be the Indians. In a chapter'
headed "These Indians" she achieves a masterpiece of com..
posite reporting on the subject from a native finguero, which
roughly IS a' coffee plantation owner, a hotel operator, a
young Guatemalan educated in the States, Protestant
Missionary, city wom~n, German storekeeper, Ladino storekeeper, and ~adre.
If the Indians
and their dark unknown past overshadow
.
.
all Guatemala outside the cities, the "ladinos" color the town "...,..
I

[ 139]'
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life. Ladino is a w[trd heard every day in Guatemala and
often misunderstood Jt derives from Latino, and originally
meant Spaniard, bu has been extended to include all towndwellers. Ladinos re privileged classes, and Indians are
country-dwellers anj unprivileged.
Ladinos do no manual service; they own the stores,
cantinas, and are q ick to exploit the Indians. Life in the
modern Mayan trib! in guatemala contains many threads
which run far back ·nto the old culture. By searching out
the villages in the hi terland, Miss Ferguson gathered much
material and presents it here for the first time.
In her descripUJm of Mayan archreology, the science becomes as exc.iting asl any outdoor spbrt in the 'world, a keen
absorbing interest, rnd the solution of the: origin of the
Mayas as fascinatin as the latest mystery story.
Miss Fergusso has in Guatemala continued the high
standard set in Dan ing Gods and Fiesta in Mexico and has
produced a book bo authoritative and colorful. Furthermore it is an adult And interesting volume ot travel, a refreshing change fro .:the super-adolescent Halliburton type.

",

IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque, N. M.
The Sea of GraBs-Conjad Richter-'A. A. Knopf-$2.50.

Conrad Richter~ latest book, The Sea of Grass, has been
likened by many revtewers to Willa Cather's Lost Lady. T}le
similarity of theme reminds me of a talk with Miss Cather
several years ago.~ told her that I knew of aNew Mexico .
story much like her Lost Lady, but in real life more melodramatic. Miss C~ her said: "That's interesting. People
have told me of bo t Lady stories in Colorado, Nebraska,
Arizona and Califo nia. This makes me feel that I have
recorded a story th would be true anywhere in the West."
Conrad Richte spent several years in Albuquerque
reading old newspa e~s, books, archives and talking to old
timers to get the tru values.Qf the New Mexican setting. Like
Miss Cathe.r, he ca e upon the universal theme of the emo-
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tional conflict betwen a man and woman heightened by their
adj ustment to the desert 'environment. The prairie "Sea'
of Grass" becomes the third person in this triangle situation,
holding the man, who seeks to subdue it and driving the'
woman_ away. The woman is as evanescent as a desert
mirage, beckoning, disappeari~g, returning. The man is the
finite human being struggling, against the elemental forces'
of nature, boasting that he has subdued his eye-reaching
plains only to find that their life has subdued him.
The story begins in the open-range days when old Jim
Brewton's word' was law, not only on his own vast ranch but
in all the western cattle country. A beautiful, fragile girl
from St.. Louis had come out to marry h~m, arriving just at
the tim.e when homesteaders 'swarmed In to take up land
that Col. Brewton had, imperiously controlled. Brewton
fought stubbornly to save his cattle kingdom from the in- (
vaders, while Lutie Brewton f,elt that the homesteaders had
a right to the land. Thro:ugh the years Lutie ma'de her home
the one gay and gracious mansIon in a l~nely land, giving
her children a memory of laughter and ~eauty in contrast
to their father's ponderous seriousness. T~ conflict between
the two was brought to a climax by the h!mesteaders' lawyer, Chamberlain, who tempted Lutie withprbane gallantry.
Lutie fled from the terrifying Sea of Grass around her,
leaving her husband, children and callow lover. After mysterious' years she forced herself to return only because the
black-sheep son had got~en into trouble.
The story is told by Col. Brewton's nephew, a lad who
saw his uncle's forbidding sternness and Lutie's charm. I
think the drama would have been heightened if it had been
told directly, instead of through a superimposed viewpoint.
But the breadth and force of the drama is as wide as the
prairie, giving it ,a sweep of eternal verity.' ,
I am~always delighted to find that Mr. Richter has recreated th"e New Mexican scene with such truth and vividness. The Sea of Grass and his fine collection of short stories
in Early Americana are some of the best things that have
~

I
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been written abo~ this country. Going back with his fifty'
years ago we reli e the hardships and dangers of the early
.settlers. It is du ~to his sensitive imagination and skillful
technique that we~see this country in his. fiction, not as the
distance to the n~ filling station, but as the distance to_
saving the scalp i the-nearest ~hite settlemeJ;lt. When so
many two-day vi ·tors are dabbling in western romance I
am grateful that r. Richter has lived in New MeXico and
put the real feel
the country into his 'outstanding books.
Let's hope that H llywoodwon't grab him permanently.
RUTH A. LAUGHLIN.
New Mexico's Own
. Dallas-$3.00.

,

kronicle-Fulton and Horgan-Banks, Upshaw,'
~

Various ant· logies of southwestern literature have
appeared from ti e to time emphasizing the interest in; an<J
extent of writing devoted to this region. But it is with
keen anticipation ·that we review the latest contribution
along this line, N w Mexico's Own Chronicle by Maurice G.
Fulton and Paul organ. This volume is unique in that it
is an anthology 0 history, based, for the most part, upon
first-hand sources'IJournals, diaries, and letters. A most interesting collection of these materials has been utilized in
presenting a chro~ologicallY arranged story of the fascinating history of Ne'T Mexico.
The contents lof the book is divided into periods that
more or less coincide with the usual historical presentation.
But quite colorful titles add zest to what might otherwise
seem dull chronol gy. Frankly the authors are making an
appeal to the casu I readers and are not setting out to present a work of e ditfon.· Some of their technique might;
well become pa of the equipment of the professional
scholar. Such geDjeral headings as "ExPl.orers from Spain,"
"Taming Indians rnd Bad Mep," and "Ranch and Range"
are bound to arouse the interest of those not primarily concerned with local istorical sources.
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A calendar of the chief events of the ~riods about to
be chronicled appears upon a. single page" entitled "Milestones" preceding the discussion of the events. This is obviously helpful for anyone not sure of the thread of happening in the Jong story of New Mexico.
Following the "Milestones" comes a brief, often too
brief, summariza.tion of the period, introducing extracts
from the sources which follow. This method does much to
unify and consolidate what might otherwise prove rather
disconnected and unrelated Ipaterial. The editors have
frankly paraphrased and modernized certain of the sources; .
it is, however, an adaptation 'for popular appeal retaining
the flavor of the source.
The emphasis throughout is upon social rather than
political history,. and in that the anthology lies in the trend
of the times.
In spit.e of all these admirable qualities, however, one
wishes for a more. careful piece~~f work, as there are numerous errors and omissions. The proof reading must have
been hastily done to admit the misspellings that unfortunatelyoccur. Even upon the jacket cover G. W. Kendall's
name is in error, while the Introduction contains several
wrongly spelled words, and the d~te of the Pueblo Revolt is
given as 1648 instead of 1688.. Iii. the acknowledgments the
second initial of Lummis' name .is incorrectly given. This
error persists rather consistently throughout the book; in
only one place is it Charles F~ Lummis (p. 7). In the Table
of Contents we regret the misspelling of Coues (p. xix),
and the title "Diary" occurs twice as dairy (p. xxi and p.
xXv) . Another error is in the citation of materials on the
Pueblo Revolt of 1688 when C. W. Hackett is inadvertently
recorded .as J. J. Hackett (p. 352).
Is is unnecessary to continue pointing out'similar errors "
that careful reading soon discloses. But attention should
be called to the date of the Gadsden Purchase, which is 1853
instead ~f 1854 as given both places it is mentioned (p. 158.
and p. 190). Also on page 38 a question' mark follows the

.

"
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founding of Sant Fe which has been pretty well established
as 1610 in an arti Ie by L. B. Bloom, "When Was Santa Fe
Founded," in the ew Mexico Historical Review, IV, p. 88.
From the vi wpoint of the historian the reference to
sources and the b bliographical material is inadequate. No
definiteness .,in ci ation is attempted, so wh~re a work of
several volUtI)esi sXCh as R. E. Twitchell's Leading Facts is
used the possibHi y of consulting the original is made most
difficult. At otij.e _times no specifif mention is made of the
source quoted ~n1 a con~ultation of th~ "Notes" reveals no·
reference. Thl~ f~ partIcularly annoYlI!g where the sum- .
marization refers~1;o a periodical such as The Boston Pearl~
not found in usuafhistorical bibliography.
Many of thes .things, as well as omission of recent articles, periodicals· and monographs, might -be overtook~d,
put failure to inch de certain of the mor.e distinguished series
of books which alr sources of the southwest is to be deplored.
The Quivira Sodi ty publications are barely mentioned and
Overland to the 'P cific is not included in any way. The former contains a t lume, the Villagra Historia translated by
Gilberto Espino~a -the only translation available in print, as
the Curtis work
never been published. The same may be
said of the Me1iC'!trio Volante. Also the omission of any
\ rEterence to the ~ently edited journal of Z. M. Pike~ and
~e most distin ~hed volume on the life of Father Kino
by Herbert E. Bo ton detracts materially from the value of
.. the chronicle.
.
t
Thus in concTP~ and spirit one can laud this unique historical anthology rth the hope that a revision may) correct
the errors and inelude a more workable and comprehensive
use of sources.

p,s

fl

DOROTHY WOODWARD.

University of Ne
Albuquerque.
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A Lamp on the Plains-Paul Horgan~Harper& Brothers, New Yor~
-$2.50.
I

For this book Mr. Horgan has chosen what is ,perhap~
the most appealing of all themes; that pf the waif who
arouses the int~rest of ev~ryone he meets, and who is put
on the road to a promising future. This story, in fact, ha~
persisted from the beginnings of our literature, with n~
lessening-of its perennial charm.
Toward the end of the war, Danny Milford, after hiS!\
mother's de~th at the hands of a mob, is driven by hunger
from a box car at the embryonic town of Vrain, New Mexico~'1
He hides on the outskirts, stealing his food, untiJ. he is reS-I,I
cued by Newt JimsoIi, a young garage mechanic. Soon a'
pleasing and polished "professor," who turns up: in Vrain
with no explanation, takes Danny in hand, giving him his
first taste of literature and the determination to better himup with him, and he is !
self. The "professor's" past catches
...
arrested. Loyally, Danny engineers his escape, and gets
him out on a train. Arrested himself, he is salvaged by
Wade McGraw;, the community's first citizen, who takes him
to live on his ranch with his own children, Hank, Stephen,
and Kitty. Danny and Kitty follow a precocious passion
through; without knowing its full extent, McGraw realizes
they had best be separated, and sends Danny (of whom he
has become very fond) to the military school at Roswell with
his sons. Kitty goes to her aunt in Chicago. Danny's treachery is surmised by Stephen, clever, ch~rming, and spoiled,
whose resentment and jealousy lead to serious trouble among
the boys.. Stephen is killed in a polo game tfter a fight with
Danny. Hank, the "good citizep" and a vadet Captain as
well, in which capacity he has been forced to report 'Stephen's brutal hazing of Danny (a matter for expulsion) is
confused and shattered by the. whole affair. He loses his
high standing
in the school ;,lnd turns against Danny, with,
out suspecting th~ basis of his brother's shocking conduct.
However, his natural fairness triumphs, h,e comes td realize
the malicious ,destructive elements of the complex Stephen's
'i

•

':t

;

~
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somewhat satanic attire, and takes Danny once more into
his heart, with d~epened respect for him, as Danny has
never complained rf Stephen's persecution. There is true
pathos and penet~ation in this account of the emotional
tangle between th three boys. The book ends before Kitty
has returned, and before Danny's relation to his adopted
family is worked 0 t.
The merits of a poor book are seldom noticed and soon
forgotten. Thef Its of a good book are doubly irritating,
noticeable, and da ,aging'to a man of exceptional talent and
serious ambition, f he is no longer a novice. Mr. Horgan
should be reminde of the fate peculiar to American writers'
who have got bey nd "promise." He seems to be writing
too fast. And he as earned the criticism of the most exacting possiblestand.rrds.
This' book ~i~ remain.in the memory of its readers. It
is imbued with Mr. Horgan's personal quality. If it is "regional" it is so irl the best sense. His small worid is not
presen~d through a ~nobbish provincial emphasis on its
difference. Mr. Horgan has so absorbed his environment
that one feels it nconsciously in every sentence, yet Vrain~
belongs to'the wo ld we all live in. Nevertheless, the book:
has a tendency to softness.
Its worst f It is the uncertain grasp of narrative,
which comes to a dead halt in the middle. The love-episode;
fails to set'it in otion, and does not convince us on its own
merits. Mr. Horgan seems to feel this himself, and attempts
to establish thro gb it a link with Danny's father, without,
however, makin this clear to a reader who does not know
Main Line West. , The pattern suggested is not carried out,
and the episode' remains implausible. After the tragic
drama of Stepl1.e 's death the story again drifts to its inconclusive conclusio. There are many episodes which lack
consequence in't emselves, which lead us to expect developments, which do ot develop.
Another fia is a too-detailed, somewhat strained and
obscure style, w ich however always disappears when somer
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thing is happening. Then the, langUage becomes' smooth, ex..
pressive, and ripe. The characters are nof"'wholly successful. It is clear that Mr. Horgan has charted them in his own
mind, but they seldom get off the page. A triumphant ex..
ception to -this is the "Professor," something new in fiction,
who is done with a sympatheti~' irony, a subtle vivacity,
whic;h should keep him going for many years. The town of
Vrain's first infatuation with nini, and its final rejection,
are acutely imagined; for it is not the common American distrust ofintell~ct, nor the small town's hostility to "~ulture,"
though these are present. The "Professor," superior to any
of them in charm, in perception, in ~cope, was still a rogue.
Of this the instinct ,of Vrain was aware, but its motives and
its reasoning cod:ld amuse "even the. disgraced "Professor,"~
who, had committed no sirl in Vrain.
The dialogue could be more natural. Mr. Horgan has'
taken great pains to reproduce the illiterate speech of his
locale, but the result is labored and fantastic:
"w' figg' warnt raght, s9mbitch. God-.dayum' were
dronk, boy h~ddi!" There is too much of this grotesque
talk" a blemish in a book whose total'effect is 'one of grave,
, luminous, and youthful beauty.
I

.

MARINA DASBURG.

Taos, N. M.
The Kachinas Are Coming, Pueblo Indian Kachina Doll{J With Related
Folktales-Gene Meany Hodge, with Foreword by Dr. Frederick
Webb Hodge and with eighteen color plates of Kachtna Dolls from
original drawings by the author-Bteller-Millar, Los Angeles
-$12.00.

A book delightful both in format and in content is The
Kachinas Are Coming, by Mrs. FrederickW. Hodge. The'
soft two-toned tan cover is filled .with cloud and :rain symbols.
of Indian design, and the size of th'e book makes it possible to
use e~sily-read, big type in the printing, suitable to the eyes.
of both the s~ven-year-old and the seventy-year-old, both of
whom would enjoy reading it, and to illustrate with life-
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sized drawings of he. little kachina dolls, who invite a smile
.:
whenever one loots at them.
. . Who of us is·rtot intrigued by the grotesque little wooden
figurines of the H~i Indians and the Indians of Z~ni pueblo?
When we are told that they represent figures of a multifold
mythology, in wh· h appear the Corn-Maid.ens, the SquirrelWoman, the Beet -Boy, the Deer-Man and many others, we
immediately won er in fascinated curiosity why the DuckWoman? What 0 the marks upon her symbolize? What is
her fqnction in t e creation of the Universe, etc. t etc.?
In her beau ·fully illustrated book The Kachinas Are
ComifU, Mrs. Hocllge answers some of these questions for us.
Indian mythplogy is esoteric. Much of it is shrouded
~n mt~icism, ':r.Ch occasio~ally and surprisingly bursts
Into ~ SImple tal ~ almost ludIcrous by contrast-of why the
tip o~ the turke;'~ tail is w.hite, or the coyote has black lines
runn~ng down f~bm his eyes, or the "why" of some other
\ ever~daynatura~ phenomenon.
.
. .
It is often difficult for the White man to grasp the meanof this mytholo and to see its continui~y. Mrs. Hodge ~as
selected from th s long involved creation myth of the village-~welling In" ians of New Mexico arid Arizona, delightful o~ts each of . hich makes a complete tale in itself and
eachl,eXPlaining!~whole, or in part, the relationship of the
Indi*n Kachina and their representative effigies, the ka..
chin~ dolls, to t is great myth.
'.
IAt the end f each story is a short explanatory sketch
helping to clari y the story and to give its relationship to
the life of the I dians and their elaborate ceremonies.
lIt is the fir t time that anything so elucidating and so
delitntfuI has b en presented about the little.Kachinas. And
the tharm of tlii book, of course, is greatly enhanced by the
accttrate drawi Igg in true colors of the little snouty-nosed
creatures .that re so endearing an~ so utterly "different."
Dr. Hodge, ';Who has contributed so extensively to Pu..
eblo archreolo
says in part in his foreward: "There never
was a time w~e interest in Indian subjects was so great as
I

I

,

!
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at present, and, thanks to the progress ma~e by serious
students (one 0:( whom is Dr. Hodge himself) in dispelling
many of the fallacies pertaining to the aboriginal tribes of
•
America, our young people have much less to unlearn.than
their elders." The Coming. of the Kachinas will help to
teach these young people much about their Indian neighbors, and make them realize that the little kachina dolls are
not·
. JUSt "funny. "
ELIZABETH W. DEHUFF.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Brothers of Light-The Penitentes' of the Southwest-Alice Corbin
Henderson, with illustrations by William Penhallow HendersonHarcourt, Brace & Co.-$2.50

.

-

There is no single topic which has been more exploited
to make arama of this ancient state of New Mexico than Los
Hermanos Penitentes. From -the earliest accounts of nineteenth century Americanos down to the last Associated Press
dispatch in Holy Week, the pageant of flagellation and the
mimetic suffering of the Christ-path to Calvary has been
surrounded with all that is th.rill conveyi~g and blood chilling. It is- a sure theme to,arrest the attention of a recent
visitor or to center the interest of a gathering away from
New Mexico. Yet very little of the real life of the Penitentes
has been revealed by these news items or by the casual in...
spection of the rites.
._
Mrs. Alice Henderson's book is a friendly and picturing
account of the Brothers of Light. She has not written to
make melodrama of them nor to psycholanalyze.- Her intention is to present the folk-way of this very real experience ·
. by a vivid picture of it plus c(mclusions. as to the European
background and references to the developments of the 'cult
in New Mexico. Tliis she has done as only one living in New
Mexico for'many years can d~with respect and liking for
the New Mexican scene and t e life related to it.
l
.
Imagine as. amphitheater a stretch of sunbleached soil·extending from· the valley of the Rio
t

.
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Bill--James Cloyd Bowman, illustrated by Laura BamionAlbert Whitman Co~, Chicago"'1937~2.5e.

PeC08

With a keyboard spitting adj~ctives, and. truthfulness
thrown to the wind~, author Jam:es Cloyd Bowman hurls
himself into the telling of the story of Pecos. Bill, the greatest cowboy'of all times. Where Ananias left off at the peak
of his career, author Bowman starts in, and produces a
thoroughly readable history of the legendary character after.whom his book is 'named.
Mr. Bowman, who is heJld of the English department at
the Northern State Teachers College, Marquette, Mich., has ·
his book set in 12 point Granjon type, which, we have faund,
is still too small to match the astounding feats of his hero.
Two hundred ninety-six pages of 12 point Granjon are necessary to record the life of Pecos Bill from his modest beginning as the.adopted whelp of a coyote pack, up· to the point
where he vanishes in thin air. And in between those two
events is crammed the most amazing of super colossal and
thoroughly unbelievable cowboy achievements that ever
came from the fertile brain of a college professor.
Professor Bowmangiv~s as his inform,nt Tex O'Reilly,
creator of Pecos Bin yarn~. He acknowledges the aid of
numerous other sources, including materials in the Harvard
Library. These stories are frankly tall tales of the backwoods and frontier variety. Pecos Bill is one with the gargantuan Paul Bunyan, boss lumberjack of Arnerica in the
.years between the winter of the Blue Snow and the Spring
Rain Came 'up from C~ina. For the searcher after truth, who
is looking' for authentic information about cowboys and
ranch life, Pecos Bill will'prove a complete washout. But the
reader who walks into it with his eyes wide open will discover many a chuckle, mixed with wonderment at the skill
of an author who can make his prodigious prevarications
sound so plausible.
Pecos Bill is illustr~ted by Laura Bannon who goes in
for green cows, pink horses and illustrations almost as re-

.
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markable as the txt. Anyone who is interested in American humor will fiJi the rolicsome, preposterous adventures
of Pecos Bill and ~is horse, Widow Maker, a rare treat.
'
CAREY HOLBROOK.

Albuquerque, N.
Bugles Blow No Mor -'Clifford Dowdey-LittleJ Brown and Company, ,
1937.-$2.50.

,"

The QUART. Y reviewing policy is confined to the survey of books on th Southwest, on regional American life, ()n
topics of general, ultural and educational interest. Bugles
Blow No More, a, ay publication of Little,'Brown and Company, is a book a out Virginia and the South of Civil War
days. It is a booY with a new point of view-'not that of the
slave-owning, patician South, but that of the more democratic, reliable mIddle-class with their strong loyalties to a'
South which w neither all moonlight and magnolias nor
slav~ ridden and· poverished.
,
,prefer thi- book to So Red the Rose, because it has
better narrath-:el" g:qtinuity and because with th,e concrete
picture of the s rk horror of the war we see the searing
cautery of the ca e system the war performed. Brose Kirby,
son of a" druggis , had never met the d~ughter of the :fich
tobacco warehou e owner'he worked for. The Wades were
both mercantilis sand {>lanters and Mildred Wade knew
only the scions·.f the rich cotton plantations or the aristocracy of the a y. When the war levels the defenders of
Richmond to the, alues of common humanity, Mildred Wade
and Brose Kirby find a union which the pre-war South
would have fore er barred. The story 'of Brose and Mildred
begins on Secess on night and follows the fortunes of the war
from the battle f Manassas through the successive sieges
of Richmond to e last fight at Appomattox. The profiteering in war sut»> .~ es behind the lines of both armies is a new
and very signifi ant development in the story. The use of
quoted' excerpts from the documents of the times, speeches
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of Lincoln and Davis, letters and comments of actual personages, add a veracity to the fictional stream which is effective in a novel of so significant a period. We want fact with
interpretation in our Americatf historical 'fiction.
Mr ~ Dowdey has a bit of a flair, nevertheless, in his character writing. Brose and Mildred over-dramatize themselves
in situations which do not require it. Author Dowdey definitely belongs in the romantic mold of writens of Southern
•
fiction, but he has original material through his conscientious
research and this reviewer found his novel one of the most
interesting and profitable transcripts of Americaty life. The
map of Richmond inside the cover with the legend adapted
to both events of the war. and details of the. novel is a further
, device 01 realism which is entertaining.
T. M. PEARCE.
, Albuquerque, N. M.
.

I

TO BE'REVIEWED IN AUGUST

Hitler's Drive to the East byF. Elwyn Jones. A sensational, though carefully documented, account of the Nazi
drive towards Eastern Europe. E. P. Dutton Co.
Henry of Navarre by, Marcelle Vioux, translated by J.
Lewis May. A biography of HEmry Bourbon that reads like
fiction; that shows hIm first as an uncouth cad at the brilliant
court of Catherine de Medici, then as the hard-fighting gascon dividing his time between his stern Huguenots and hi~.
many mistresses; and lastly as the king to whom "Paris was
worth a mass," and sometimes a pretty face worth more than
Paris. E'. P. Dutton Co.
.
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their youth, and are amazed at the lusts,
rebellions, and fevers of others which once burned themselves. In the st~.lid forties they forget the anxieties and gaspings of their 0 . n pre-adulthood. This, at least, must be the
explanation of nth the contemporary and present maunderings over the d~.ry of Marie Bashkirtseff, she who died about
1884 in her tw nties-she who left behind her for pubIication the quick\ ?tes of her emo~ions.Now again through a
life of Basllkirtreff by Dormer Creston, Fountains of Youth,
citizens of resp~ctable age are reminded of the nursed tears
and longings of youth. They can read again of the confident
solipsism of yo th.· Of the horror of ignominious death. Of
the fierce ambi~ons, the ecstatic love, the world sorrow.
I hope tha~ this time they do not repeat with Gladstone
the fatuous cr~. of "Without parallel!" Surely by now.after a Way (}r{lll Flesh, after a Dusty Answer and a Divine
Fire and of A [ uman Bondage-surely now even the most
mole-like have ecognized the piercing emotions of youth,
whether young anhood or young womanhood. Is it possible that today ere is one man or woman who feels words
like these shoc ingly without parallel?
I was uite right, there is nothing excrutiating
but the sorrows of self-love, those have nothing hidden inside them and are worse than death. But all
the other? . . . death, despair of love, absences! I is life all the same. Here I am on the
point of w eping ... 0 God, take pity on me! 0
. God, must here be this deadful separation between'
me and th.l1; rest of the world
And this i youth without parallel! This is the diary
whose audacit translated it into Hungarian and English
and half a doz n other languages! This is simple youth.
And the notori, . of this innocent anti poignant diary reveals
the abysses of 'gnor~nce and self-deception of adult society
[ 154]
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in the late lamented-last century. Youth was ever thus!
It was the adulthood'lWhich suffered disease. Those blindnesses are surely"gone?
\
On Journey, by Vida Scudder, is dedicated to the poet
Florence Converse. Collected Poems, by Florence Converse,
is dedicated to'the Christian socialist, Vida Scudder. The
autobiography is strangely analogous to the poetry. Like
the poet's "happy swan" .
,
"
Privileged to float· upon
Waters ecclesiastical:
A hero in a charmed life
.
has been the life of the mystical Vida Scudder. Yet-even the
happy swan floats near a world with "industrial strife,"
... the awful dread
Of. hungering for daily bread;
and so it "was with the Vida Scudder wh,o wrote for socialism. Has she realized though, one wonders, how her program of social amelioration has' dissipated itself in mysticism, in nostgalia of the saints? . On Journey is valuable in
showing thought withdrawing into hallowed retreat. Where
thought loses -its force.
Autobiographies may easily become surprising things.
G. K. Chesterton's is expected enough, Rurlyard Kipling's is
Masters' is
a ste~ toward' the fantastic, 'and Edgar
utterly astounding. Only by abandoning his wit and his
Catholicity would Chesterton have surprised·; as it is, the
Autobiography is a continuation of his natural prose and
logical ideas: It is the _same imagistic reading, the sante
Jesuitical ratiocination. Something of Myself, by Kipling,
is surprising only be'cause it is disappointing: it is, for one
thing, incomplete, it is a hasty pudding, best relished for the
recording of. nineteenth century India and the meteoric flare
of young,ge~iusacross the British sky.
But Beyond Spoon River,
'by Masters,. is almost revolt.
'ing: not.at all because of a vaguely scabrous personal life,
not at all because of a steady 'deterioration .into despair,
t

I

~
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into even a clar~bce Darrow nihilism. No, what horrifies
is the stupid, unconscionable blind
a reader of this
favoritism of fater i Here is a book which shows apparent.to
the slightest reader the shallowness of its author, the debilitation of his cha~acter, the mediocrity of his talent. And
yet this is the ~ar who wrote The Spoon River Anthology!
This is the man 3hO wrote "Ann Rutledge" ... and Beyond
Spoon River tells how this mediocrity was v.isited for some
three months in certain -year by a staggering aspirationsome ineffable o<1d, outside his comprehension-and in
those months made an American immortal of himself. The
mystery and unrelason of it is staggering. But it happened,
Edgar Lee Maste~s did write Spoon River, and it is his biographic~l an? hi~orical tragedy that he went beyond it to
reveal hIS shlverihg nakedness.
.

,tory

l

\
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The Artist and the Beau Machine
DIEGO RIVERA..AT HOME IN MEXICO

•

By DON GLASSMAN

OBREGON, near Mexico City, there is a machine for
I Nliving inhabited
by a well-known artist, who habitually
VILLA

peeps through the eyepiece of. his machine for seeing, a
microscope. He is gathering ma~erial for works in his
,chosen field of fresco a sr t . ·
.-- A glimpse into the home life of the ar.tist is ample assurance that one of. Senor Diego Rivera's dominant" interests is
the machine. In~a word, he is sacrificing the beaux arts for
the beau machiIfe. "
.
'_
He has interpreted the beau machine in a way which has
awakened worldwide interest in his work, his thought, and
latterly, in his life.
.
His house is the one opposite San Angel Inn, a small but
fashionable' resort. A thick wall of cactus surrounds the
artist's plot. There are two buildings to his home: one devoted to dining and sleeping, and the other to laboratory
work...
\
I
,
The entrance through the cactus wall is by way of a
steel-framed door panelled with .,sheetrock. The Mexican
who admits you bears a kind look on his f.ace~ albeit h.e seems
a little uncomfortable. His feet wear native:sandals and the
usual sarape hangs over his shoulders. One sees pets in the
yard, a three.:-f.oot 'lizard from Acapulco, a pair of. black
piggies, and to complete the triumvirate of pets, a Ford.
"
The houses stand on reinforced concrete stilts and they
'are connected by a high bridge betwee:q the adjacent roofs.
To pass from the dining room to the laqoratory you climb a
flight of steps that seem to hang on cobw~bs ; and then across
the bridge. The exterior walls are Mexican red and bright
blue. The interior is neutral with a ted tile ceiling.
, [85]
~

~.
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But this is ot the house you would imagine to be the
maestro's studio ' Iron rails, concrete floors, steel-fram,e
windows--,and n paintings on the walls! In fact, there 'is
scant evidence 0 the beaux arts and abundant evidence of
the industrial a . The artist's soul is in a harmony with
the soul of techni . A beautiful machine gives him genuine
pleasure;'the ma~hine in Diego Rivera's dreamed-of Repub- '
lie, sustains the ~hYSiCal' spiritual,. and artistic needs of the
community. No· ing is radically wrong with the machine,
nothing save the ystem by which machines are made ~ exploit many in fa'f0r of few. The system of industry which
had its roots intgland. When he reaqs English history
the artist scowls
Senor Rivet,: ,'s wide reputation brings him many visitors, especially" ericans. However, their conception of
what he is and what he thinks has left him more or less cal- .
lous to their re arks. When American parties arrive before his house i "sightseeing cars, the maestro usually esok and lets his secretary receive them.
capes to some
Much to their su rise the visitors find no paintings hanging
about, but they 'xpress "Ah's" and "Oh's" on seeing the
interior of the m chine-made house. Frequently, the maestro himself· appe rs to' face his visitors and invariably he
wins them over b ~ his humble cordiality, his guileless smile,
and utter simpli ity.Senor River 's ~smile 'ripens into a childlike chuckle on
provocation. U~ stentatious, awkward, and ungainly. The
American, findin' 'himself in this strange environment, and
faced by the Rive ~a·about whom he has read so much,' usually
gropes for sup rt. With Senor Rivera, the visitors take
too little for gra ted. They see an artist who in no way
resembles a clo n or a caricature. ,He answers questions
gladly and with larming frankness. What a surprise! At
length one of the visitors exclaims': '4Mr. Rivera, your work
is simply wonde.f!ful-your murals, I mean. They are the
talk of my homt, town-I'm from Milwaukee. Have you
ever been to Milwaukee?"
"No."
,
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"Oh, you should visit Milwaukee. The city is simply full
of Socialists. They take charge of everything in Milwaukee.
You are a Socialist, aren't you, Mr. Rivera?"
,
Senor Rivera smiles. They ask to ~ee some of his work
and he shows them a portfolio of sketches. '
The tourists usually carry away very flattering impressions. "He is simply delightful! Charming! And so sincere in his work!"
~
"He must have changed a good deal in the past year,"
comments a man from the Middle West. "He didn't talk or
act like a Red, did he1"
Frankly, Senor Rivera is at <a loss to know why tourists
burst in on his peace. He suspects the hotels of capitalizing
on his presence, which is not far from the truth.
But the idea that he has changed his basic beliefs in one
year is pure nonsense. What has taken him a lifetime to .
acquire cannot be dumped in so short a time. From the
Chapel of Chapingo to the Art Museum of Detroit" he has
remained faithful to his ideal.
Far from the heart of the Colossus of the North, which
has become his second home, Diego· Rivera .sits in "his'laboratory and examines new materials for his works.
'~e is preparing to execute a series of frescoes on the
walls of the School of Medicine in Mexico City, depicting the
evolution of medieine.
Senor Rivera belongs to that school which sees our
bodies functionihg like machines. You need go no farther
than his dining room to discover that the artist agrees more
or less with the engineer who devised the only wall decoration. It is an ingenious colored chart, published,by a patent
medicine manufacturer, showing in cross-section the boilers,
ducts, valves, chambers, fuels, gases, and wastes which make
the human body what it is. Senor ~ivera sees it every day as
he eats or talks on the telephone. It is plain that he finds
inspiration and even comfort in that decoration•
That house, in a sense, enlarges on Diego Rivera's concepts as well as his views on domestic architecture.'

.
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Follow him through a typical day:' He rises at six
o'clock in the morning and begins to paint until it is time to
eat breakfast, about 10 a. m. "Why paint at seven in the
morning, Senor Ri~ra?"
"At what other hour will I find time to work?" he answers.
Right true. The stream of visitors begins to arrive even
before ten o'clock. Sometimes they keep him frpm his
breakfast until noon. But since he derives. enormous pleasure out of human company, he receives them cordially. The
- morning visitors ordinarily have interests which fall under
the general term (!)f art. One American visitor asks Senor
Rivera to pass'on a collection of drawings covering the Maya.
ruins. He incidentally employs the occasion to rail against
the theft and vandalism which have been going on at Mex.;;
ico's archaeological sites.
To Mexican students and professional artists, Diego
Rivera is simply "Maestro." They come from all parts to
seek his counsel and criticism. His assistant inquires about
the preparation of paints and scaffolding. An American
woman s~ows him samples of her own paintings, but he is
sparing with criticism. Another asks his autograph. Another comes with a request for a book preface.
After breakfast, the Maestro may retire to the privacy
of a small room where he can peep into the world of obscure
things through the eyepiece of a microscope.
"Why do you need a microscope for your work? After
all, you are an artist."
He seems surprised at such a question. "Because I
want to know how a thing I09ks."
"What thing?"
"Everything."
Whether it be a social doctrine' or a mathematical formula, "everything" captures his attention. Without making
other comparisons'~ his i~tere~ts are as wide and as diversified as Da Vinci's.

....
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Within a short interval he was telling me that Freudism is the scientific theory which aids and aljets capitalistic
fascism, and shortly after he was discussing the streamlining of Buckminster Fuller's three-wheeled automobile, the
Dymaxion. '.
.,..,
But uppermost in his mind is the tug-of-war between
'the proletarian an-p his antit~esis, the capitalist. The anatomy and history, the virtues and vices of these gentry are ~
Senor Rivera's p,articular oyster... And no day passes that
he does not discuss or consider some phase of their relationship.
His nimble mind has developed a powerful faculty for
x-raying every problem in the light of proletarian ideals. If
you praise the charm of native Indian handiwor.k and express a hope that it will be saved from the onslaught of industrialism, he ,esolves the problem with such. a remark: "I
would rather see the Indians working at modern machinery.
They would be better off."
It Iwould be hasty to conclude therefrom that Senor
Riveralhas become "anti-art," along with anti-fascist. He is
definitely opposed.. to good art· superimposed upon false
, structures; he is against the Mexican taste for art on an
Aztec background; he is opposed to Spanish tapestry in a
meatpacker's home in ChiCago; or to Gothic towers on commercial skyscrapers. But he concurs with the belief that the
machine and industrialism can help to satisfy the aesthetic
tastes and requirements of the masses,' Mexican, American,
or French.
'
When you mention machinery you speak of the maes- '
tro's first attempt at art, although it was unconscious. At
the age of four, he sketched the puffing locomotive which
snorted down the track in his native to}VIl, Guanajuato. The,
crude drawing is still preserved and is symbolic of the embryonic talent in Rivera as a child.
He was born of cultured parents, and their influence on
his'life was considerable. His father was an energetic gentleman with an original turn of mind and very diversified

o

0
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interests. He had fought against the French invaders of
Mexico in 1862, and then worked as a chemist, engineer, and
educator. For a while Rivera's mother was a teacher. But
on the death of Diego's twin brother, at the age of one and a
half, she almost' became insane, and on her doctor's advice
to divert her mInd, she undertook the study of medicine and
became a midwife.
.
Diego Rivera's grandmother on his' father's side was
Ines D' Acosta, a Portuguese J ewess descended from a line
of emipent philosophers. Although he is no more than onefourth Semitic, Diego Rivera often refers to himself as a
Jew.
His conduct as a boy served as a forecast of his later
development. From. his early interest in machines and
mechanics, the neighbors predicted that he would undoubtedly become an engineer, which greatly pleased the lad.
Reared according to his father's notion that a child
should learn from his own experience, young Rivera enjoyed
a rare freedom of expression. At the age of five, he aston-'
ished worshippers in the village cathedral of Guanajuato by
calling them silly idiots. In the furore which followed, the
boy became an ohject of scorn for the devout churchgoers
and a hero to the-li~erals, who rewarded him with a place on
the "liberals" bench in the public square when the brass band
played.'
.
When he was not playing with toy locomotives, young
Rivera cut figures of soldiers and cannon, and his military
maneuvers with toys attracted his father's interest. At a
tender age he was enrolled in a private school run by a
Frenchman, Monsieur Jean Ledoyen.
At the age of nine young Rivera was discovered with
some technical military plans which brought a flood of quesl.
tions from his father. To tell the story in Rivera's own
words:
"When my father asked me where I had copied the
plans, I became furious and cried, 'Nowhere l' But scarcely
ablE%-oto believe that, my father took me before his friend
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Pedro Hinojoso; the Minister of War, who called in his staff
generals. For three hours they grilled me oninilitary tac'tics. Then I illustrated various army maneuvers on a black- .
board. At the conclusion, they all embraced ine with a hearty
'Camerade,' and said that destiny had placed me in a position
to aid the development of Mexico. .
"The generals advised me to go to the military school,
even though I was under age. They promised to have Congress pass a special
act authorizing my admission. But
,
what pleased me most was the privilege I received of going
into the military,library. To see so many excellent pictures
of cannon made ·me very happy."
By a special act of the Mexican Congress, Diego Rivera
was admitted to the military school at the age of- thirteen.
But after a year, he began to loathe the military regimen. He
resigned with the title of reserve lieutenant.
When he announced to his 'father that he' wanted to
'study art, the PEirent was dismayed and unhappy. But the
son had his' way and before long he found himself in the
company of such artists as Santiago RebuU, and Jose Maria
Velasco, who was both a painter and scientist. But the chief
influence in the young artist's c~reer came from Jose Guadalupe Posada, ~hom Rivera calls the "greatest Mexican
artist of modern times."
.
Enough has been told of· Diego Rivera's early life to
show how his mechanical interests were stimulated. Fresco
painting is nothing but the handmaiden of architecture,
which in turn, is a handmaiden of modern engineering. And
fresco, the particular medium which he prefers, "is a process
of painting that is essentially architectural."
He works with sand, steel, sheetrock, marble, and con'crete, iron, manganese, aluminum, and copper--essential
materials of engineering.
I have no doubt that if Diego Rivera had the choice of
seeing a great collection of paintings or a new factory with
the iatest automatic machinery for the manufacture, say, of
automobiles, he would choo~ the latter. For in the factory
~.
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he would see his own notions of art carried out with the superb daring and imagination which have made modern I(mgi_
neering supreme.;
.
He ca'D empl<l.y dialectics to prove that art, after all, is .
in the hands of e~neers. ~An automooile is beautiful only
. in so far as it fultpls its true function.
e
Mechanical ifefficiency is bad engineering;. it is also bad·
art. Machine design approaches mechanical perfection.
In Senor ·Ri~~ra's home there is an odd assortment of
books. Few are among the standard works of art; few are
"literary." Man I of the books have been sent as gifts, and
autographed by t e authors. I referred to a critical estimate
of his work in , well-known book about Mexico. He had"'"
never read the b· ok or the estimate. "Well, what do you
read?" I asked.
'
"I never reatwhat you call 'literature: To me 'literary'
books are made 0 words without much meaning. My chief
tastes in readin are books on mathematics, ~engip.eering,
history, an4 ast~.,nomy. AI).d, of course, Karl Marx, Lenin,'
and Trotzky." r
"And no Sh kespeare, Dante, or Cervantes?-None.of
the great poets?~ ~
"No. I don' like. them."
By "I don't ike them," Senor Rivera conveys hi~ belief
only in writings qich further the social awakening. Printed
words are like s many drops of ink on paper unless their
content bores its way into the soul of the masses. Polished
and honeyed ph ases are anathema to Senor Rivera; his
.
poetry is the rh hmic percussion of machines.
All forms 0 art must prepare the pe~ple for the revolution. In a fresc you should depict the degrad~tion of the.
masses under th heels of their oppressors. You should point·
out, even name ose who' exploit their neighbors' weakness.
You shoqld stir esistance~ You should reveal the glory and
harmony of a si . Ie-class society. Those are, according to
Senor Rivera, so e of the ingredients of a first-class artistic
undertaking.
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Science is the symbol of human release from the primitive struggle fpr food and shelter. But there can never be
harmony in the human family until production passes into
the hands of the people.
As for the machine itself, as an expression of beau art,
one senses a ~nit of mind between such apostles of mechanical poetry as Rivera, Frank Lloyd Wright" the architect,
Buckminster Fuller, the engineer, and W. Starling Burgess,
~~~p~

,

.

.

Frank Lloyd Wright, the'illustrious father of modern
architectural design, admits that his particular type of architecture is applied engineering. He introduced cantilever
construction and streamllning in' the home. And Buckminster Fuller, who has stripped architecture down to, the bar,est essentials of engineering. And W. Starling Burgess,
whose cup yachts are like nature's own patterns for speed.
All these men have achieved art through a quest for
honest' engineering.
Diego Rivera sensed this beauty of engineering before
most of us. In machinery he finds motifs that are original,
dramatic~ and forceful. "What is your favorite,.subject for
painting, Senortl} Rivera?" He answered immediately,
"Machinery."
Now you would suppose that a; man of art would seek a
pastoral setting far from the crude noises of the city. But
Senor Rivera merely marks time 'in his 'home at, Villa Obregon. He would prefer to live in such places as Detroit, Pittsburgh, Chicago, or St. Louis. Because the drama of modern
industry, even to the smoke and din, lures him powerfully.
And not only the sight of dynamos, drill pres~es,' and fly- .
wheels, but the operators of the mach~nes themselves, fascinat~im. For he counts them as the chief patrons of his
art, whom he addresses in his work and' they ar.e the heroes
and warriors of his frescoes.
Having achieved worldwide 'fame and drawn the attention of countless people to his work, Senor Rivera values the
critiques of mechanics and stevedores more than of art
,
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He takeS ~Iiormous pride in the fact that the beaux

T keN

critics.
arts students of etroit cried out against' his "shameful"
frescoes, while th factory mechanics' threatened violence to
anybody who wo d harm them. That, to Senor Rivera, is
a paean of praise hich no book of verse ean match.
The highest ribunal in art is a group of mechanics,
laborers; and mac ine hands. He is willing to abide by their
opinion of what is ood art. He would like to be one of them;
therefore, he wea s overalls at his work. ,Still-he laments
that he cannot be classed as a "worker." "They," he says,
"receive a daily 0 weekly wage. I am paid for mine in a
,
lump sum-.it is iiferent."
He ehows no ign of transferring his lifelong allegiance
to the workers.
e has painted their lives and struggles on
walls and ceilin all over Mexico. In the historic Radio
City feud, he bro g-ht them into the foreground with crusading fervor, stand ng beside their machines.
But that epi ode is not finished.' Recently Mexico City
saw the whole R ckefelfer mural painted as a curtain for' a
w:eat gala perfo ance of a burlesque entitled, "The Last
Fresco of Diego Rivera," featuring the celebrated comic
~oberto Soto, an a company of high-steppers. That fresco
seems destined to live on;if not in actual fact, then in legend.
It remains a deft ite project with Senor Rivera, and he intends to repeat t for posterity whenever a suitable wall
presen.ts itself.
.
He m~ay cha ge it slightly, for his ideas on painting and
his insight into h man lives is changing,»ut the fundamental motif will re ain.

:'
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Although We Hear No Sound
,By MAUD E. USCHOLD

O'

In dark moist earth
there is no dearth
. of mirth,
when dry roots wake
and slake
their thirst with rain,
and send pale gold
and green
for the lean
earth to hold;
so again
the signs of Spring appear.
In fertile ground
this burgeoning
is song, ,
although we hear
no sound.

A Night in Eden
By ALICE WILSON

Pale moths drifting t!trough moonlit branches,
The music of night-hidden springs,
The sensuous perfume of tropic 'flowers
That drugs the dancing hours and brings
Forgetfulness of all unlovely things!
Here will we lie till night has goneNaked as Eve on a mossy bedAnd silence will cover us as a dream,
Till morning comes with a gleam of red
And night'~ last purple shadow has fled.
[,-95 ]
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Fire on Indian Creek
By ELIZABETH WATERS

ca e Up during the fourth night of th~ Mission Ridge e. At dawn the sky was a diffused yellowish-grey, a~d the sun came out of the east smaller and
redder than ever. Mrs. Keller, living next house but one to
the head of Indi Creek, woke alone in the big double bed,
conscious of a va e feeling of disquiet. She lay and wondered about it sle pily for a moment. Then her gaze focused .
on the window cu tain. Lazily it billowed
. and fell before the
open window.
rs. Keller'sprang out of bed and raised the
shade. The gre t mushroom columns of smoke that had
mounted with su h fantastic slowness during three hot still
afternoons were ispersed; there was an unmistakable smeH
of burning ti e in the air.~
.
"Wind's s t~d," thought Mrs. Keller, and dropped the
shade. 'She drefs. ed methodically and went out'into the silent
kitchen. The fir i was laid in the range; she touched a match
to it, and filled ~ ,the teakettle. Then she took up the milk"
pails and unlioo ed the screen door. Outside the smell o~
smoke was stroll er.
"Looks like he men won't be getting home this week,"
she said aloud.: he looked speculativ~ly at the mower as she
passed the tool sed. Tom might come back to find the hay
cut, at least. In ~wenty years on Indian Creek she had seen
at least half as any forest fires. More than once Tom had
got a bunch of ighbors together to battle some blaze here
on the creek, bet: Ire the forest service came in. Later, when
the boys grew ',they had both taken their turns at firefighting; but thi !was the first tirpe in years that every man
in the neighborh pd had been called out. Dave, her youngest
son, had walked down from his·ranch at the head of Indian
Creek, four mor ings ago, to ride the rest of the way with his_
father.

T

HE WIND

.

~

[ 96]
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"The ranger sent Sammy :Peterson up last night," he
,explained. "Truck's bqsted, so',! hiked down." This last with
a glance at his mother, as if he had read her thoughts, won- "
dering why Tessie couldn't have brought
him down. She
r
slipped a couple of extra doughnut~ in. the lunch she was
putting up for her husband; Dave always liked' doughnuts,
and he didn't have a lunch, that she could see. She'd always
sent her men off fire-fighting with some home-cooked food
the first day; maybe Tessie thought it was too much trouble.
Or more likely she hadn't thought a,bout it at all.
"How's the baby?" she asked while Tom was getting oub
the Ford.
"Pretty good," said Dave. "He's been teething, though
-kind of fretful with the heat."
,
Mrs. Keller plucked a leaf from her por,ch begonia. She
not~d with unerring eye the missing buttons on hEnt son's
shirt, the clumsily mended tear in his overalls~
"We had a letter from Walter the other day," she said.
"Yeah,? How are they getting along?" ;
"Fine. He said they were talking about quilding themselves a house." ~
"Looks like he's in the feed business forJ good, at that
rate. Well, he can have it." He stared moodily out over the
fields. "It's a cinch I had enough of town when I was in
Spokane to last me the rest of my life."
"And brought back enough of it, too," thought his
, mother, but she did not say it., She could hear Tom cranking the car out in the shed. Dave leaned against the porch
post, his hat pushed back, and she could see, paler than his .
brown forehead, the thin wavyscar he had gotten at the age
of three when he' had run into a barbwire fence. Memory
carried her back twenty years-to Dave's solemn, frightened
little face streaming with blood, Walter's terror-stricken
wails. She smiled unconsciously, but a pang struck through
her as she realized how thin and work-worn Dave looked
.now, how silent he had grown in the last two years.
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"Do you ev go fishi.ng any more?" she asked on an
",,'
impulse.
>t.
Dave gave a alf laugh. "With that ranch to look after?
, Haven't toucbep, rod since-since I came back"
.
"There's no ense in working so hard," said his mother.
He shrugge . "Hasn't hurt me any, I guess. Hope this
fire don't last to long, though."
,
"It's a poor ime for it, I must say. With wh~at about
ready to cut."
.
~'It wouldn't e so bad," said Dave, half under his breath,
"if we had a tele hone."
Mrs. Keller as silent. Worrying about her, was he?
As if plenty of 0 her women, not so young and able-bodied as she was, hann had to stay alone before this.
Tom drove p then, and Mrs. Keller helped the two,
men get off. W ching their dust disappear down the road,
she had had a m ment's compunction. Probably she should
have suggested hat Tessie come down and stay with her.
But what was th use? Tessie wouldn't have come anyway.
Drumming ilk iJ:1to the pails in a rich diminuendo,
Mrs. Keller was .thinking now how differently Dave's life
might have tur ed out if he hadn't gone to Spokane that
winter to work-if he hadn't met and married the thincheeked, scarlet!iPped, restless creature who was Tessie,
if he had gone i with his father instead of taking up that
barren homestea on upper Iridian Creek. There was no use
in thinking abou it now, of course, but it was an old resentment which, lik a decayed tooth, would not stop gnawing.
She finished the milking and turned the cows out busily as
she opened the c icken-house door. On the way back to the
house she stopp d a:nd held up a moist finger in the breeze.
"Wind's fr m the east," she murmured, and stared
doubtfully towa d the ridge. It would be too bad if that
stand of lodge- ole pine on this side should go. She was
thankful the cr ek separated their land from the foothills
of the ridge, th ugh even that would be small protection
from a crown fi e. But she went about the business of sepJ

I
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arating the milk and getting her breakfast briskly~ as though
forest fires were the last thing from her mind. Her dishes
washed, she set up the ironing board near the window and
put the irons on toheat. She thought she might go out and
pick enough gooseberries for a quart or so of jam after the
ironing was done. Nowadays an ironing didn't amount to
mucJ1; sometimes it seemed as if it would be more sensible
to wash only every t)Vo weeks, now that both the boys were
gone. But somehow on Monday the ~ash tubs always came
out. Dave's wife, now-from what }Mrs. Keller had seen,
it looked as if she only washed whe:p. she took the not-ion.
Mrs. Keller had gone up once on SUlJ.day and found her hanging out the last of Dave's shirts.
Of course there was the baby, ut that didn't seem to
keep her from spending plenty of ime fixing herself ;up
whenever she drove to town or wen to dances with Dave.
.At least she never tried to flirt with olther men, though there
were some who would have been Willi g; that was something
to her credit. But there were othe ways of making your
husband unhappy; being restless an dissatisfied and faultfinding in the home he was trying to make for you was one
of the best..
Hanging a .freshly ir9ned apr n over a chair, Mrs.
Keller heard the telephone ring- 0 long, two short. It
was Mrs. Peterson.
.
"Say," came her thin, urgent v ice, "I just had a call
from Mattie Lewis-said the ranger station called her and
told her to tell the people on Indian Creek the fire's out of
control and likely to be down on 'this ide by noon. It's going
like sixty in that-pine between us an,' Rock-Creek."
"Up above Dave's place!" said rs. Keller.
"Yes, and could you run up, and w~rn his wife? I ,sent
Sammy'down to Parkins's this morni g, or he could go. They
said there'd be some up here this afternoon, but for us to do
what we could and be prepared."
"All right---much ()bliged, Mrs. Peterson."..
I

=
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Her mind wa~ flying as she hung up the receiver. Lucky
she had turned the stock into the wes~ field this morning.
The buildings weten't in much danger, either, with a quarter-mile of alfalf, between them and, the narrowest 11end in
the creek. The r al danger was for Dave's ranch, scattered
among the timbe on the other side of the creek as it was. K
the men got he e in time, though, and ..the wind didn't
freshen. . . .
She set her ions on the back of the stove, turned down
the damper, and rolled up the rest of the clothes in the
basket. Pinning: her straw hat on firmly, she went_ out into
the smoke-dulled sunlight. It was a ten-minute walk up to
Dave's; the roaq was stony and rutted. The soil was no
better in the wh ' t field she was passing. A sparse stand of
meager heads s owed for Dave's labor in breaking the
twenty acres las summer. Still he had managed to buy a
a few head of ttle this spring; ina year or two he'd be
getting- ahead Bt ·ttle. Tom had always said his youngest
son was a natur I-born rancher.
Mrs. Keller paused a minute on the hill, panting. A
temporary lull i the wind made the air oppressive. Back
down the road s e saw a dust cloud moving fast; it must be
a car. Could it~be Tom or Dave?' She peered anxiously, .
but as it approa hed,. she saw that it was a long low coupe,
driven by a solit ry man-no car that had ever been seen on
Indian_ Creek. t passed her 9bviously, wit]! a scatter of
stoneS; She star d after it balefully and hastened her steps.
Whoe~er it was oing up Indian Creek evidently knew his
way. fShe 'wishe , she h~d thought t~ look at the license; it
might have bee someone who knew Tessie from SpOkane.
Her lip curled a·, ittle as the thought occurred to her. Any~
body' who'd bee picked up in a ten-cent dance hall, who'd
had a baby six m nths after 'she was married, would be likely
to have some fa cy, friends!
She was cro sing the creek when she- happened to glance
up at the crest f Mission Ridge and saw for the first time
a reddish glow pon the low-hanging smoke pall. Her pace
c
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increased, and turning the last bend, she saw the log buildings of Dave's place. Sitting out in the yard was the car
which had passed her. It had"a Washingtoillicense. The
dog came running toward her, ba.rking, and Tessie, surprised
.
and hostile, appeared at the back door.
"Why-hello," she said,. making no move to open the
screen.
Mrs. Keller stopped till she got her breath back. She
noticed a high flush on Tessie's usually pale cheeks. .
"I just had a can from Mrs. Peterson," she began. "The
ranger station called her' and said the fire is out of control
and likely to be coming this way by noon."
Tessie's eyes darted to the horizon, but the trees baffied
her view; she seemed to lopk incredulously back at her
mother-in-law.
"C-ome on in," she said at last, and turned. back into the
kitchen. Mrs. Keller, with a tightening of the lips, opened
the door and went in. The·man she had seen in the ca,r was.
standing in the doorway to the other room. He looked at her
suspiciously.
.
"This is Mr. O'Donnell," said Tessie shortly. "My
mother-in-law." She turned around suddenly. "I don't believe it!" she burst out. "You just wanted ~n excuse to
follow him up here."
Mrs. Keller looked at her steadily. "He can tell you he
passed me half way up the hill. What's he doing here, anyway?"
Tessie's eyes flickered. "You mean the fire's actually
coming down this way?" she exclaimed. ,
"Sure I mean it. You don't think I'm going to walk
half a mile in this heat just to see what you're up to, I hope!"
"If it's so dangerous why don't they send some men up
to fight it?" .
"They're going to, this afternoon. But there's a wind
today and this fire's travelling. You can see it on top of the
ridge now if you'll go out and look."

, .
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O'Donnell m ae an exclamation.. Tessie glanced at
him quickly.
"We'd better'~et out of this," he said. "I'm not gonna be
caught in any fore~t fire. Come on, get your things ~nd the .
kid and let's go." He was a ,heavy, handsome-faced man with
a slightly 1lattene4 nose, but he was paler now than he had
been a minute ago.l
Looking beyopd him, Mrs. Keller saw a partly packed
suitcase on the be4. "Oh," she said. "So you are up to something." Again Tessie's eyes darted to O'Donnell; then back
to her mother-in-l~w.
, "Yes, I am 1"1 she said with sudden vehemence. "I'm
getting out of this dump for good and all. You won't be
sor!7Y, I guess; yod've always grudged me the air I breathe.
Well, I won't be Here to trouble you any longer. And you
can tell Dave-" J
"Stow it, Te~," said O'Donnel roughly. "Let's beat it
bef<;>re we're trap~ed in here."
"Don't be a f~ol," snapped Mrs. Keller. She turned to
Tessie. "I can't ~ay I think your running off is any great
10 to Dave-it's:rbout what I'd expect, doing it behind his
back,
uppose y u've waited a long time for a chance like
this-bu efore u-"
"I have not I" Tessie's color was high. "I never expected
he; he just came. '
.
"How'd he k ow where you lived 1"
"I wrote him once or ~ twice, but. what of it? I never
asked him to com up here." Her voice rose. "I'm sick of
it, I tell you 1 Sic and tired of working like a dog and never
having anything~l ok decent and: seeing him slave away on
this damn farm, g tting so he never says a word-never any
money or anybod to s~e-I belong some place where thin~s
happen once in
hile and I'm going back there I"
From the ,~l dqw where h~ was watching, O'Donnell
turned with an 6 h. "Jeez, look at that mountain! Come
.
on, kid, we'll be .ro sted alive."
0

,
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The two women· ran to the Boor. The whole saddle between Indian and Rock Creek was outlined in flame..
"My God!" said Tessie. "Dave's cattle."
"Where are they?" snappe,d Mrs. Keller.,
"Up in the spring pasture."
"Right in the draw below that saddle?"
Tessie nodded. She was pale. "And all the'hay he cut
last week is stacked in the upper meadow."
"Where are the horses?"
"Outin the barn lot."
"Can you ride?"
"Sure."
They had both started out toward the gate.
"You'll have to ro~nd up those steers an4 chase 'em
down across the creek. Better gather up the milk cows, too,
. while you're at it; put 'em in that field of ours, not the alfalfa,
you know the one. Can you do it?" .
"I can try," said Tessie, almost running. "I'd better
take Barney, he's the fastest. But all Dave's hay-that wild
hay stubble's so dry-it'll catch the first thing-""
"Never mind that," panted Mrs. Ke~ "You get the
stock down. How far is the meadow?"
"Not very far-just through the trees there. Do you
think the buildings'll go too?"
"Don't know. They're not in direct line-if the wind
don't change. You'd better hurry."
Tessie had swung over the fence and was running after
the horses.
"For Gpd's sake, where's she going?" a voice said behind Mrs. Keller. She turned to see O'Donnell's black scowl.
"If you want to make yourself useful," she commanded,
"get into that tool shed and turn that plow around."
"What in hell-"
"That plow-turn it arou.nd so I can get it hitched up.
I can't lift it."
With a look of unbelief he went slowly into ~he shed.
The horses came galloping up and ~he helped Tessie herd.
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them into the bar. She put the bridle on Barney, threw the
blanket and saddl on his bac~; Tessie tightened the girth,
swung herself uP., and was gone. O'Donnell appeared in'the
door.
.
"Well, I've ot the damn thing turned around," he
growled.
"All right, h lp me lift this harness."
'.
This time heJ;ook off his coat, hanging it gingerly over
a saddle peg. 'Ylten the team was harnessed and hitched
.to the plow, Mrs.fKeller climbed into'the seat and started off
at a rough trot. ~:
"Hey!" said 'Donnell. "Where are you going?"
"Going to pI
a strip around those haystacks," called
Mrs. Keller. "Yo don't have to wait, if you're scared."
He stared aft~r her until she was out of sight, then went
into the barn, put on hi'S co~t, and lit a cigarette. It was
suddenly, very qu et. He walked back toward the house,
glancing over hi shoulder now and then at the blazing.
mountain top. A few trees seemed to have caught on this
side; he turned
d watched in fascination. Suddenly he
remembered the hild they had left crawling about on the
living-room floor. He went in, saw that he had fallen
asleep, and put h m in hts crib. Then he sat down on the
doorstep, his eyes fixed on the mountain.
An h~ur late l\IIrs. Keller drove back into the barnyard.
Ten minutes mor .and Tessie returned up the road, hot,
weary, her long air blown wildly. They unharnessed the
horses and turned them loose.
"I plowed a ix-foot strip all the way around the haystacks," said Mr . Keller. "I don't reckon 31nything can
get across that. Doesn't look as if it's coming down this
side so fast, an aye Probably things'll be safe here now
till the fire-fighte s come."
They walked ilently back to the house. O'Donnell threw
away the stump of a cigar as he rose to meet them.
"It's about tilne," he grumbled. "I've been on the edge
of making tracks for the last forty-five minutes."
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Tessie went into the lcitchen and washed her hands, ·
took out a stub of lipstick and ran it over her mouth. "I've
gotta change my dress," she said, ana disappeared into the
other room..
Mrs. Keller and O'Donnell stood wordless outside. Suddenly Mrs. Keller jerked open the screen door and we'ntinin to where Tessie was pulling a clean dress over her head.
"You still aiming to leave?" she asked. .
Tessie's voice was muffled. "Sure. Why not?"
For the first time in her life, perhaps, Mrs. Keller did
not know exa~tly what sll;e wanted to say. "Why, I thought
maybe-you doing all thi~ for Dave, maybe you still---!" ,
"Oh, yeah-you think I still love him. .Well, maybe I •
do." Her head emerged, and she thrust her hair back from
her face. "Maybe I always will-in a way. ,But Joe's different. I'm crazy about him. He's a punk and so'm I. Dave
tried making me, over, but, he couldn't-I wasn't worth it.
You knew that, I guess, and I've always sort of admired
"
.
you for it."
She put a few things in the suitcase; snapped it shut.
, "Dave won't mind, after a little," she said. "He fell
in love with me becaus'e I was different, ~hat's all; what he .
really wants .is some nice girl who'll make this dump look
like a h,ome instead of a pig-sty-who'll like living up here
in this GO(;l-forsaken quiet~"
She waked up the baby to put on its cap. "Joe," she
called, "come in and get this suitcase."
_
Mrs. Keller suddenly came to life. "You're not taking
the baby, too!"
~
"Why Rot? You didn't think he was Dave's, did you?'~
Mrs. Keller's eyes alone registered. what was less shock
than realization.
"Does Dave k n o w ? " "
"Of course. Oh, he didn't know about Joe; he thought
i was just a poor innocent country girl. I told you I wasn't
any good."
,
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"But--" said Ers. Keller incompletely. She felt all at
once old, tired, no .very certain. She felt empty, too, as
though semething he had nourished a longVwhile had been
taken away. O'D~nnell came in and took out the suitcase.
Tessie 'glanced curIOUSlY at her mother-in-law as she picked
TUp the baby.
"I should thin you'd be tickled ,pink," she said.
"Because you' e leaving?"
'''Yes, and bec~use you know'the ·worst about "'me."
HWell," said ¥rs. Keller brusquely, "maybe the best
too." She went a~fad of Tessie out to the gate, watched the
two settle themsel ~s in the car, the baby between them.
She s~id,' "I'll tel Dave you stopped to bring his cattle
down.'"
O'Donnell~ hi heavy ieatures impassive except when .
he glanced at th~s oking mountain side, started the motor.
The car backed aro nd; Tessie raised her hand in a farewell
gesture. Mrs. K~ ler moved her head in respollse. They
jolted out of the y rd into the road and disappeared around
the bend. Mrs. K ller went back to the empty house.
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Santa Fe Trail

By MAUJ) E.

USCHOLD~

With creak of saddle leatlrer, clank of chains,'
The groan of heavy-straining wagon gears,
A dusty wake enveloping the wains.
Choking the sun-parched oaths of muleteers;
Winding across the buffalo grass to roll
Into the 'hub-deep ruts and out again,
Eyes on the Spanish cities as their goal;
So passed the trains .of fighting merchantmen.
Coyotes snarled 'round bloody buffalo meat
Their hunters left; the Indians stalked their track;
They cleared a 'way with rifles, set their feet
On and on-and never ~ one turned back-'
Leaving a heap of stones to guard the dead,
As thwarted vultures circled overhead..
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Am I Laughing?
By CURTIS MARTIN

sitti
here, you always think of the same
.
things. You it and you' think: I have to write this
story. W~at can write? I have written, but can I write
again? Is there a ything left that I can write about? You'
feel that there is ·othing more to write. ,You have ~nished
everything. You ave written your insides out. You have
poured everything over the keys.
Tlien you thi k: You have to be young to write, really"
write. But how c ~ you De young and know enough things
to write. You ha lived twenty-five years. You have seen
ju(£ so many thi' gs, and you have written those things
already. You hav already written them, but so badly that
they will never be published. But they are out of you, and
once they are out 0 you, you don't write them again,'whether
they were good or rotten the first time they came out. They
come but once. T ere i~ no come-back for a story that once
tried and flopped. At least not for years.
Then you thi k: Rem'ember the first story you wanted
to write. You sta~ted it when you were a Freshman at the
University. It 'wAs'like this: "Gliding over the floor they
danced like feathers. floating together ... 'Glen and Adele."
You wrote that, ~?U think, then you sat before the shaky
table, holding the'~ft ub of pencil, and. stared at it. ,Y~>ur head
began to ache.
e room was stuffy. You stood up suddenly and pushed' he table over, flung your chair back and
raised the windo to its full height, although it was early
spring and the n rth wind, coming directly in, was very
cold. Then you s t the table up, wadded the paper into a
tight ball and to ed it, in the wastebasket, and stood up
before the wide irror of the dressing table.
.
YouJ;' room as Sip-all. Three feet at the end. of the
bed, six feet at t~ side, and in that space the dressing table,
[ 108]
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your study table, and in the tight closet your clothes; hvo
suits, a sweater and an extra pair of pants, and your trunk.
There was a tiny rag rug on the:tloor and you remember that
night when Stuhl knocked on your door at one o'clock in
, the morning and sneaking in asked you if he might sleep
on that rag rug. You said: "For Christ's sake get in the
bed." And he did get in the bed and go to snoring, and you
pushed in the single bed beside him and tried to contract your
flesh until it did not touch him, tHinking that you had known
times when he was not exactly clean, wondering about the
number of diseases you might~ catch from him, wanting -to
ask him what hi1d happened. Why he had left his own room?
Why he was wandering about at night? But you were silent.
And in the morning he was gone. Gone from your room and
gone from the University. Gone from everyone you ~ew,
and you heard once that he had a store in the Indian village Qf
Tierra Amarillo,. where no white man would live for more
than a w~ek.
But then, you think, there is rio story there. You can't
write that. You can't do it right. But you go on thinking:
You don't want" to write, but you've got to write. Not like
William Saroyan; fir~tIy, because.you can't, maybe, and sec..:- .
ondly, because, who the hell wants to? But you've got to
write. Why~ Why have you got to write? No one forces·
you. You might write to make money. But God knows you ,
would starve if you wrote for your bread. You think: In
four years you made a measly twenty dollars writing. Although there are three or four other stories accepted, there
was only the one you recei~ed the twenty dollars for. No,
it isn't money. Is it fame? Could it be'that? Could it be
an inner-urge to see your name in print? Could it be that
you want to see Robert Stevens, ROBERT ST~NS printed, '
. published? Thousands seeing Robert Stevens, saying Robert Stevens? Could it be that? You think: Writing is a
mighty slow and uncertain way, if it is merely that you want
to see your name in print. Why, you say to yourself, sitting
there. if I wanted only that, isn't there a quicker way? And
~

u
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immediately you .say: Yes, there is. For you have been
thinking apout. i for a long while.' Yes, 'you say, there is
a more certain a d speedier method. You could take your
gun, it is there n the shelf, my rifle; there are thirteen'
shells on top of the cupboard. You could take your rifle
and thos.e thirtee shells, and w~lk in the darkness, down the
center of the stre ts of this town. You think like this: Fewpeople draw thei shades at night in this town. They sit
reading beneath e lights, reading and smoking and talking.
Now you t~ke yo r gun and the thirteen shells, it is odd that
there are thirte ,-but it is an absolute fact. You have
counted them twO e. You take them and load the gun carefully. It will ho seven shells in the magazine and one in
the barrel, making eight shots you could fire within eight
seconds if necess ry. Put the other five shells carefully in
your right-hand ocket, being certain that you t~ke your
knife and matche out first, so that you won!t grab them by
mistake in your h ste. Prepare the gun carefully, then walk
down the moonlit street, on the white, crunching snow. Go
at eleven at night because at that time people will be off the
streets. They w·ll be drugged toward sleep, and sitting
sleepily under th lights reading and dozing.'
On the stree , going up, you will first pass Willard's
house. And you ow that certainly old man Willard and
his son will be in he front room,sitting on opposite sides -of
a table, both rea ing, both rocking slowly in their chairs,
and with the froJt shade rolled high. You know they will
be like that, beca se they have been like that every night for
twelve years. H
many times have you seen them thus in
those twelve yea s, as you passed along the street late at
night? They will be there. In the street you kneel, slowly,
coldly in the sno· ,.glancing about you, ,up the road, down
th'e road for cars, for persons on the sidewalk. There will
~
be no one.
You rest the :rrfle in your hand across your knee, the
sight glinting fro 'the light at the corner. You can't miss
at that range, ev at night. Twenty yards, and you have
I
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killed deer running 'at four hundred yards, not once, accidently, but many times, in half-light too. You will not miss.
,You aim for the old man first because he is more active,
quicker thinking than the son. He would be up at the crash
as his son crumpled beside him..--You aim carefully, at the
full chest of the father. There is not a chance that he will live, no need to aim for his head. Too often you have seen
the side torn from a buck with one of these so-called mushroom bullets, which explodes and spreads as it strikes. Carefully at the wide middle you aim and fire, feeling the gun on
. your shoulder. "A second after the first crash" the second
follows and beyond the broken window glass both father
and son slump in their easy chairs. The snow is white
around you.. The stars are high and cold, blinking silver.
'You get up quickly, but not rushed, swinging the gun
down beside your leg moving it with your leg as you walk,
and move off up the street. You are in no hurry, because you
know this: When Mrs. Willard finds them she can do. noth- .
ing but call the telephone office. There is no man there, only
an old woman. 'At the office the old woman will begin desperately searching the town for the one marshal. He may
be at home 'in bed, where there is no phone: within a mile.
He may be prowling the streets in Old Town, but he wilI.not
be found in less than an hour. y'ou are not worried about
hIm. But there is another thing: Next door to Willard's
lives William Gaspard. Mrs. Willard after calling the tele·
phone office will- rush to his door and beat there fearfully.
But Gaspard does not wake easily~ You remember well the
night you tried to wake him to .tell him that his garage wa's
on fire. You beat at the window and shouted at him for
. fifteen minutes before he understood what you w~re saying.
And now in fifteen minutes . . .
You are down the street to the next house whette there
is someone still up this late at night. It is Carloewe's, the
. old shoemaker. He is sitting before the wide front-window,
staring over thick spectacles at the latest Saturday Evening
Post. You will get very near him. At- the yard fence you
l
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will stop and see t e white hair below his leather cap, which
he wears even in t e house.
You will shoo him in the head, and his wife, rushing
out from the kite en, you will shoot in the full-breasted
chest. Now it is fur. Enough certainly.. But not enough'
to reach the very top, to reach the very ends of the earth.
Not to make the eadlines of every paper. So you go on.
And on. On. Uy.w
When they ca ch you an hour and a half later you are
sitting quietly near street light, in front of the school house:
The school you on e attended, where you loved two girls.
Where once, you en taught for a short time. You have
one shell in your fUn when they take you, the thirteenth.
But you do not rai~e it against them, because you have done
enough already to rea~h the heights of notoriety. You have
missed with three shots, but nine people lie dead or dying
along the streets y u have passed. That is ce~tainly enough,
you think. You re ember reading about the Slav who went.
wild in Washin n, running amok.
He killed four, and
you read of him or weeks. Headlines. Your nine must
be higher than an other has ever attained in these United
States. This civili. ed country. Yes. Nine must be enough.
Surely. Day afte~ t.oday it will be there. On pink sheets, ,
on yellow, on whi/te, all with black letters . . . ROBERT
STEVENS. INSArE. NIiNE. NINE. NINE. Yes nine were
'
enough.
ou read wh t ~you have written; and the only thing
you can think is: /why don't you make a story of that, and
not merely sit and' write that you are thinking about it?
Have someone do that and there you have your story. I
could do it. I coul do that, but I won't.
Or you could ell them about Helen. Damn Helen. You
have been thinki g of Helen all night. Yo~ will always
think of Helen an Aline. Those two you will be thinking
of always. In th day a little, but mostly at night. You
will think of the until the night you die. You could tell
them of Helen tha night in'the old blacksmith shop, or that
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night on the steps behind the church, talking, talking, into
the darkness to Helen, sitting _on the cold cement beside you.
Talking until your voice was hoarse . . . telling her what?
Telling her' things partly true, honestly partly true, and
totally true to you then, a kid of fifteen, talking to the girl
you had loved first, and would always love, but Who had
scared you by asking you to marry her. Why did that
scare you? It didn't. It only'revolted you and you can
never say how or why, only that it did. On the cold cement,
sitting, you told her why you could~not marry her; and your
. greatest argument was tha~ too many other girls loved you.
Loved you so much that you could.. not break five hearts or
six by giving yourself to her. And you believed that, you
damned fool, talking without taking a full breath for two
hours. Telling her she could have ~YOu always, have your
heart, spiritually, mentally, but not your body, not to be hers
alone, because in the world there were things coming to you
. too great,for you to be sacrificed on the altar. Crying you
kissed one of her long, rolled curls, smelling the peculiar
sceI!t, which you believed to be spice-wood, and stumbled
down the six steps, away in the night, and 'in the corner,
Helen sat silently. Was that. the last time I touched you?
But Helen, no more, than Aline.. Aline at night in
moonlight. On horseback. Alone' in blick mountains. Alone
on the plains with moonlight for !Dilesmrabbits leaping away
from beneath clumps of bushes. Alihe. Aline, let me go
now.. Can't you let your hold slip an instant and let me
away? They tell ~e you live in Kansas now. I haven't
Been you for five years. I saw you in Pocatello, Idaho, this
summer five years ago. I had a full beard. :You did not
know me. I saw the man with you. Wasn't it your husband? What were you doing in Pocatello? God knows
what I was doing there. Passing through, probably. What
e~e?

I

Now you think: Why don't you tell th!em about Rohoveck? .That would be something. You could tell them
how yoq. loved him. How h~ loved you. How you two lay'
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Today
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

The earth today was drab, \l
And lonely;
And almost stark
With bleaching bones.
No living things,' _
No homes, only
The caves where wild things,
Stay till dark.
I cried,
"Is there no bit of beauty
To ease my aching heart?"
A voice within me said,
Explore your mind,
For there
'Earth's beauty
You shall find.

[ 115]
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isit to Kiowa Ranch
By JOHN C. NEFF

AM. NOT a nativ of New Mexico, nor do I live there. But
from my hom back here in Ohio I pass many hours
thinking about th long weeks I've' known in the Sangre de '
Cristos packing fo four hundred miles, and the months I've
spent on the 'flats s uth of Las Vegas.in roundup time. There
are many tales to e told, but today there stands in my mind
the picture of my .sit to Kiowa Ranch far ~bove Taos where
I went to visit Mr~. D. H. Lawrence.
During two ~ evious winters, I,had come to know John
Middleton Murry, awrence's friend of the early years, now
a brilliant man 0 letters. He would always have me tell
what little I could about New Mexico and the country from
which Lawrence g t so much. He wanted. to know about the
Indians and the,irreblos and the sun setting over the Jemez
Range and the sm I of wood coming through the air at night.
But like every ma who has not seen the land, he was only
half i~pressed.
e will never know "what tied Lawrence
there until he see it for himself. Two years ago, when he
learned that I wa going to spend the summer near Santa
Fe, he begged me 0 visit Mrs. Lawrence and bring her his
best wishes.
That I did, th ugh I wasn't sure that I had any right to
,.go calling at a ho se I didn't even know. When I arrived in
Taos from Santa, e one morning I began to get cold feet.
Almost, I wanted' 0 chuck the whole business. But when I
thought of the hu' dreds of miles I'd come for just this hour,
I shoved aside a~lmY inhibitions and walked boldly into a
store to inquire t way to Kiowa Ranch. 'A young German
woman ove,rhear me and came to my assistance. ' "You
go up, up, up all he way," she said, ,Hand the road is terrible. But she'll b~' appy to sea you, with your greeting from
Murry."
[ 116] ,
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This was a good start. I didn't concern myself about
how terrible the road might be, 'but I was glad of the encouragement in the Germa:n woman's voice. Past-the road to the
Taos Pueblo I drove, and up and over the long winding road
to Arroyo Hondo. The sky was a brilliant onel and the sun
was very warmf Almost to Cristobal I went, and then turned
off in the, direction of the mountains, following the sign
pointing to "Brett.·" The private road was bad. It was so
miserable my car bounded from rock to rock, just missing
. the springy juniper branc.hes. The twists and turns made
the going hard, but in what seemed no time at all I found
myself at the end of the drive.
.
There was the house. A lOng, low place with a gabled
metal ~oof and fine colored shutters. A magnificent view
of the westward-sweepirigcountry spread before it, with the
mountains rising strong behind it. Little wonder why Lawrence ioved the place. Or why he loved to stand and watch
the sun melt into the little gap 'Where the road goes down
toward Santa Fe. Or why he yearned to be back there during his last months in far away Europe. I had for many
years been familiar with the beauties of New Mexico and
had accordingly thought I understood Lawrence's love for
the land. But not until I saw the view from Kiowa Ranch
and the house itself did I fully realize what held him to the
country and what in his last years made him say: "I think
New Mexico was the greatest eX'perience from the outside
world that I have ever had."
But there was no one on the porch, and the house seemed
empty. I found a little bell near the portico and was about
to ring when some one called out, "Come in f"
A dark short Italian stood near the door 'of what I presumed was the kitchen. He bowed, asking wh~t I wanted.
When I told him, he spoke to some one I couldn'fsee, someone
beyond. the door. In Italian he said, "A young stranger
wants to see you." A woman's'voice in gutteral Italian answered him. "Have him come m." And then the man swept
his arm in the direction of the wall beyond the door. Step-
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ping inside and t+ng.to the right, I saw'sprawled outTen a
bed a large, reddi h, smiling woman. It was Frieda ~aw
renee, looking mu h older than I had expected to find her.
She was wearing a long print dress and a colored apron.
She greeted me ho pitably, hut when I mentioned that Middleton Murry had sked'me to se~ her, she jumped from the
bed and cried: " ch! Murry! !Yes? Murry! You know
him.1'"
·i
The ice was b oken. Mrs. Lawrence was all smiles. Her
lips stretched acr ss her face, and she hurried about the
room to bring a ~h ir for me. All th~ while she carried on a
conversation abou Murry and his visits to America. How
was he? Would y u describe him? What does he think of
America'? Sudde ly she went across th~~room. "Ach! Will
you have some of y wine! It is very good." And without
waiting for an an wer, she poured me a long glass and made
me sit by the tabl with the man who was glancing through
a copy of an Italila newspaper. The table was covered with
a red and white c eckered cloth, and there was a large bowl
of fresh dark ch rries and another filled with cakes and
cookies. I sat the e with them eating and drinking and talking as though the had known me' all their lives. It had been
the most comfort ble entry into a strange house I'd ever
made. The Italil spoke with Mrs. Lawrence in his own lan- .
guage. He wante to knqw what Murry I ~as talking about.
When he was told it was Middleton Murry who had brought
about my visit, h was satisfied and sank back into his chair
with the paper.
But Mrs. La renee had been ill that winter and was
easily tired. Sh went back to her bed and stretched out
again, still talkiIi about Murry. Presently she began' on
Lawrence, always using his last name. She told h,9w he loved
the Indians' and t ei~ dances, how he used to go down to the
pueblos and sit i the sun to watch them dance. How he
used to stand on: e porch of the house and watch the glowing sun sink dee behind
the far mountains. And then she
.
would exclaire ~n erman and laugh. Sometimes her words
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came sharp and quick, but there was always a twinkle in her
eyes that made me laugh with her. She seemed the easiest
person on earth to get on with. t
In a little while the Italian got up and left the house. But
she would not' hear of my; going, "after how· far you've
come !" We, were not alone long, though, for soon her daughter and son-in-law who were visiting from England came in.
Naturally, they were interested in hearing about Murry's
lectures in this country and-how they had been received. We
talked about American colleges, contrasting them and com:'
paring them with Cambridge and Oxford. They seemed to
object to our system of education and our noticeable lack, as
they put it, of worthwhile scholarships. TheAmericans
were wonderful people, but oh so slow. The hundreds and
hundreds of colleges, what did they mean? Too much sameness, too similar. Their graduates were so slow in grasping·
the real significance of a situation, they so easily misunder- .
stood. They' were thick like oil. '
This' brought Mrs. Lawrence int~ the conversation
again. She put out a cigarette and began. "You must never
read Lawrence while you are young. Too many young people
read him, and they do not know what he is saying. It is so
difficult, then, to explain to them what he is saying. You must
have had experiences and bitter tastes of life before you can
read him with intelligence." And she would- smile and laugh
in her jolly way. "'He was such a great man."
The sOR-in-Iaw interrupted to ask if I'd.. read Sons and
Lovers. He thought, along with the rest of England, that it
was his best book. But Mrs. Lawrence broke.in, saying, "No,
The Plumi3d Serpent.· All of Lawrence is
no, you must read
-,
in that book.' Two years he spent writing it, one winter in
Chapala and the next winter in Oaxaca." I admitted thatthough I liked the earlier "book b;nmensely, I thought The
Plumed Serpent more significant. Sometimes while we were
talking, I had chance to look about the room. It was like an
old kitchen
I had once seen in Munich. There were gaily col,
ored plates on racks along the walls.. Huge pots and pans

.
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hung in the corner ear the stove, and lively curtains were ,at
the small windows The daughter came round and filled our
glasses with more eep red wine and passed the brown crock'
of cookies. T~~ss~peoPle were hospitable to their finger
tips. But I could ot wear out my welcome. Through the
open door that 10 ed down toward Taos, I could see great
dark clouds han ,ng low over the mountains. A storm
would be coming u· at the end of the afternoon. I thought of
tlie miserable roa back to the highway. It was time to
leave.
As Mrs. Law nce walked with me to the gate, the wind
caught stray ends f her fine long hair and whipped it across
her face. Her ap on sailed out in front of her and her eyes
grew bright'in th'·cooling air. When I turned to bid her
good-bye, her real 'haracter seemed to come to me. She was
standing on a litt e knoll near the gate and her head was
dipped toward th lowering sun. The sun glowing on her
made her a radian ly handsome middle-aged woman. But it '
struck me that she was at once very much like a small happy
child and a woma~ of wide wisdom. Her eyes were twinkling and her mo -th laughing, swallowing and laug~ing in
turns. She raised her arm high above her head and -waved
her hand vigorOUSlY. "Good-bye, hmmm, good-bye. .It was
good of you to co . Good-bye !"
.

.,
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Folk Tales from the Spanish
By DO,LORESHUNING AND IRENE FISHER

BLANCA FLOR
HERE WAS once a youth who went out to fis~ and on his
way home he intended to stop at a f~iend's house. However, he fished so late that it was darkwhen he started home
and he lost his way. Instead of his friend's house he came
to the 'House of Many Demons.
He knocked at the door and a beautiful girl answered
his knock. ,'When he saw her, the youth thought he would
like to stay; so he asked for work. Blanca Flor or White ':
Flower, the girl, told him to go into the house and ask her
father. Her father said he would give-the boy work, and
he gave him a ·box filled with all different kinds of seeds:
there were lentils, peas, wheat, corn, beans, and many other
kinds.
,
He told the youth that he must sort these seeds in o~e
,
day and if he -did not finish them he would be killed. TJte
young man told White Flower what her father had commanded him' to do. She said for him not to be afraid, for
she would help him if he would promise to take her away
when the work was finished. The boy promised. .
The next morning they started to work", and separated
the seeds in one day, becaus~ White FlQ,wer helped him. The
youth went to tell White Flower's father and mother that
he had completed the task. The girl's mother said that he
could not have sorted the seeds in one day, and that White
Flower must have .done the work, ,but the father said,
"You' always wish to think iii my daughter. The boy
knows how to work. That's what it is."
.
Then the patron commanded the boy to plant the wheat
seeds that he had separated from the others. He said the
wheat must grow, be harvested, ground into flour, and made
into bread, and all had to be done in one day. The boy went
[ 121 ]
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to White Flower i despair, but she said, "Tell him you wid
do it.".' The fathe did not believe he could.
When, the. boy returned to White Flqwer the task was
already completed. At the end of the day he went to the
father and showed him the bread. The mother said,
"All 'the work that peon is supposed to do is being done
by White Flower."
The patron, owever, told her no, that the boy knew,
how to work and t at was all there was to it, and he said to
the boy, "Now you must go to the mountains and bring back
a young bull whic lis so fierce that he shoots flames' of fire
from his eyes."
The boy said e would do it, but he was afraid~ White
Flower told him not to fear, and to saddle the best horse
in the stable.
·r,· '
.
"The horse i1 my brother, the saddle my' mother, the
. stirrups my father, and I am the Quirt."
She got on 't1he horse and went into the mountains,
lassoed the bull ana broug4t him back. The boy quickly went
to the patron and told him the bull was in the corral. The
man and his wife became so ill from the shock of the boy's
success that they had to go to bed. Then the man said it
was all right, an how the next piece of work was to tame
a very wild mare The .boy saddled her, and after it was
tamed, the moth said again that it was White Flower's
work. When he ad finished, the patron told him to take
some little monkefs to the river and bathe them.
These little monkeys were ~ome little devils and these
little devils were ~e girl's brothers. The old man cautioned
the boy that if t~ese monkeys escaped he would be killed.
When the boy took the little monkeys to the river and bathed
~em, he kept the 1- from escaping by beating them severely,
which White Flo er had told him to do. After bathing them
he took the little onkeys back to the patron and said, "Here
are your monke s." The little monkeys to~d their father
.that the peon wo ld not let them play. The patron said that
was all right.
~
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The boy now wanted his pay, and said he did not wish
to work any more with him and that he wanted to go to his
own country. The patron paid him and bade him uA Dios."
When he left; White Flower told him to take a mirror, a
comb, and a brush. The ,boy did as she.said.
uNow take the best horse and start.' I shall catch up ,.
with you in a few minutes."
She·went into the zaguan adjoining the room where her
parents were, and spit upon the floor. Then she spit upon
the kitchen floor and upon the ground in the patio. She ran
out'and caught up with the boy who had just started.
She had no sooner left when her mother called her. The
saliva in the zaguan answered, uSi, Senora." The mother
called White Flower again and the sativa in the kitchen
. answered, but softly. The third time the mother called, the
saliva in the patio replied more softly. The mother w~s very
angry and said to the father, "'These are White Flower's
doings and I know she has left with the peon."
The father . would not believe her and said she only
wanted to talk about his daughter, but she started after the
young people and followed them until she had almost
reached them. White Flower told the boy to throw the
comb down. The boy threw it and it turned into a high
mountain with knives on the top Of the mountain. The,
woman could not pass; so she was forced to turn back. Then
the father started in pursuit and had almost caught up with
them when the boy th:h~w down ~he brush. It turned 'into
a river of blood that the man could not cross. When he returned, the son, '\Ulite Flower's brother, said he could bring
them back. He started and when he got within a short
distance of them, the boy threw down the mirror and it
turned into a high, sheer cliff of rock. When the brother
saw this he knew it was impossible to climb over it and he
turned back home.
The young people soon arrived at the boy's home and
the boy said, "We are almost at my house. ' Do you want
. to 'stop with us?" The girl, however, would not go in, and
,
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"Then," said the female pigeon, "do you remember when
we started out and after awhile we saw my mother following us, and I told you to throwaway the comb, and a high
mou-ntain with sharp knives on the rim appeared 1"
"I seem to remember," said the male pigeon.
"Then you.remember after we had gone a little farther
we saw my father following us. I told you to throw the
brush away, and an impassable river of blood appeared and
my fat~er turned back."
"I seem to remember," said the other pigeon.
"Do you remember when my brother followed us and
you threw away the mirror and a, very high and very stony ,
cliff sprang up in his path1"
"I seem to remember."
, "You remelllber also, little pigeon; as we were nearing
your home, I told you not to let anyone embrace you 1 Then
as you were taking a nap your mother put her arms around
. you and you forgot all about me."
"Coo-ro6-coo-e60, yes, I remember.'~
Then the pigeons flew away:.
"
The boy listened to all this conversation and gradually
the events of the past few days came back to him. He jumped
up and ran to White Flower'~ house and begged her forgiveness. Soon afterward they were married, and that is all.
<

'¥

•
CONRADO PIMPUM AND THE CRANES
ONRADO PIMPUN, after having passed some years away
from his pueblo, in the army, returned to the' village of
his birth, accompanied by some remerpbrances of his
marches and some money that he had saved. He h~d the
sorrow of finding his mother near death. He received her
last kiss and hearkened to her counsels that he· should be
pious, good, and honorable. Sh.e said that she would pray
for his well-being, when she reached heaven. Conrado wept.
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bitterly and, afte ..the burial, retired to his home where he
stayed three mon s without going out.
The youth 0 the village were very considerate and
respected his gri, , but at the end of three months two of
them decided to 0 to his house and take him out. They
took him to a ta ern where they gave him a great deal to
drink. They the reminded him that before he left for the
wars he had a ri via in the neighboring pueblo, and they
suggested going see her that evening.
These two fiends were bad men who had heard that
Conrado had br~ght home a great deal of money from· the
wars, and the j 0 rney to the neighboring pueblo was a pre..:.
text to rob poor onrado on the way. They had known for a
long time that thgirl had become tired of waiting for Conrado to return an~had married and lived'in a distant pueblo.
Conrado sta ed out with his false friends toward the
neighboring pue 10. They had traveled half an hour when
they came to a d ck wood. The two treacherous friends fell
upon poor Conra 0, threw him to the ground, and beat him.
He rii-ade such ~ truggle against them that they injured him
seriously. They Iso put out his eyes.
They tied hi hands ~and feet and took him to the middle
of the forest. T ey placed him on a piece
of.
wood that was
,
'
in the form of a cross and tied him to it. Believing that he
was dead, they t ok all his money and hastily left the place.
The coolnes of the night revived the poor soldier. He
was not dead, btlt had been made unconscious from the terrible blows he hid received. As Conrado knew the country
very well, he rea ized where he was, even though he was now
blind, and excla· ed, "Dios Mio! in spite of my misfortunes
those fiends hav remembered that I am a good Christian and
have brought m 'to die on the cross. The Lord and His Holy
Mother will co e to my assistance."
.
He struggl d for a while and finally untied himself. He
knelt at the foo
the cross as bes.t he could and prayed fervently. Having ulfilled this duty, he sat down on the ground
because he was 00 weak to walk, and waited with resignation the conclus on of his sad adventure.
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As the clock of the village'struck twelve he heard loud
flappings of wings close to. his head. He was badly frightened and crouched down at the foot of the cross. ~ few
moments later he again heard the beating of wings, only
much louder this time. He heard three large birds light on
an arm of the cross, one at a time. They were three cranes
who began to talk. Conrado listened closely to what they
were saying" and the first one said, "What news have.you
this week, sisters?"
.
, :
The second one answered, "I know a great deal. jrhe
daughter of the king in the adjoining kipgdom is gravel~ill.
She is between life and death. All the doctors who have ~",een.
her do not know how to cure her."
rr "
"And you know how to do that?" asked the third' crane. ..
"Yes, sister, I do. There lives in that pond in the next
meadow a green frog that should be caught and burned.
the sick princess could be given these ashes mixed with win~,
she would recover her health. The king will give her hand i'
marriage to him ~ho does this." '.
" . "
I
,
"Well, I," saId the first crane, "also know something
noteworthy. Men would pay a big price in gold if thet
could }mow it:"
, \.
"What is it?" the other two a s k e d . ' !
"It is, my sisters, that tonight and tomorrow night ther4
will fall a marvelous dew. The blind man who will wash hiS
eyes with this d~w will instantly recover his sig~t."
,I
"Well, I" said the third crane, "know that the adjoinin~
kingdom is disappearing because of lack of water, and th~""1
king has promised his daughter's hand to him who will rem-l
edy the situation. A spring must be discovered that wil~1
quench the thirst of all his subjects, and water all the land~i
"Now you see that your two discoveries' are not so use~
ful as mine. Th:e frog is useful only for the kin~s daughter ~I
the dew is useful only to the blind, but my discovery woul~1
serve to save a whole ~ngdom that otherwise will die o~
thi~st, and to fertilize ba~ren fields."
.
.
I

If

"" .,

:1

":

,I
,I
\
\
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"How can
be accomplished 1"
the other two·
cranes.
"Nothing more easy, sisters. ..In the middle of the plaza
of the.pueblo ther.tis a white stone. B~nea.~h it at the depth
of three meters, ere is a rich spring that, whenever it is
discovered, will b like a living well. There will come out a
jet of -pure spa kling water fifte~n thousand liters ~per
minute."
,
After this co versation, the cranes bade each other farewell ~ntil the folowing Saturday, when they were to meet
again in the ~am place.
As soon as - hey flew away, Conrado gathered some
weeds and washi· his eyes with the dew that was on them.
He instantly reco ered his sight. He saw the I\l;oon and the
stars. Heknelt own and thanked the Lord for the benefit
that he had receJed. Then he went to the pond and lifted
the flood gates a d let the water run out. He saw the frog
and before he co Id go to his hole Conrado caught him and
killed him. He ,,- ade a fire with dry twigs and tinder, and
his flint, which e always carried with him, and burned the
frog. He wrap d the ashes in a lea~ and put them in his
pocket. .
~.
- He then we t toward the capital where the king had his
palace. He presfnted himself at the gates and asked to see
the king. The p rters and the guards wanted to prevent his
entrance, but e nrado caused such a commotion that ~he
king heard hinilTHe ordered the'man brought before him.
"What do fU want1" asked the king in a disl?leased
tone.
i.
.
Senor," an~wered co~ado, "in my pueblo I learned,
through the pro }amations, bout the illness of the princess,
and the reward offered to t e one who cures her. Because
of that I beg rmission 0 your majesty to see her and
twenty-four
.
. ho rs in which to cure her."
.
"Because -u are a simple citizen," said the king, "I
will let you try ~. cure my daugh~er."

.'
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The king accompanied Conrado to the bedroom of th~
princess, where she lay in a high fever. The youth asked for
some wine. .Placing the ashes of the green frog in the cup
he mixed them with some wine and gave it to the princess.
As soon as the princess had taken'the wine"she fell into a
profound sleep, and in six hours her illness had entirely left .
her.
Filled with joy, the king offered Conrado a bag o~
money.
"Here you have a prize for the service you have rendered," he said.
But Conrado said to him, "Senor, I hav~ not come in
search of gold. I have come for the princess and will accept
no other reward. Your Majesty. offered that the one who
SllOUld cure the princess would marry her, and I expect the
fulfillment of that promise." .
The king was much perturbed at the.thought of·giving
his daughter to a humble workman, for. he did not know Con..;
rado had been a soldier. His word was given, but he sought
a subterfuge in order not to keep it. After meditating for a
time, he said with a show of interest,
~
"True, you have complied with the first part of the pro.' clamation, but you should know that it contained two parts.
The first one is, complete. The second is missing. It is necessary that you furnish the pueblo with water to drink and
the lands with water to make them fertile."
"Tomorrow," answered Conrado, "the pueblo will have
water and the fields will be irrigated."
That night he cured a great many blind persons with
the miraculous dew. There was not a single personin the
pueblo who could not now see. The following day he directed
an excavation in the pla~, the work of which was done by
these people who had regained their eyesight. They showed
their gratitude this way. At noon the depth of three meters
was reached and the rich spriilg" was discovered. The dry
fields were abundantly irrigated and the people of the pueblo
had all the water they wanted.
.!)

~
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The king was obliged to keep his 'word and he allowed
the princess to m rry Conrado, having first made him a
prince. The new arriage was happy.
A short whil afterwards, while Conrado was passing
through the fields, e 'encountered the two bad men who had
mistreated him. 'Jj;hey did not recognize him in his princely
I
I
clothes, but he spo~e to them, saying,
.
"I am your oid friend whom you punished in such an
infamous way, but God has permitted that the horrible crime
committed against me should be the origin of my happiness."
They were fro htened and fell on their knees before the
. prince, asking his pardon. He was generous and forgave
them. He took th . with him to the palace, gave them some
food and some ~ hes. He related to them his adventures
and how he had co e to be the son-in-law to the king.
At evening t two bad men left him to return home and
no sooner were thfY out of sight of the palace than they proposed to each other to pass the night beneath the cross in the
hope of hearing something that would make them happy.
They went to thef'oss and it was not long before they heard
the cranes circlin ,overhead. One of them said to the others,
"Listen, sist 's, it must be that someone has overheard
our conversation. The king's daughter is cured, the frog has
disappeared from the pond, many blind have recovered their
sight, and the ad' ining pueblo has water in abundance for
its people and its. lands. Let us search for that curious one
and perhaps we ill find him."
.
.They then fieyrv down aJid saw two men who did not have
time to escape.
ey threw themselves on the men, picked
out their eyes an pecked them all' over until they were dead.
Some days after . ards, the prince, seeing they did not return
to see him, and s pecting what they had done, sent someone
in search of them Only the bones were found near the cross.
Thisl story ~ ows us that goodness and piety have their
reward and that adness and perversity suffer punishment
early or late in . i~ and above all after death.
-

.k

.'

"'"

>,
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CALIFORNIA REVISITED

"You've peen to California? .-.. Of course, it's not your
first trip. You did all the usual things, I suppose-Hollywood, Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Catalina, and the glass
bottomed boat, the Cocoanut Grove, and the homes of the
stars. I don't mean you got in them-the homes of the stars.
Didn't you~
.. ve a friend WhO. took you around? ... You didn't see the 'omes of the stars? . ~ . And you didn't go to C~ta
lina? . .. ot the Cocoanut' Grove? . . . but everybody . . •
"You liked the Huntington Library! Oh, I. see! It was
that sort of a trip-highbrow. You think the place must
have been full of drafts •... and. cold with all that maJ;ble.
The picture of Mrs. Huntington with all those black veils and
the hat . . . she wouldn't feel a draft! Cold as the marble!
... And you didn't like all the other ladies with the hats, the
Gainsborough and the ReYnolds, the LadyPenelopes and
Lavinias? You don't care whether Lady Penelope was a Pitt;
the daughter of Baron Rivers and twice married, the second
time to Private Smith of the Horse Guards, a plebian choice
after Viscount Ligonier, husband number one! You'd rather
see a Goya thaI,1 a dozen Gainsboroughs ... Well, I don't know
anything about either, but I should think you'd like an Eng..
. Ush artist better than a Spanish! ... You certainly saw something besides pictures ... the ,Ellesm~e Chaucer ... and the
furniture with all the marquetry and the ormulu . . . Well,·
let's get out of the lJuntington ... You stood in front of'
Grauman's Theater. I t\1ought so.. There was a pre-view?
A second pre-view? You'd seen the, picture before. Well,
maybe the people in it hadn't·. . . Alice Faye, she's really -.
beautiful. I'm glad to hear it. The Hollywood stars SQ often
leave their beauty in the studio ... And Hollywood-you
.think it's growing up. Well, it gets older every year. So do
we all! The pictures are getting worse but the place is devel•.
[ 131]
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oping? How do yo figur~ that? 'You think maybe some- .
thing more importa t than pictures will come out of Hollywood? How come? No pictures-no Hollywood! Bad pictures-bad Hollywo d! . . . Ballet? Literature? Drama?
hat is, about Hollywood ...
Never heard of i
You think eve one in Southern California ought to
have an athletic mi d? .. Oh, you got that way covering
ground around Los Angeles . . . stretching from place to
"place or did you sa space to sp'aee?
The biggest stretch
San Francisco is the
you saw was the Go d~n Gate bridge
. true mistress of the ;Pacific ... wooed by the sea, by men, by
the forests, by mist ~ nd sunlight!
You saw an oiler on the
rocks and a Japane e freighter?
She's always killed the
things she loves
Beauty has no heart ...
Boulder-Dam
beautiful? ... Superb! ... I must go
up there. Like a t ip to Mars? . . . Excellent; I've always
wondered what Ma s would look like ... Our own world, you
say ... in the future ... Everything from Boulder Dams .. '.
power, heat, securi ? .. Maybe! ... A hundred men killed
... You think LoslJ 'ngeles was worth it?
~ o! . . . The
No! ... The
Edison Company? .. ·No! ... California?
Nation! ... Yes! ... The People ... Yes!
T. M. P.

n
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Saludo a todos los paisanos:
One of the most outstanding
events of a very stimulat....
ing season was the recent series of lectures on music and
literature given at the University of New Mexico by Reginald Pole, distinguished composer, critic, and actor. Mr. Pole
was presented by the College of Fine Arts .through..the co-operation of the Dramatic Chili and the Univer.sity Debate
Council. Brilliant discussiol}s of Beethoven, Shakespeare,
Keats, Shelley,' Strauss, Dickens, Turgeniev, and Dostoievsky attracted .townspeople as well as University students.
Because of Mr. Pole's dramatic experience both here an:d
abroad, the round-table conferences 011 the drama and thea.tre greatly interested the very active group of dramatic students "on the hilL"
Among the famous "who passed this way" recently, and
stopped for a visit with RutnHanna Simms were: Charles
Dawes, and John T. McCutcheon. We don't know what the
former vice-president's impressions of the Sandia School '
were, where both men spflnt some time, but we do know that
the students will not forget the famous cartoonist, because he
made a number of illustrations for them on the blackboards
in the true. McCutcheon manner . . . Another interesting
gue'st at the Sandia School was ~iss Estelline Bennett, newspaper woman of Chicago, Ill. Miss Bennett, former,. publicity woman for the Northwestern railroad, and the Y. w.
C. A. of Chicago,. is now, with her ,sister, Helen Bennett,
.doing publicity for the Sandia School, and the Fountain Valley School of Colorado Springs . . .
. Thyra Samter Winslow, author of various books of
short stories, and of plays and motion pictures, en route to
HollyWood, was the guest of the "Jim" Threlkeld's for sev[ 133]
t
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eral days last week': .. Lorraine Noble, a Hollywood script
writer on her way t - the coast from Washington, met a number of local writers t the New Mexico Book store recently,
and gave them a gr at deal of practical advice on the technique of script writi g ... One of the most important book
publications of the rly fall will be Fantasy and Fugue, by
-Marina Wister Dasb rg, which will be issued by Macmillan.
'Mrs. Dasburg is the daughter of the famous novelist, Owen
Wister, and the wife f the well known painter, Andrew Das.tburg, of Taos. Acco ing to Irene Fish~r, whose lovely lyrics
and sonnets are well nown to the readers of the QUARTERLY,
the forthcoming volume of Mrs. Dasburg's should have wide
appeal to all lovers of poetry ...
In between Mas' er".s Orals, "Comprehensives," "Finais,"
and rehearsals for 'The Playboy of the Western World,"
and "Winter's Tale, , drifts the talk of summer vacations.
Nobody seems to b going places "because the palm trees
wave" or "because t e salt water is invigorating." Every-,
body is going "to ge material') or "to finish a book."
Dr. John Engl kirk will sail May 2th for Guatemala,
where he will make .study trip through Columbia, Venzuela.
and Puerto Rico.e will attempt to establish an exchange
of publications bet en these countries and New Mexico in
order to start a C ronado. Memorial Library, as well as '
gather material reg rding relations between the Americas
and the history of S anish-American literature ... Dr. Dorothy Woodward will spend the summer in Mexico, where she
will be connected wi h the Seminar of the Committee on Cultural Relations wit Latin Americas. She will also do further research on th Penetentes, although she already has
enough material for her publishers ... Dr. and Mrs. Phillip
Du Bois will combin a belated honeymoon with psychological and literary pu suits in Europe ... Dr. St. Clair will
spend the summer i.Berkeley, working on his favorite poet,
Edwin Arlington R binson ... Matt Pearce will summer on
his Isletan haciend working on a manuscript prepared by
Mary Austin on Sp ish Art for the Houghton Mifflin Com-
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pany. Dudley Wynn will spend the summer in his patio finishing a ma~script on the work of Mary Austin ... Dane
Smith will hi>~d down the English fO. rt with the aid of several.
visiting inst uctors, .and Edwin Snapp, who will resume
teaching in une after a year's post-graduate work in the
College of Fi e Arts at Yale ... Cprtis Martin,. whose short
stories have been appearing regularly in Story is returning
to the University for advanced work at the University this
year. Mr.' Martin will edit the August issue of the QUAR-.
TERVY, which will be a fiction number ... Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Chant and small daughter have returned after a year's residence in EI Paso ... Mrs. Chant, former English instructor,
is a frequent contributf1r to the QUAJtTERLY ••• Frances An-'
d~ews, of the class of '34, will arrive next week from New
York for a short visit with friends ..... "Fran" i~ now Assistant Woman's Editor of the CountrYWome, a Crowell publication. Besides editing a monthly ~olumn, she selects and
illustrates all the fashions· for the woman's page ... Elizabeth Shaffer, re-write editor for Capper publications, 'will
leave the middle of June for'Topeka, Kansas, where she will
attend the Househol~ Institute, all :!lessions of which will be
held in the Searchlight, model home owned by the Cappe~
interests. Mrs. Shaffer will later attend the Home Economics Con\rention, which will be held in tHe same city ...
Conrad Richter, well known novelist,· has returned after a
year in California and will spend the summer on the manuscript of his new book which will be published by Knopf's
. . . E. S. Dillinger, prolific writer of railroad stories, has
also returned from a winter on the coast and is "grinding
them out" at his usual speed,; .. Dan Burroughs, of the Morning Journal recently sold a "Western" based on one of New
Mexico's most famous murder~, ~hat of Fred Halsey at Hope,
New Mexico . ~ . Carey Holbrook,editor of the -Health City
Sun, has been approached by "big business" ... We hope that
the deal for the
,. New York syndicate of his column goes
through ... Amy Passm9re Hurt, well known newspaper
woman, is now regular contributor to the Sodalist, ~ Catholic
publication. . .
.
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Harvey FergusLon is writing dialogue for the Fox
Movies, and Erna i~ "doing" South America in the same
manner that she did! Mexico and Central Arherica. Everything is being plac~d at her disposal from free railroad
passes to research c+nmittees and guides ...
One of the fine~~ publications of its kind was recently
issued by the Unive, sity Press. The magazine is called Research and is a publi ation of the Associated'Students of the
University'of New exico. It is to be issued triannually, in
August, December, nd April. According to Eva Israel, editor, "the magazine ~ffers material which is of an investiga- .
tive nature, and will r.e an outlet for the earnest work 'of students of our Univer,ity, as well as a challenge to those who
beIievll that graduati' 'schools are not fulfilling their duty, or
,that researCH canno be done by the young graduates in our
schools." Among th . first contributors were: Willis J acob~,'
Murtel Dancer, Gen, vieve Carter, Bertha Dutton, Nan Ashton Glenn, Wayne H rnbaker, and Herbert O. Brayer. Mr.
Brayer's article," e Land Grants of Laguna," will be
printed as a part Q.f book entitled The Pueblo Land Grants
of New Mexico. T he Advisory Board, the Editor~al Staff;
and to the Univerli~ Press, we extend sincere congratulations, with the hope that Research will receiy~ the support
which it sincerely G, erves.
From CaldweII~ Idaho, come the distressing details ot
the fire which. com letely destroyed the Caxton Printer's
Plant recently. The UARTERLY grieves with Caxton officials,
but commends the sp·rit indicated in the following letter:
"While the fier est fire in the history of. Caldwell baffled firemen, Caxton, fficials, cheered by telegrams and messages which poured ~n from all parts of the country proffering assistance and encouragement, arranged the leasing of
temporary quarters, ~he purchase of new equipment, and the
continuance of oper~tions to meet printing and publishing
schedules. Plans w re made immediately for the construction of a new and m dern building upon the site of the old,
and salvaging opera ·ons began while the ruins still smoked.
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A member of the editorial staff rescued a soaked copy of the
rare first edition of Vardis F~sher's Toilers of the Hills,. but
just off the press lay the ruined· second printing of Idaho: a
Guide in Word and ,Picture, edited by Fisher. In the bindery,
soaked and charred, was stacked the important new juvenile,
Yellow Eyes, 'by Rutherford Montgomery, author of Carca- jou. Reva Stanley's forthcoming Archer of Paradise, the
biography of the great Mormon leader, Parley P. Pratt, was
also destroyed.
.
Of Caxton books already manufactured, however, the
great bulk, stored in warehouses apart from the plant, was
saved. Exact changes necessitated in the 1937 publishing .
schedule have not yet been ,ascertained, but April releases
will be as previously announced.
Far from daunted by the calamity, Caxton officials
maintain that the publishing house will rise phoenixlike from
its own ashes .and emerge larger and stronger than before."
Hasta la proxima vez,
$

r
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JULIA KELEHER

Hija B.ruja
By MELA SEDIL:eo-BREWSTER

Una nube pesadisima me envuelve
Que me ahoga todo aliento de vivir
Y si grito solo se oye chisme pueril
Que repite. "por tu amar has de sufrir~"
Crespo, hueco, rudo,' feo, chasco de alma
EI quererte hombre, macho de metal;
Eres frio, eres nieve, eres acero, ,
Eres cuspide de ma:rmol inmortaI.
Mas te quiero. Y 10 digo con franquesta
Hija bruja que es nacida del odiar
Vierte sangre que me dice a todas horas
"En su Jmuerte encontraras el olvidar." .
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(Indian)

By M
,

NUELA WILLIAMS CROSNO

J

To beautyTo beauty it is g ven-'
To beauty it is ·v~n to make the world.
Here i~ the moo ,
Here is the moo of many shadows,
Here is the man -shadowed moon above my hogan.
Here is the win
Here is the win of many whispers,
Here is the man -whispering wind about my hogan.
Here is the eart ,_.
Here is the ~art. of many colors,
H~re is· the man~-colored ea.rth beneath my hogan.
Here are the ha ds,
Here are the ha ds that hoid all beauty,
Here are t~~;'?;ar.ty-holdinghands within my hogan..
To beauty It IS ~ven to make the world.
To beauty it is mven. To beauty-.
J

[ 138]
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Guatemala--Erna Ferguson-Alfred Knopt-$3.00.
'~I

r

was conscious of a direct chain, worn very thin, per,;,
haps, but somehow, link by link, connecting these people
with their antiquity. I felt what I was told many times by
those closest to the Guatemalan Indians, that they know
their ancient power, and hold what they can of their ancestral beliefs."
So says Erna Fergusson in Guate'mflla, h~r latest book,
and through h.er descriptive powers, so she conveys to her
readers the sense lof time, of t~e continuity of the past ahd
the present with the possibilities. of the future, in the ancient-modern republic to tbe south!. of Mexico.
Her journey and the tel!ing lof it leads from nlOdern
,( Guatemala, the c~pital, the tourist's view of the city and little
republic through all phases of Guatemalan lUfe, to Antigua,
the ancient capital, aristocratic in its olden splendor and in .
its isolation.
The story of coffee and of bananas, main exports of this
country, of costumes and textiles, of fiestas and of archreology is told in sQme of the best interpretive description in
modern books.
Guatemala today becomes imbued with the spirit of the
ancient country, and its future is suggested at the end of
the volume. In Guatemala, as in Mexico, Miss Ferguson
finds the pressing problem to be the Indians. In a chapter'
headed "These Indians" she achieves a masterpiece of com..
posite reporting on the subject from a native finguero, which
roughly IS a' coffee plantation owner, a hotel operator, a
young Guatemalan educated in the States, Protestant
Missionary, city wom~n, German storekeeper, Ladino storekeeper, and ~adre.
If the Indians
and their dark unknown past overshadow
.
.
all Guatemala outside the cities, the "ladinos" color the town "...,..
I

[ 139]'
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life. Ladino is a w[trd heard every day in Guatemala and
often misunderstood Jt derives from Latino, and originally
meant Spaniard, bu has been extended to include all towndwellers. Ladinos re privileged classes, and Indians are
country-dwellers anj unprivileged.
Ladinos do no manual service; they own the stores,
cantinas, and are q ick to exploit the Indians. Life in the
modern Mayan trib! in guatemala contains many threads
which run far back ·nto the old culture. By searching out
the villages in the hi terland, Miss Ferguson gathered much
material and presents it here for the first time.
In her descripUJm of Mayan archreology, the science becomes as exc.iting asl any outdoor spbrt in the 'world, a keen
absorbing interest, rnd the solution of the: origin of the
Mayas as fascinatin as the latest mystery story.
Miss Fergusso has in Guatemala continued the high
standard set in Dan ing Gods and Fiesta in Mexico and has
produced a book bo authoritative and colorful. Furthermore it is an adult And interesting volume ot travel, a refreshing change fro .:the super-adolescent Halliburton type.

",

IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque, N. M.
The Sea of GraBs-Conjad Richter-'A. A. Knopf-$2.50.

Conrad Richter~ latest book, The Sea of Grass, has been
likened by many revtewers to Willa Cather's Lost Lady. T}le
similarity of theme reminds me of a talk with Miss Cather
several years ago.~ told her that I knew of aNew Mexico .
story much like her Lost Lady, but in real life more melodramatic. Miss C~ her said: "That's interesting. People
have told me of bo t Lady stories in Colorado, Nebraska,
Arizona and Califo nia. This makes me feel that I have
recorded a story th would be true anywhere in the West."
Conrad Richte spent several years in Albuquerque
reading old newspa e~s, books, archives and talking to old
timers to get the tru values.Qf the New Mexican setting. Like
Miss Cathe.r, he ca e upon the universal theme of the emo-
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tional conflict betwen a man and woman heightened by their
adj ustment to the desert 'environment. The prairie "Sea'
of Grass" becomes the third person in this triangle situation,
holding the man, who seeks to subdue it and driving the'
woman_ away. The woman is as evanescent as a desert
mirage, beckoning, disappeari~g, returning. The man is the
finite human being struggling, against the elemental forces'
of nature, boasting that he has subdued his eye-reaching
plains only to find that their life has subdued him.
The story begins in the open-range days when old Jim
Brewton's word' was law, not only on his own vast ranch but
in all the western cattle country. A beautiful, fragile girl
from St.. Louis had come out to marry h~m, arriving just at
the tim.e when homesteaders 'swarmed In to take up land
that Col. Brewton had, imperiously controlled. Brewton
fought stubbornly to save his cattle kingdom from the in- (
vaders, while Lutie Brewton f,elt that the homesteaders had
a right to the land. Thro:ugh the years Lutie ma'de her home
the one gay and gracious mansIon in a l~nely land, giving
her children a memory of laughter and ~eauty in contrast
to their father's ponderous seriousness. T~ conflict between
the two was brought to a climax by the h!mesteaders' lawyer, Chamberlain, who tempted Lutie withprbane gallantry.
Lutie fled from the terrifying Sea of Grass around her,
leaving her husband, children and callow lover. After mysterious' years she forced herself to return only because the
black-sheep son had got~en into trouble.
The story is told by Col. Brewton's nephew, a lad who
saw his uncle's forbidding sternness and Lutie's charm. I
think the drama would have been heightened if it had been
told directly, instead of through a superimposed viewpoint.
But the breadth and force of the drama is as wide as the
prairie, giving it ,a sweep of eternal verity.' ,
I am~always delighted to find that Mr. Richter has recreated th"e New Mexican scene with such truth and vividness. The Sea of Grass and his fine collection of short stories
in Early Americana are some of the best things that have
~

I
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been written abo~ this country. Going back with his fifty'
years ago we reli e the hardships and dangers of the early
.settlers. It is du ~to his sensitive imagination and skillful
technique that we~see this country in his. fiction, not as the
distance to the n~ filling station, but as the distance to_
saving the scalp i the-nearest ~hite settlemeJ;lt. When so
many two-day vi ·tors are dabbling in western romance I
am grateful that r. Richter has lived in New MeXico and
put the real feel
the country into his 'outstanding books.
Let's hope that H llywoodwon't grab him permanently.
RUTH A. LAUGHLIN.
New Mexico's Own
. Dallas-$3.00.

,

kronicle-Fulton and Horgan-Banks, Upshaw,'
~

Various ant· logies of southwestern literature have
appeared from ti e to time emphasizing the interest in; an<J
extent of writing devoted to this region. But it is with
keen anticipation ·that we review the latest contribution
along this line, N w Mexico's Own Chronicle by Maurice G.
Fulton and Paul organ. This volume is unique in that it
is an anthology 0 history, based, for the most part, upon
first-hand sources'IJournals, diaries, and letters. A most interesting collection of these materials has been utilized in
presenting a chro~ologicallY arranged story of the fascinating history of Ne'T Mexico.
The contents lof the book is divided into periods that
more or less coincide with the usual historical presentation.
But quite colorful titles add zest to what might otherwise
seem dull chronol gy. Frankly the authors are making an
appeal to the casu I readers and are not setting out to present a work of e ditfon.· Some of their technique might;
well become pa of the equipment of the professional
scholar. Such geDjeral headings as "ExPl.orers from Spain,"
"Taming Indians rnd Bad Mep," and "Ranch and Range"
are bound to arouse the interest of those not primarily concerned with local istorical sources.
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A calendar of the chief events of the ~riods about to
be chronicled appears upon a. single page" entitled "Milestones" preceding the discussion of the events. This is obviously helpful for anyone not sure of the thread of happening in the Jong story of New Mexico.
Following the "Milestones" comes a brief, often too
brief, summariza.tion of the period, introducing extracts
from the sources which follow. This method does much to
unify and consolidate what might otherwise prove rather
disconnected and unrelated Ipaterial. The editors have
frankly paraphrased and modernized certain of the sources; .
it is, however, an adaptation 'for popular appeal retaining
the flavor of the source.
The emphasis throughout is upon social rather than
political history,. and in that the anthology lies in the trend
of the times.
In spit.e of all these admirable qualities, however, one
wishes for a more. careful piece~~f work, as there are numerous errors and omissions. The proof reading must have
been hastily done to admit the misspellings that unfortunatelyoccur. Even upon the jacket cover G. W. Kendall's
name is in error, while the Introduction contains several
wrongly spelled words, and the d~te of the Pueblo Revolt is
given as 1648 instead of 1688.. Iii. the acknowledgments the
second initial of Lummis' name .is incorrectly given. This
error persists rather consistently throughout the book; in
only one place is it Charles F~ Lummis (p. 7). In the Table
of Contents we regret the misspelling of Coues (p. xix),
and the title "Diary" occurs twice as dairy (p. xxi and p.
xXv) . Another error is in the citation of materials on the
Pueblo Revolt of 1688 when C. W. Hackett is inadvertently
recorded .as J. J. Hackett (p. 352).
Is is unnecessary to continue pointing out'similar errors "
that careful reading soon discloses. But attention should
be called to the date of the Gadsden Purchase, which is 1853
instead ~f 1854 as given both places it is mentioned (p. 158.
and p. 190). Also on page 38 a question' mark follows the

.

"
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founding of Sant Fe which has been pretty well established
as 1610 in an arti Ie by L. B. Bloom, "When Was Santa Fe
Founded," in the ew Mexico Historical Review, IV, p. 88.
From the vi wpoint of the historian the reference to
sources and the b bliographical material is inadequate. No
definiteness .,in ci ation is attempted, so wh~re a work of
several volUtI)esi sXCh as R. E. Twitchell's Leading Facts is
used the possibHi y of consulting the original is made most
difficult. At otij.e _times no specifif mention is made of the
source quoted ~n1 a con~ultation of th~ "Notes" reveals no·
reference. Thl~ f~ partIcularly annoYlI!g where the sum- .
marization refers~1;o a periodical such as The Boston Pearl~
not found in usuafhistorical bibliography.
Many of thes .things, as well as omission of recent articles, periodicals· and monographs, might -be overtook~d,
put failure to inch de certain of the mor.e distinguished series
of books which alr sources of the southwest is to be deplored.
The Quivira Sodi ty publications are barely mentioned and
Overland to the 'P cific is not included in any way. The former contains a t lume, the Villagra Historia translated by
Gilberto Espino~a -the only translation available in print, as
the Curtis work
never been published. The same may be
said of the Me1iC'!trio Volante. Also the omission of any
\ rEterence to the ~ently edited journal of Z. M. Pike~ and
~e most distin ~hed volume on the life of Father Kino
by Herbert E. Bo ton detracts materially from the value of
.. the chronicle.
.
t
Thus in concTP~ and spirit one can laud this unique historical anthology rth the hope that a revision may) correct
the errors and inelude a more workable and comprehensive
use of sources.

p,s

fl

DOROTHY WOODWARD.

University of Ne
Albuquerque.
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A Lamp on the Plains-Paul Horgan~Harper& Brothers, New Yor~
-$2.50.
I

For this book Mr. Horgan has chosen what is ,perhap~
the most appealing of all themes; that pf the waif who
arouses the int~rest of ev~ryone he meets, and who is put
on the road to a promising future. This story, in fact, ha~
persisted from the beginnings of our literature, with n~
lessening-of its perennial charm.
Toward the end of the war, Danny Milford, after hiS!\
mother's de~th at the hands of a mob, is driven by hunger
from a box car at the embryonic town of Vrain, New Mexico~'1
He hides on the outskirts, stealing his food, untiJ. he is reS-I,I
cued by Newt JimsoIi, a young garage mechanic. Soon a'
pleasing and polished "professor," who turns up: in Vrain
with no explanation, takes Danny in hand, giving him his
first taste of literature and the determination to better himup with him, and he is !
self. The "professor's" past catches
...
arrested. Loyally, Danny engineers his escape, and gets
him out on a train. Arrested himself, he is salvaged by
Wade McGraw;, the community's first citizen, who takes him
to live on his ranch with his own children, Hank, Stephen,
and Kitty. Danny and Kitty follow a precocious passion
through; without knowing its full extent, McGraw realizes
they had best be separated, and sends Danny (of whom he
has become very fond) to the military school at Roswell with
his sons. Kitty goes to her aunt in Chicago. Danny's treachery is surmised by Stephen, clever, ch~rming, and spoiled,
whose resentment and jealousy lead to serious trouble among
the boys.. Stephen is killed in a polo game tfter a fight with
Danny. Hank, the "good citizep" and a vadet Captain as
well, in which capacity he has been forced to report 'Stephen's brutal hazing of Danny (a matter for expulsion) is
confused and shattered by the. whole affair. He loses his
high standing
in the school ;,lnd turns against Danny, with,
out suspecting th~ basis of his brother's shocking conduct.
However, his natural fairness triumphs, h,e comes td realize
the malicious ,destructive elements of the complex Stephen's
'i

•

':t

;

~
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somewhat satanic attire, and takes Danny once more into
his heart, with d~epened respect for him, as Danny has
never complained rf Stephen's persecution. There is true
pathos and penet~ation in this account of the emotional
tangle between th three boys. The book ends before Kitty
has returned, and before Danny's relation to his adopted
family is worked 0 t.
The merits of a poor book are seldom noticed and soon
forgotten. Thef Its of a good book are doubly irritating,
noticeable, and da ,aging'to a man of exceptional talent and
serious ambition, f he is no longer a novice. Mr. Horgan
should be reminde of the fate peculiar to American writers'
who have got bey nd "promise." He seems to be writing
too fast. And he as earned the criticism of the most exacting possiblestand.rrds.
This' book ~i~ remain.in the memory of its readers. It
is imbued with Mr. Horgan's personal quality. If it is "regional" it is so irl the best sense. His small worid is not
presen~d through a ~nobbish provincial emphasis on its
difference. Mr. Horgan has so absorbed his environment
that one feels it nconsciously in every sentence, yet Vrain~
belongs to'the wo ld we all live in. Nevertheless, the book:
has a tendency to softness.
Its worst f It is the uncertain grasp of narrative,
which comes to a dead halt in the middle. The love-episode;
fails to set'it in otion, and does not convince us on its own
merits. Mr. Horgan seems to feel this himself, and attempts
to establish thro gb it a link with Danny's father, without,
however, makin this clear to a reader who does not know
Main Line West. , The pattern suggested is not carried out,
and the episode' remains implausible. After the tragic
drama of Stepl1.e 's death the story again drifts to its inconclusive conclusio. There are many episodes which lack
consequence in't emselves, which lead us to expect developments, which do ot develop.
Another fia is a too-detailed, somewhat strained and
obscure style, w ich however always disappears when somer
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thing is happening. Then the, langUage becomes' smooth, ex..
pressive, and ripe. The characters are nof"'wholly successful. It is clear that Mr. Horgan has charted them in his own
mind, but they seldom get off the page. A triumphant ex..
ception to -this is the "Professor," something new in fiction,
who is done with a sympatheti~' irony, a subtle vivacity,
whic;h should keep him going for many years. The town of
Vrain's first infatuation with nini, and its final rejection,
are acutely imagined; for it is not the common American distrust ofintell~ct, nor the small town's hostility to "~ulture,"
though these are present. The "Professor," superior to any
of them in charm, in perception, in ~cope, was still a rogue.
Of this the instinct ,of Vrain was aware, but its motives and
its reasoning cod:ld amuse "even the. disgraced "Professor,"~
who, had committed no sirl in Vrain.
The dialogue could be more natural. Mr. Horgan has'
taken great pains to reproduce the illiterate speech of his
locale, but the result is labored and fantastic:
"w' figg' warnt raght, s9mbitch. God-.dayum' were
dronk, boy h~ddi!" There is too much of this grotesque
talk" a blemish in a book whose total'effect is 'one of grave,
, luminous, and youthful beauty.
I

.

MARINA DASBURG.

Taos, N. M.
The Kachinas Are Coming, Pueblo Indian Kachina Doll{J With Related
Folktales-Gene Meany Hodge, with Foreword by Dr. Frederick
Webb Hodge and with eighteen color plates of Kachtna Dolls from
original drawings by the author-Bteller-Millar, Los Angeles
-$12.00.

A book delightful both in format and in content is The
Kachinas Are Coming, by Mrs. FrederickW. Hodge. The'
soft two-toned tan cover is filled .with cloud and :rain symbols.
of Indian design, and the size of th'e book makes it possible to
use e~sily-read, big type in the printing, suitable to the eyes.
of both the s~ven-year-old and the seventy-year-old, both of
whom would enjoy reading it, and to illustrate with life-
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sized drawings of he. little kachina dolls, who invite a smile
.:
whenever one loots at them.
. . Who of us is·rtot intrigued by the grotesque little wooden
figurines of the H~i Indians and the Indians of Z~ni pueblo?
When we are told that they represent figures of a multifold
mythology, in wh· h appear the Corn-Maid.ens, the SquirrelWoman, the Beet -Boy, the Deer-Man and many others, we
immediately won er in fascinated curiosity why the DuckWoman? What 0 the marks upon her symbolize? What is
her fqnction in t e creation of the Universe, etc. t etc.?
In her beau ·fully illustrated book The Kachinas Are
ComifU, Mrs. Hocllge answers some of these questions for us.
Indian mythplogy is esoteric. Much of it is shrouded
~n mt~icism, ':r.Ch occasio~ally and surprisingly bursts
Into ~ SImple tal ~ almost ludIcrous by contrast-of why the
tip o~ the turke;'~ tail is w.hite, or the coyote has black lines
runn~ng down f~bm his eyes, or the "why" of some other
\ ever~daynatura~ phenomenon.
.
. .
It is often difficult for the White man to grasp the meanof this mytholo and to see its continui~y. Mrs. Hodge ~as
selected from th s long involved creation myth of the village-~welling In" ians of New Mexico arid Arizona, delightful o~ts each of . hich makes a complete tale in itself and
eachl,eXPlaining!~whole, or in part, the relationship of the
Indi*n Kachina and their representative effigies, the ka..
chin~ dolls, to t is great myth.
'.
IAt the end f each story is a short explanatory sketch
helping to clari y the story and to give its relationship to
the life of the I dians and their elaborate ceremonies.
lIt is the fir t time that anything so elucidating and so
delitntfuI has b en presented about the little.Kachinas. And
the tharm of tlii book, of course, is greatly enhanced by the
accttrate drawi Igg in true colors of the little snouty-nosed
creatures .that re so endearing an~ so utterly "different."
Dr. Hodge, ';Who has contributed so extensively to Pu..
eblo archreolo
says in part in his foreward: "There never
was a time w~e interest in Indian subjects was so great as
I

I

,

!
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at present, and, thanks to the progress ma~e by serious
students (one 0:( whom is Dr. Hodge himself) in dispelling
many of the fallacies pertaining to the aboriginal tribes of
•
America, our young people have much less to unlearn.than
their elders." The Coming. of the Kachinas will help to
teach these young people much about their Indian neighbors, and make them realize that the little kachina dolls are
not·
. JUSt "funny. "
ELIZABETH W. DEHUFF.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Brothers of Light-The Penitentes' of the Southwest-Alice Corbin
Henderson, with illustrations by William Penhallow HendersonHarcourt, Brace & Co.-$2.50

.

-

There is no single topic which has been more exploited
to make cfframa of this ancient state of New Mexico than Los
Hermanos Penitentes. From -the earliest accounts of nineteenth century Americanos down to the last Associated Press
dispatch in Holy Week, the pageant of flagellation and the
mimetic suffering of the Christ-path to Calvary has been
surrounded with all that is th.rill conveyi~g and blood chilling. It is- a sure theme to,arrest the attention of a recent
visitor or to center the interest of a gathering away from
New Mexico. Yet very little of the real life of the Penitentes
has been revealed by these news items or by the casual in...
spection of the rites.
._
Mrs. Alice Henderson's book is a friendly and picturing
account of the Brothers of Light. She has not written to
make melodrama of them nor to psycholanalyze.- Her intention is to present the folk-way of this very real experience ·
. by a vivid picture of it plus c(mclusions. as to the European
background and references to the developments of the 'cult
in New Mexico. Tliis she has done as only one living in New
Mexico for'many years can d~with respect and liking for
the New Mexican scene and t e life related to it.
l
.
Imagine as. amphitheater a stretch of sunbleached soil·extending from· the valley of the Rio
t

.
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Bill--James Cloyd Bowman, illustrated by Laura BamionAlbert Whitman Co~, Chicago"'1937~2.5e.

PeC08

With a keyboard spitting adj~ctives, and. truthfulness
thrown to the wind~, author Jam:es Cloyd Bowman hurls
himself into the telling of the story of Pecos. Bill, the greatest cowboy'of all times. Where Ananias left off at the peak
of his career, author Bowman starts in, and produces a
thoroughly readable history of the legendary character after.whom his book is 'named.
Mr. Bowman, who is heJld of the English department at
the Northern State Teachers College, Marquette, Mich., has ·
his book set in 12 point Granjon type, which, we have faund,
is still too small to match the astounding feats of his hero.
Two hundred ninety-six pages of 12 point Granjon are necessary to record the life of Pecos Bill from his modest beginning as the.adopted whelp of a coyote pack, up· to the point
where he vanishes in thin air. And in between those two
events is crammed the most amazing of super colossal and
thoroughly unbelievable cowboy achievements that ever
came from the fertile brain of a college professor.
Professor Bowmangiv~s as his inform,nt Tex O'Reilly,
creator of Pecos Bin yarn~. He acknowledges the aid of
numerous other sources, including materials in the Harvard
Library. These stories are frankly tall tales of the backwoods and frontier variety. Pecos Bill is one with the gargantuan Paul Bunyan, boss lumberjack of Arnerica in the
.years between the winter of the Blue Snow and the Spring
Rain Came 'up from C~ina. For the searcher after truth, who
is looking' for authentic information about cowboys and
ranch life, Pecos Bill will'prove a complete washout. But the
reader who walks into it with his eyes wide open will discover many a chuckle, mixed with wonderment at the skill
of an author who can make his prodigious prevarications
sound so plausible.
Pecos Bill is illustr~ted by Laura Bannon who goes in
for green cows, pink horses and illustrations almost as re-

.
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markable as the txt. Anyone who is interested in American humor will fiJi the rolicsome, preposterous adventures
of Pecos Bill and ~is horse, Widow Maker, a rare treat.
'
CAREY HOLBROOK.

Albuquerque, N.
Bugles Blow No Mor -'Clifford Dowdey-LittleJ Brown and Company, ,
1937.-$2.50.

,"

The QUART. Y reviewing policy is confined to the survey of books on th Southwest, on regional American life, ()n
topics of general, ultural and educational interest. Bugles
Blow No More, a, ay publication of Little,.Brown and Company, is a book a out Virginia and the South of Civil War
days. It is a booY with a new point of view-'not that of the
slave-owning, patician South, but that of the more democratic, reliable mIddle-class with their strong loyalties to a'
South which w neither all moonlight and magnolias nor
slav~ ridden and· poverished.
,
,prefer thi- book to So Red the Rose, because it has
better narrath-:el" g:qtinuity and because with th,e concrete
picture of the s rk horror of the war we see the searing
cautery of the ca e system the war performed. Brose Kirby,
son of a" druggis , had never met the d~ughter of the :fich
tobacco warehou e owner'he worked for. The Wades were
both mercantilis sand {>lanters and Mildred Wade knew
only the scions·.f the rich cotton plantations or the aristocracy of the a y. When the war levels the defenders of
Richmond to the, alues of common humanity, Mildred Wade
and Brose Kirby find a union which the pre-war South
would have fore er barred. The story 'of Brose and Mildred
begins on Secess on night and follows the fortunes of the war
from the battle f Manassas through the successive sieges
of Richmond to e last fight at Appomattox. The profiteering in war sut»> .~ es behind the lines of both armies is a new
and very signifi ant development in the story. The use of
quoted' excerpts from the documents of the times, speeches
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of Lincoln and Davis, letters and comments of actual personages, add a veracity to the fictional stream which is effective in a novel of so significant a period. We want fact with
interpretation in our Americatf historical 'fiction.
Mr ~ Dowdey has a bit of a flair, nevertheless, in his character writing. Brose and Mildred over-dramatize themselves
in situations which do not require it. Author Dowdey definitely belongs in the romantic mold of writens of Southern
•
fiction, but he has original material through his conscientious
research and this reviewer found his novel one of the most
interesting and profitable transcripts of Americaty life. The
map of Richmond inside the cover with the legend adapted
to both events of the war. and details of the. novel is a further
, device 01 realism which is entertaining.
T. M. PEARCE.
, Albuquerque, N. M.
.

I

TO BE'REVIEWED IN AUGUST

Hitler's Drive to the East byF. Elwyn Jones. A sensational, though carefully documented, account of the Nazi
drive towards Eastern Europe. E. P. Dutton Co.
Henry of Navarre by, Marcelle Vioux, translated by J.
Lewis May. A biography of HEmry Bourbon that reads like
fiction; that shows hIm first as an uncouth cad at the brilliant
court of Catherine de Medici, then as the hard-fighting gascon dividing his time between his stern Huguenots and hi~.
many mistresses; and lastly as the king to whom "Paris was
worth a mass," and sometimes a pretty face worth more than
Paris. E'. P. Dutton Co.
.
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their youth, and are amazed at the lusts,
rebellions, and fevers of others which once burned themselves. In the st~.lid forties they forget the anxieties and gaspings of their 0 . n pre-adulthood. This, at least, must be the
explanation of nth the contemporary and present maunderings over the d~.ry of Marie Bashkirtseff, she who died about
1884 in her tw nties-she who left behind her for pubIication the quick\ ?tes of her emo~ions.Now again through a
life of Basllkirtreff by Dormer Creston, Fountains of Youth,
citizens of resp~ctable age are reminded of the nursed tears
and longings of youth. They can read again of the confident
solipsism of yo th.· Of the horror of ignominious death. Of
the fierce ambi~ons, the ecstatic love, the world sorrow.
I hope tha~ this time they do not repeat with Gladstone
the fatuous cr~. of "Without parallel!" Surely by now.after a Way (}r{lll Flesh, after a Dusty Answer and a Divine
Fire and of A [ uman Bondage-surely now even the most
mole-like have ecognized the piercing emotions of youth,
whether young anhood or young womanhood. Is it possible that today ere is one man or woman who feels words
like these shoc ingly without parallel?
I was uite right, there is nothing excrutiating
but the sorrows of self-love, those have nothing hidden inside them and are worse than death. But all
the other? . . . death, despair of love, absences! I is life all the same. Here I am on the
point of w eping ... 0 God, take pity on me! 0
. God, must here be this deadful separation between'
me and th.l1; rest of the world
And this i youth without parallel! This is the diary
whose audacit translated it into Hungarian and English
and half a doz n other languages! This is simple youth.
And the notori, . of this innocent anti poignant diary reveals
the abysses of 'gnor~nce and self-deception of adult society
[ 154]
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in the late lamented-last century. Youth was ever thus!
It was the adulthood'lWhich suffered disease. Those blindnesses are surely"gone?
\
On Journey, by Vida Scudder, is dedicated to the poet
Florence Converse. Collected Poems, by Florence Converse,
is dedicated to'the Christian socialist, Vida Scudder. The
autobiography is strangely analogous to the poetry. Like
the poet's "happy swan" .
,
"
Privileged to float· upon
Waters ecclesiastical:
A hero in a charmed life
.
has been the life of the mystical Vida Scudder. Yet-even the
happy swan floats near a world with "industrial strife,"
... the awful dread
Of. hungering for daily bread;
and so it "was with the Vida Scudder wh,o wrote for socialism. Has she realized though, one wonders, how her program of social amelioration has' dissipated itself in mysticism, in nostgalia of the saints? . On Journey is valuable in
showing thought withdrawing into hallowed retreat. Where
thought loses -its force.
Autobiographies may easily become surprising things.
G. K. Chesterton's is expected enough, Rurlyard Kipling's is
Masters' is
a ste~ toward' the fantastic, 'and Edgar
utterly astounding. Only by abandoning his wit and his
Catholicity would Chesterton have surprised·; as it is, the
Autobiography is a continuation of his natural prose and
logical ideas: It is the _same imagistic reading, the sante
Jesuitical ratiocination. Something of Myself, by Kipling,
is surprising only be'cause it is disappointing: it is, for one
thing, incomplete, it is a hasty pudding, best relished for the
recording of. nineteenth century India and the meteoric flare
of young,ge~iusacross the British sky.
But Beyond Spoon River,
'by Masters,. is almost revolt.
'ing: not.at all because of a vaguely scabrous personal life,
not at all because of a steady 'deterioration .into despair,
t

I

~

I.

Lee

I

.
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into even a clar~bce Darrow nihilism. No, what horrifies
is the stupid, unconscionable blind
a reader of this
favoritism of fater i Here is a book which shows apparent.to
the slightest reader the shallowness of its author, the debilitation of his cha~acter, the mediocrity of his talent. And
yet this is the ~ar who wrote The Spoon River Anthology!
This is the man 3hO wrote "Ann Rutledge" ... and Beyond
Spoon River tells how this mediocrity was v.isited for some
three months in certain -year by a staggering aspirationsome ineffable o<1d, outside his comprehension-and in
those months made an American immortal of himself. The
mystery and unrelason of it is staggering. But it happened,
Edgar Lee Maste~s did write Spoon River, and it is his biographic~l an? hi~orical tragedy that he went beyond it to
reveal hIS shlverihg nakedness.
.

,tory
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